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Foreword

Preface

The Dublin College of Catering is one of the six constitutent
colleges of the Dublin Institute of Technology. The college
prepares young people for employment, by providing education
and training at degree, diploma, certificate and apprenticeship
levels in hotel & catering management, environmental health,
environmental management, food science & technology, and
home & social sciences,
In this difficult period of unemployment, our particular
experience is that a high proportion of our students succeed in
obtaining suitable employment upon graduation,
This special publication is based mainly On revised and
updated papers presented to a recent conference on
unemployment held io the college, The objective of the
publication is to create a greater understanding of the problem
of unemployment, and to provide a range of useful ideas and
proposals on this economic and social problem,
As part of our broader role as a teaching and academic body,
the college is happy to have these important papers published,
in the hope that they will have a stimulating effect On the search
for practical solutions to this difficult problem,

Unemployment is the most important problem facing Ireland
today. Politicians and public servants, employers and employees,
academics and ordinary citizens are becoming increasingly
concerned at the large number of people without work. Most
countries throughout the world share this problem with us but
Ireland's level is high even by international standards.
Consequently, practical and useful solutions are urgently needed,
This publication brings together a number of specialists from
Ireland and abroad who provide iosight and proposals On various
aspects of the problem, The material in the following chapters
is provided by two different groups of people - academics and
public representatives.
Part I introduces the topic by looking at the size of the problem,
its effects and the demographic factors at work, Part II deals
with whether we should opt for more public or more private sector
involvement in joh creation. The evolving role of employers and
employees is considered in Part III. Part IV looks at the sharing
of employment through such mechanisms as work and profit
sharing, Then follows the issue of third-level education and the
employment contribution of tourism in Part V, In Part VI the
question of community-based job creation is studied, Finally,
Part VII goes beyond the sectional ideas of the other chapters
and provides a hroad role for the academic community and the
political/institutional structures,
There are other approaches to unemployment which are not
included in this volume but it was felt these were adequately
covered elsewhere, My thanks are due to the authors who wrote
and rewrote their papers to meet stringent deadlines. I am also
grateful to Sean Byrne and Paul Cullen who helped me On two
of the chapters; to the staff of the Central Statistics Office and
the EC Office, Dublin for updating the data: to Pat Henry,
Joseph Hegarty, Joe Erraught, Marlene Proctor, Michael Ganly
and Brendan Keyes and their staff; to Paul Nevin, Carmel
Collier, Nuala O'Connor and Peg Egan,
A particular thanks must also go to Ruairi O'Floinn and

Robert J Lawlor
Principal
Dublin College of Catering
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Hilary Haugh of the Bank of Ireland and Jim O'Donnell and
lain MacAulay of the Institute of Public Adr;,inistration. Finallv
a special thanks to Margaret, my wife, who tODk up the sla~l;
at horne and fully supported me throughout this project.
AntD Kerins
Dublin College of Catering
Febmary 1988
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The Extent of Unemployment
ANTO KERrNS

Unemployment in Ireland is extremely high, both by past
standards and by present international levels. At present there
are 250,083 people registered as unemployed. This is equivalent
to 19.4 per cent of the labour force and is the second highest
rate since records began. The highest was in January 1987.
Ireland's unemployment is also the largest in the European
Community (see figure 1 below). Ireland's rate is more than 4,5
per cent above the next highest level - Italy - and one and
three-quarter times the EC average.
Figure I : Unemployment in nine EC countries
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Irish unemployment has been increasing in recent years}
especially since 1980, European unemployment has also been
growing and figure 2 shows the annual European and Irish
unemployment rates since 1973'.
1
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Figure 3: Unemployment rates among hroad occupational
groups

Figure 2: Irish and EC unemployment rates
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It is interesting to note that whereas Irish unemployment has
continued to increase since 1985 and is expected to do so until
the end of the decade the European Community average has
levelled off.
Apart from the large number of unemployed people in Ireland,
unemployment is often spread unevenly among different groups
in society, For example, the proportion of those unemployed in
the different occupational groups varies considerably, as we can
see in figure 3,
As we can see in figure 3 unemployment among labourers and
unskilled workers is almost ten times greater than among
professional and technical workers and five times greater than
among clerical workers.
Another interesting comparison is to look at unemployment
variations among the different industrial groups, As figure 4
shows the building and construction industry has a 25 per cent
unemployment level as against the very low figures in public

LlboProducers l urers,
Makers, Unsk
Repair~ -Hied
Work
crs
~ers

SOUTa: Labour Fom:Sur..Jey (1986)

administration and defence and professional services, This
difference can be explained partly by present difficulties in the
building and construction industry allied to the lower skill level
in that industry, Another factor could be the greater job
permanency in the public administration and defence sectors.
Unemployment also varies throughout the different regions as
is shown in figure 5. Unemployment in the north-west is almost
seven per cent higher than in the midlands2• A further point on
this regional aspect is that the duration of unemployment varies
by region. For example, the east, midlands, and south-east
regions have, on average, a lower proportion oflong-duration
unemployed people (I.e, those over 53 weeks) than in the west
and north-west regions'
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Figure 4: Unemployment rates among broad industrial groups
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Unemployment also varies by age. In figure 6 we can see that
25 per cent of those between the ages of 15 and 24 are
unemployed, as against almost 14 per cent of those aged between
45 and 64.

21

Figure 6: Unemployment by age groups
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Figure 5: U nemploymc'l1( rates by planning region
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This makes youth unemployment a particularly pressing
problem. However, the data show that there exists a greater
movement in and out of the youth labour market than in the
market for older workers. The average unemployed young person
will normally be out of work for considerably less time than his
or her older colleagues. Young workers are far more likely to
leave the dole queues because, for example, they get a job,
emigrate or go back to college. In contrast, the possibility of the
older groups becoming unemployed is less. However, once an
older worker becomes unemployed, he or she is likely to be out
of work much longer (Walsh 1985 p. 163). Youth unemployment
in Ireland is possibly a less urgent problem thaa in some of the
other EC countries. Walsh (1985 p. 165) says that youth
unemployment is likely to decline in relative importance
throughout the rest of the decade to be replaced by a concern
for the waste represented by long-term unemployment among
people of all ages.
The above data' indicate the numerical extent of the
problem. The following chapter considers the effects of
unemployment on society and the individual.
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Notes to chapter
1

Spain and Portgual are not
included
because
the
unemployment rates which urc
commonly published in these
countries are not based on the
number of registered uncmploy~
ed. Greece is also excluded from
the calculation of this avemgc
because the Greek registration
and benefit s}'stem for un~
employed persons differs
consideraby fmm that in other
Community countries, so that
the number of persons registered as unemployed does not
reflect the true level of
unemployment.
The geographical sub~divisions
used in the table arc based on
the planning regions, The
composition of these regions afC
as follows:

Region and Composition

East: Counties, Dublin, Kildare,
Meath, 'Nicklow, Dublin County
Borough.

Midlands: Counties, Laois,
Longford, Offaiy, Roscommon,
Westmcath.

Mid-West! Counties, Clare,
Limerick, Tipperary North Riding,
Limerick County Borough.
North~East:
Counties, Cavan,
Louth, 1tfonaghan.
North-\Vest and Donegal:
Counties, Lcitrim t Sligo and
DonegaL

South-Ead:

Counties, Carlow,

Kilkenny, Tipperary South Riding,

Waterford, Wexford, Waterford
County Borough,
South-We~t:
Coundes, Cork,
Kerry, Cork County Borough.
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West:

Counties, Galway, Mayo.
CSO (1988) Data refers
to (hose unemployed for over 53
weeks 011 23 December 19B7.
.;:, The bulk of the data on Irish
unemployment is derived from
the operation of the social
welfare ans and the unernploy~
rnent assistance acts both

:L Source~

admini.stered

uy

the

Depart~

mcnt of Social Welfare. The
total registered at all employment exchanges is taHed the
Total Live Register, Persons on
the live register fall broadly into
two groups: claimants for
unemployment benefits and
applicants for unemployment
assistance. In principle,
someone who registers as
unemployed is: 'capable of work
... available jor employment
and ... genuinely seeking ."
employment suitable for him
having regard to his." circum~
stances' (Social Welfare Act,
1986). In practice, however,
registration is affected by
among other things, the
eligi.bility conditions for
unemployment assistance and
benefit.
j

An important additional source
of data is the annual Labour
Force Survey whit::h is now
carried out as part of a
simultaneous exercIse in the EC
member states. Another source
of information is the Census of
Population which comes out
every few years. See Kirwin and
McGilvray (1983) for a useful
discussion of Irish unemploy~
mem statistics.
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The Costs oj Unemployment

The Costs of Unemployment
RICHARD BREEN
In attempting to assess the costs of unemployment, it is usual to
begin by drawing two distinctions. The first of these is between
the costs of unemployment La the individual and the costs to
society more generally: so, [or example, the loss of income

brought about by jol) loss and unemployment is a cost borne by
the unemployed individual or by his or her ramily, while the
financing of unemployment assistance and benefit is a cost that
falls on the broader community. The second distinction lies
between the economic costs of unemployment on the one hand

(as in the above examples), and what we might term the social
and psychological costs on the other.
These two distinctions are not always very clear: the same set
of consequences of unemployment can entail costs for indivi-

duals as well as [or society at large and may lead both to
economically quantiliable and non-quantiliable costs. So, these
two distinctions do not purport to yield a means o[ classifying the
efjects o[ unemployment; rather, they provide a loose, but
convenient, framework in which to seek to cost the phenomenon.

I cannol ([or reasons that, I hope, will become clear) offer a
definitive answer to the question of what unemployment in
Ireland is currently costing us as individuals and as a society.
Rather, I give some broad indications of the costs and suggest

why it proves difficult to make a reliable estimate o[ them. I conclude by drawing together my lindings and indicating what they
im ply [or governmen t policy.
This review o[ the costs o[ unemployment is, o[ necessity,

selective, but I [oeus on what I believe to be the major issues. On
the non-economic side, these are the costs o[ unemployment in
terms o[ health, marital stability and crime, and, on the
economic side, the costs to the economy as a whole in lost output,

the costs to the Exchequer, and the costs to the individuals who
are unemployed. Essentially, I will review the existing literature. Ideally, I would have liked to review Irish research on these
issues, but this is relatively scant. In some cases, however,

8

although it would he desirable to have our own research, its
omission is made less seriolls by the fact that we can reasonably
assume that what has been found La hold in other countries
regarding, say, the relationship between unemployment and
health, will hold, given comparable circumstances, in Ireland
too.
In looking at costs, then, I want to begin with the noneconomic costs ofuTIcmploymcnt, concentrating initially on the

elTects or unemployment

all

physical health.

UneIl1ploYIl1ent and health
The meaning of work is broader than the mere earning of a
wage. A large number o[ authors ([or example, Hayes and
Nullman 1981, pp. 38-43; Jahoda et al 1979, pp. 494-95) have
identified several other [unctions served by work; these include
the structuring of time, the affording o[ opportunities [or social
interaction, and the provision of a basis for one's social status,
sel[-respeet and personal identity. The absence of work, then,
results in far more than a loss o[ income. Numerous writers
(Eisenberg and Lazars[eld 1938; Gould and Kenyon 1972;
Harrison 1976; Hayes and NUllman 1981; Hill 1977; Jones
1972; Marsden and Dull' 1975; Sinlield 1970) have suggested
that the unemployed typically pass through [our phases: an
initial shock at the loss o[ their job, then optimism in the early
period o[ looking [or employment, gradually giving way to
pessimism at their failure to secure work and, finally, [atalislll, at
which stage the unemployed become resigned to their situation. 1
Unemployed adults come under considerable pressure [rom
neighbours, lamily and society at large to get ajob, and this can
lead to considerable stress, particularly when attempts to find
work continually meet with no success. The process of looking
[or work itself often becomes humiliating, and this humiliation
may be compounded by those who regard the unemployed as
'social welfare scroungers' or 'de[rauders'. The result is the stage
o[ [atalism when the individual ceases to look [or work and
becomes re;igned tojoblessness. This resignation issel[-[ullilling,
since, as the intensity to seek work declines with the increasing
duration o[ unemployment, so does the likelihood o[ getting a
job. 'Prolonged unemploymen t', as one writer (Harrison 1976,

9
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p. 340) has noted, 'hrings many people [ace to face with acute
personal dilemmas and fundamental questions about their
identity and value to society.'
Thus, the negative efTects or unemploytnent on individuals
and their families may arise not simply through the decline in
their income and their relative poverty, but through the stress
generated by the fact of' being unclTIployed. However, while
there is no doubt that unemployment leads in many cases to a
loss ofselC. . rcspcct and to feelings of de prcssi 011, hopelessness and
even despair, the question or whether, and to what extent,
unemployment can be held responsible for mcasureable declines

in physical and mental health (in the sense that the unemployed
person exhibits clinical symptoms that require professional
attention) is much more contentious.
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because they are ill. Of course, if this were so, then as the level of
unemployment rises, the proportion of the unemployed who
have become so because they arc ill similarly should decline;
thus, the relationship between ill health and unemploYITIent
should diminish over time. The fact that it has not seems to
indicate that employment may indeed be responsible for poorer

health (Hakim 1982, p.445), rather than the reverse.
However, there are other problems associated with trying to
determine the direction or causality in the relationship between
health and unemploYITIent. For example, even if studies interview people before and after they become unemployed, there is
the danger that a deterioration in the health of the respondents
may be an artefact of the research itself. It has been sugaested ,
~

Jar example, that unemployed people will tend to emphasise
health problems to a greater extent than those at work, possibly

A good deal of research (lor example, Jahoda et al 1971;
Gardner et a11969; Brenner 1977,1979; Cobb and KasI1977;
Hakim 1982, pp. 444-45) has shown an association between
unemployment and ill health: the unemployed suITer, on

as a means of rationalising their lack ofajob (Hakim 1982, p.
445; Fagin 1979). Thus, self-reports of health status by the unemployed may not be very reliable. A further difficulty arises

average, much poorer health than those in work. At the
extreme, some studies point to a link between unemployment

and mortality rates: lor example, Brenner (1979) found that the

because simple comparisons of the health status of those at work
and those who are unemployed fails to take into account the
issue of what sorts of people arc most likely to be unemployed.

unemployment rates and the standardised mortality rates for

Put crudely, since the unemployed - and particularly the long-

English counties in 1971, showed a high (.51) positive correla-

term unemployed - arc drawn from those social classes and
age-groups that, in any event, tend to report the highest levels of

tion. Hovvever, to show that the unemployed are more likely to
be ill - or even to die - is not the same as demonstrating that
unemployment is the principal or even a partial cause of ill

certain types of ill health, it is often unclear whether unemployment itself is leading to ill health or whether the relationship

health. So, some of the most inl1uential studies of the eITeets of

arises because the unemployed come from the least healthy sections of the community.2 So, for example, in a British· study,

unemployment have been based on small-scale research, in
which the samples were too small and whose rigour was not
sufTicient to enable us to draw conclusions about causation

White (1983, pp. 53-57) noted that long-term unemployed men
and women reported much higher levels of ill health than did

Uaekson 1985, p. 83; Bolger et al 1983, pp. 24-25). On the other

the population as a whole. However, once allowances were

hand, in those instances where large samples have been used or

made for the age and social class composition of the long-term
unemployed, these diITerenees between them and the general
population in their reports of ill health either disappeared
entirely (in the case of women) or became quite small (in the case
of men).
On the other hand, research in Britain (Moser et al 1984),
following up a one per cent sample from the 1971 Census,
showed that unemployment had a very clear elTeet on the health
of the unemployed. For example, throughout the 1970s un-

where aggreggate data have been employed, problems of a
dillerent kind arise (Hakim 1982; Bolger et al 1983; Cook 1985).
For example, in so-called cross-sectional surveys, in which the

health 01' a sample of the unemployed is compared with that ofa
sample of people at work, the direction of causation may be
unclear. Rather than unemployment causing ill health, it may
he that ill health is the cause of unemployment - iI~ for instanee~
t'mployers prefer to lay ofT workers who are less productive
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employed men were lDund to have higher rates of mortality than
the male population of working age as a whole. This diJ1erenee
persisted even when the age nnd social class composition oflhe
unemployed were taken into account. Likewise, this research
lDund that unemployment aJ1eeted the wives of unemployed
men, who had higher rates of mortality than in the equivalent
age segments of the female population as a whole.
In a well-known study of factory closure in Michigan (Cobb
and Kasl 1977, based on 1967 da ta), the heal th of a group of a
hundred men aged 40-59 was monitored before and after the
closure of the faclories in which they worked, and then was compared with the health of a control group of seventy-lour other
men. Although the study lound that the health - both physical
and mental- of those men made redundant did indeed deteriorate in several respects when compared with that of the control
group (there were suggestions of an increased risk of diabetcs,
ulcers and heart disease), the study is not wholly convincing.
This is, in part, because it is dilIicult to generalise from the study
of workers in only twO factories, and in part because the small
size of the sample, together with the large number of health outcomes measured, made it impossible to reach firm conclusions
(Cook 1985, p. 79).
Another avenue of research in this field is exemplified by the
work of Brenner (1977; 1979). He used data at aggregate levels
(e.g. unemployment rates and mortality rates for English
counties in 1971; or in another study [Brenner 1973] mortality
rates from heart disease and unemployment rates in the state oj'
New York between 1915 and 1967) and attempted to find a relationship between such things as death rates and rates oj'
unemployment. While this research has tended to show a relationship between levels ofmorta!ity and lTIeaSUrcs o1'economic
change, this method of approaching the issue is open to many
criticisms (Gravelle et al 1981; Cook 1985, p. 80). Perhaps the
most telling is that the models that Brenner uses to account for
the relationship between health and economic variables, such as
the unemplo}'lnent rate, arc almost certainly deficient since they
omit factors such as smoking and diet, which arc strongly related
to health but. m,easures of which are not available at the
aggregate levels at which Brenner's models are operationalised .•
If these measures could have becn included, then the statistical
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relationship between health and unemployment might well
have been changed.
Until rL'Cently, there was no Irish research into the costs of
unemployment on physical health. The only data relating to the
question were those prcsented by Corrigan (1980), who noted
lhat a growth in consumption (under the General Medical
Scheme) of sedative/tranquilliser drugs in Ireland between
mid·1974 and mid-197S; 'coineided closely with the rise in
unemployment in the same period' (Corrigan 1980, p.297).
However, at other periods, his data show no relationship
betwecn prescribing rates and unemployment. Work on the
relationship between health and unemployment is in progress at
the Irish Foundation lor Human Development. Part of this
research, comparing the health of the young unemployed with
the health of a sample of young white collar workers, has shown
that the former have poorer health in several respects, and that
the unemployed smoke more and have poorer dietary practices
(Ronayne et al 1986, p. 16).
One dilIiculty, common to the whole question of the elleets
and costs of unemployment, is that these effects may be dillerent
for dil1erent people. So, for example, although some people may
suffer ill health as a result of being out of worl" the health of
other individuals might actually improve if their previous work
had been in industries associated with relatively high levels of
occupalional illness. \'\fhat this suggesLIi is that a greater aware~
ness of the processes by which employment status might inlluenee health is called for, and that the techniques by which we go
about unravelling these processes should be correspondingly
morc discriminating.
However, let me conclude this sect inn by noting that some of
the best evidence that physical health is inJ1ueneed by unemployment actually comes from studies that have concentrated
on the health ortbe families of the unemployed, as in the study of
Moser et al (1984) to which we referred earlier. In another
British study, Brennan and Stoten (1976) laund that, among
children aged 0-4 years, unemployment of the household head
was an important determinant of mortality, even when allowances were made for social cia" background. Likewise, their
rates of hospitalisation were double those of children Ii-om
families not suffering Irom unemployment In a study of babies
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in Glasgow, (Cole et al 1983) it was loundthatthe lTIean birthweight of those whose fathers were unemployed was significantlv less than those whose father> were at work.
WI;ile both these studies are open to criticism (e.g. Cook 1985,
p. 77), they point to a fairly clear mechanism by which
unemployment alTects children's health. Since young and
unborn children presumably arc relatively unalkctcd by the
stress {aclofs associated with unelnploY1TICnt, and since lneo~
natal and infant health remain the most sensitive indicators of
deprivation' (Cook 1985, p. 81), these results identify the
financial consequences of unemployment as the causal lactor
underlying these particular costs. The loss or income leads to a
reduction in expenditure on food, heating and so lorth, thus
increasing the risk of neonatal and infant ill health (sec Hakim
1982, p. 448). In this respect, however, the unemployed are like
any other gmup experiencing poverty: babies and children rrom
poorer lamilies are smaller and les> healthy, I'cgardless of
whether their father is in work Or not. Thus, these Briti,h studies
indicate that poverty is the immediate cause of children'S ill
health, bUl in Brilain at least, the most common cause o[poverty
nowadays is unemployment.: 1 If the same is true in Ireland
i[
unemployment leads to poverty - then we should expect to lind
very similar consequences,
Turning to the relationship between unemployment and
mental health, there is nO doubt that the experience of
unemployment causes the kinds of demoralisation we dcscribed
earlier, although research has shown that not everyone suner!:> to
the same extent. Thus 'the severity of the psychological conse"
quenees ol'joh loss is determined by the degree of attachment to
paid employment and/or occupation as a central locus personal identity' (Hakim 1982, p. 4+9). It has becn suggested that,
[or 'those in employment, high commitment [to work] is related
to good psychological health; [01' those who are unemployed the
oppositc is true
high commitment to work is related to poor
psychological health' Uackson 1985, p. 90)."
Such demoralisation and loss of sell~respect may well entail
costs; lor instance, the individual may become less employable
as a result. However, there is also increasing evidence regarding
the extent to which unemployment leads to psychiatric dis- ,
orders (in the sense, again, that the jobless require the attention
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or the health services). The issues involved in establishing
unemployment as the cause of psychiatric problems are much
the same as those we discussed in relalion to the unemployment/physical health link: however, a growing number or
studies seem to point to a causal explanation, Research involving sellool leavers in Sheffield (Banks and Jackson 1982; Jackson
1985) showed that those who were unemployed several months
after leaving sehool reported higher levels of symptoms of poor
psychological health than did those who had ajob or were on a
slale training scheme. Conversely, at asecond interview, among
those who had been unemployed but had then got a job.
symptom levels declined markedly, whereas among those who
were still unemployed, the levels remained high.'
Suicide and parasuicide (deliberate but non-fatal allempts at
self-harm) can be regarded as an extreme manifestation of
psychological ill health. In a study carried out in Edinburgh by
Platt (1983), it was found that between ) 968 and 1982, the
unemployed were at least nine times more prone to parasuicidc
than the employed, with the greatest risk round among those
who had been unemployed for more than a year. Within areas o[
Edinburgh, the parasuieide and unemployment rates were
strongly related, and this relationship has grown in strength as
unemployment has increased. Finally, Plall estimates that in
1979, 37 per cent of parasuicides were attributable to unemployment; hy 1982 this had risen to 58 per cent.
As Cook (1985, pp. 76-77) writes, in reviewing Platl's study,
there are questions relating to these data and results that remain
unanswered: nevertheless, the possibility cannot arise (as it does
with other symptoms of ill health) that the symptom caused
unemployment: that is, the argument that people become unemployed because they are potential parasuicides is not really
convincing. Platt's lindings, therelore, appear to suggest that
the increased risk of parasuicide is attributable to unemployment.
Irish nndings on the efTect o[ unemployment on psychological
health come from a study carried out in 1982 and 1983
(McCarthy and Ronayne 1984; Ronayne and McCarthy 1985),
using a sample of around 200 registrants (unmarried and aged
15-25) at the two Dublin city centre offices of the National )'1anpower Service. Amon g this grou p, the experience o[ unem ployment
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was accompanied by considerable psychological distress
" .. It was, .. accompanied by high levels of anxiety, deprcssian and hostility. Indeed, ror approximately two-thirds or the
sample the Icvels ornegative am,ct." were similar to what, on
average, one would Ilnd among a psychiatric patient samplc.
(McCarthy and Rooa yne 1984, p, 31)
In later intcrviews it was fnund that thc sub-sample which
meanwhile had obtained employment evinced less anxiety and
depression, while those who were still unemployed continued to
experience acute worry and despair. The lact that at the initial
interview there had been no dill'erence in levels or psychological
distress between those who subsequently got jobs and those who
did not, does indeed suggest that entry into work had helped to
allev iate these symptoms.

UnetnplOYIllent and the family
In a studv of twentv-two British families, Fagin (1981) reported
tbat unc';"ployme,.{t of the household head was associated with a
worsening of marital relationships, leading, in some cases) to
permanent separation l.1clwcen the partners. Silnilar results
have been found in other studies carried out in the United
Kingdom (Sinlield 1958; Marsden and DuIT 1975; Colledge and
Bartholomew (980) and in the USA (sec tbe "eview by lvlocn ot
al 1982). Again, however, the picture is not entirely straightforward, For example, in Britain unskilled manual workers have
the highest risk ofbeeoming unemployed, but they also have the
highest divorce rates, regardless or their employment status.
Thus we should expect La find an association between divorce
and unemployment, even if there is no causal link,
Nevertheless, some studies do provide evidence that
unemployment is a contributory factor - ifnotthe sale causeof marital difficulty. For example, in interviews, (e,g, Fagin
1981) the unemployed often statc that unemployment is one of
the causes of family stress. A study in the USA (LikeI' and Elder
1983), which lonowed iamilies over a period of two decades,
indicated that unemployment led to increased marital stress,
However, the precise elTeets of unemployment varied according
to the initial quality of the marital and lamilial relations.
Broadly speaking, where close· knit, good relations prevailed'
before the onset of unemployment, unemployment itself could
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strengthen thc::.c bonds, whereas unelnploymcllt PUlS a strain on
an initially poor relationship.
.
Other studies have pointed to further consequences 01
unemployment for the families of the unemployed, vVe have
already discussed the issues of neonatal and Inlant health and
phvsie~1 and mental health Ofspollses: work in ,he USA (rvloen
et ~I 1982; Steinberg ct al 1981) has suggestcd a link between
uncmployment and child abuse, ami studies in the USA and
Britain (Eisenberg and Lazarslcld 1938; Sinlicld 19(8) have
shown an association bct\vccn parenlal unemployment and
their children's educational attainment. Irish data (Breen 1984,
p. 104) show that, among rcccnteohorts ofschoollcavcrs',even
when we allow lor social class ddTct'cnccs In the propcn:uty to
leave school carlYl parental unemployment is a very strong
indicator of the likelihood that children will drop out of selmol
without quali1ications.

UneIllploYll1ent and critne
It is orten stated that increased unemployment leads to higher
levels or crime and delinquency, However, much of the difliculty in assessing the nature of the relationship bcl\veen
unemployment and crilninal behaviour arises b~callsc lhose
who are most likely to come before the courts arc, In any event
young and of lowc~ working-class Imckgrounds - precisely the
~haraeteristics of those most likely to be out or ajob, Thus, this
coincidence or unemployment aod crime may hclp strengthen
the perception that the two are linked, This link has also been
attested to by numerous pieces of research (see Hakim 1982, p.
420). For example, in a review (chiefly American) ?f the eV,idence, Phillips and Vote), (1981, p, 170) wnte 'most 01 the emp~n
cal studies lind that the unemployment rate has a pos,tlve
impact on the crime rate.' This is not to say, however, that it is
necessarily the uncInploycd who arc commiling this extra
crime, although other evidence indicates that the unemployed
feature prominently among those apprehended by the pollee.
Rottman's (1984, p, lIB) study or the Irish criminal Jus~ice
system showed that 72 per cent of males apprehended for melletable ofTences in the Dublin Metropolitan Area in 1981 were
recorded as unemployed, The causal processes u,nderlying sllch
statistics are far from transparent, however, One Important eonj
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sideration is that employers are reluctant to hire people who
have crimina] records, Thcrclore rn05l recidivist crinl1uals are
likely to be classed as unemployed (and, oreonrse, their inability
to get ajob creates an incentive [or previous ofiendcrs to turn to
crime).
In her review or the evidence, Hakim (1982, p. 450; sce also
ROllman 1985, p. 45) claims that research has shown that, in
addition to increasing recidivism, unemployment increases
juvenile delinquency, possibly Icading to criminality in adulthood. It has becn argued that those most likely to engage in
criminal activities are individuals with a limited stake in conventional society. To the extent that unemployment
and
particularly prolonged unemployment
weakens the
individual's bonds of attachment to conventional societYl'1i this
may explain the link between juvenile crime and unemployment.

The social costs of unenlployn>ent
So far I have looked at some or the costs or unemployment
to
individuals, ramilies and to society as a whole. Clearly, and
necessarily, I have been selective; ror example, I have said
nothing about the political costs or high unemployment, nor
have I touched on issues such as the effects of high unemployment on equality or labour market opportunity between men
and women. However, what is significant aboOlthe three areas I
have examined is that, as \vell as constituting social and psychological costs in themselvcs, greater ill health, poorer family relationships and rising crime rates all imply costs to the Exchequer
in the additional use of health and social welfare provisions and
in an increased burden on the criminal justice system. i vVe now
turn to a more detailed examination of the economic coslsofunemployment.
Financial costs of unelmployn>ent
The financial cost of unemployment to the individual is often
defined as the diITerencc between his or her net income when in
work and income derived rrom unemployment compensation
(Unemployment Assistance (UA) or Unemployment Benefit
(UB)). Ideally, however, other cash income should also be takcn
into account, such as redundancy payments, and other changes
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in circumstances that may, in some cascs, act to the henefitofthe
unemployed (eligibility for free medical care under the General
Medical Scheme, reduced rent under the DiITerential Rents
Schelne; absence of transport costs La and from work, and so on).
Clearly the exact econ01nic circumstances or unemployed
individuals will vary considerably, but, in theory, it ought to be
possible to arrive at an average figure oC thc ratio of income
""hen uncmpJoycd to income when at work. Economists call this
figure the 'average replacement ratio'. Recent estimate, (Blackwell 1985) of 1984 average short-run unemployment ratios are,
lor married persons, 79 pCI' cent on UB (including the payrelatcd component) and 51 pcr cent on UA. For a single person,
the figures are 60 and 27 per cent respectively. Broadly
speaking, replacement "atios are higher among those who have
low pre-unemploymenl incolnes, who have recently become unemployed, and who have large families. The,e variable, ensure
that there is a considerable variation in replacement ratios.
However, since the majority of those claiming benefit or assistance are unmarried (around 58 per cent, with a further 8 per
cent being married without children), a high average replacement ratio ror the unemployed as a whole ,eems to be the result
either of much low paid pre-unemployment work and/or short
durations or unemployment.
Such evidence as we have shows that the unemployed arc,
relatively, very poorly oIT. The maximum weekly rates or DB,
for example, (excluding the pay-related component as of
September 1985), vary between £41.40 ror a single person, to
£67.70 for a childless couple, to £113.70 for a married couple
with live children. Rates ofUA arc, of course, lower. Dataon the
position of the unemployed in the overall income distribution
arc available only for the 1980 Household Budget Survey (HBS)
and therefore are somewhat out ordate. On the other hand, this
method of approaching the question or how well or how poorly
of\' the unemployed are has the advantage that it concentrates
not on individuals, but on households, and this is likely to be
very important to the extent that unemployment is concentrated in specific households. There is much evidence that
this is indeed the case. For example, in a study of the long-term
unemployed among the youth population, carried out ror the
Youth Employment Agene}' (YEA) in 1985, it was found that
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the unemployment rate among fathers
respondents.,
excluding those outside the labour force, was 47 per cenl, threeand-a-half times the rate for all adult males aged 45 to 64.
, Furthermore, of the four-fifths of respondehts to this survey who
were living in their parental home, the unemployment rate
among siblings was 58 per cent (YEA 1986). In other words,
11igh I~vels of youth and adult unemployment tend to be l'lUnd
together in the same households.
Some indication of the extcntlo which households are wholly
dependent on well'arc payments comes from Garvey's (1983, p.
124) analysis of sample data from the 1981 Cen:us. Of those
households with at least One person unemployed, Just over half
had no one at work, and these were probably totally dependent
on we/fare payments.
The 1980 HBS data show that half of all expenditure on
Unemployment Assistance and Unemployment Benefit went to
the poorest 20 pcr cent of households, and over three-qoarters to
the poorest 40 per cent. However, in cases where the head of
household was onemployed, 70 per cent were 111 the bottom fifth
of the e1irect income distribution and, even allowing for social
welrare payments, Over 60 per cent were in the bottom liI'th or
the disposable income distribution.
.
The extent of linaneial hardship among lhe unemployed IS
likely to depcnd crucially on two things: firstly, whether or not
there are other income earners in the household (or, more gcneTally, the ratio of earners to dependants); and, secondly, the
duration of un ern ploy ment, with those who arc unemployed for
long periods or who have a history of moving rapidly in and out
of unemployment (a group termed the 'subemployed' by Norris
[1978a and b]) likely to suffer the greatest hardship, The relationship hetween financial hardship anel unemployment duration or freqoency arises not only because the rat";s of til: gc~er
allv available assistance are lower than those 01 eontnbolionba~ed benefit, but also because of the cumuiative effects of low
income. It may be rclatively easy for a family to manage on a
reduced income for ashorl period; it is infinitely more dil1icult to
do this over the long term.
The available data (albeit rather dated) reveal that the
majority of the unemployed are in households'where there is n~
earned income, while more recent data show that just less than
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hall' or the males on the Live Regi,ter have been there lor over a
year. The eoqjunction of these two circumstances is likely La
U1USe considerable hardship. Some inciicalions of this can be obtained from Roche', (1984, p. 82) lindings (again ba,ed on the
1980 HBS). For example, he shows that, in 1980, while households headed by an unemployerl person macle up only 4 pel' cent
oC the total or all households, they accounted lor between onc'Iuaner and one-lifth or households below the poveny line (as
Roche delines it).
That many of the unemployed arc linaneially poorly orr is
inescapable, and it also appears that a large proportion oj' the
unemployed move from badly paid jobs into more badly
remunerated unemployment. In very many
probably the
majority
or cases, unemployment sin1ply makes the already
poor pool'er.
Finally I want to turn to that aspect oftne co,t of un employmcnt that perhaps ~prings lTIost readily to mind \vhen we think
or this mauer: namclv the costs to the economv as a whole and
the costs to the Exehe~lllcr, and thus, ultimately, to the taxpayer
(whether this cost Call, On current 01' Cuture taxpayers). Fir't 1
shall prescnt some estimates that have been Inade or these costs,
and then discuss what they 111ight mean and whal they l11ight
imply lor a job creation policy.
Probably the hest knov.;n attelnpt to assess the eost of unemployment to the economy as a whole was the OECD's (1982, p.
17) e'timate of a loss of output in all the OEeD eonntries
eq;,ivaicnt to thc combined GDP oCCanada and Denmark (or
£US340 billion). The only estimates lor Ireland come Ii-om
Bolger et al (1983, p. 7): their figures, for 1982, vary between a
low estimate 01'£639 million (5.4 per cent or GDP) amI a high of
£848 million (7.2 pc .. cent orGDP). These estimates relate to the
eosts of a lcvd of unelnplo'y'mcnt over and above an assUlTIcd
'natural' frictional rate of unemployment of 4 per eel1t. Myown
estimates for 1984 (using a slightly simpler Illethodology)" put
the output cost (again net or assumcd natural rate of unemployment) in the ..eg·ion of £1,100 million, of 6.8 pcr cent or
GDP.
Bolger et al (1983) also make estimates of the costs or
unenlploYlnent to the Exehequer~ To arTivc at these cslimales,
thc), add the e1i ..ect costs to the state (L'\, UB, pay-related and
l
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redundancy payment) to the revenue forgone (in lcrmsofdll'ccl
and indirect tax and social insurance), to the neL costs of special
clTIploymcnt schemes and to administrative costs. This, or
course, excludes costs deriving from some of the things we have
discussed earlier, such as increased costs to the health service
and higher costs or coping with crime, as well as the costs of
other bcnellts tlml the unemployed lnay not 1lave been receiving
when in work; such as free medica! care and reduced rent. In this
respect, then, Bolger cL al's estimates may be presumed toerl" on
the side of conservatism.
The most recent year I{w which they present a relatively
complete estimate or Exchequer costs is 1980: in that year Bolger
et al estimate thc direct costs to have been £170 million, with
forgone lax revenue adding a further £190111'1 and costs or
administration and special cmploYlTICnt schemes CODling to
£:13m., yielding a total of £392.Sm. 9 Their estimates for 1981
and 1982 exclude the costs of redundancy payment>, special
employment schemes and administration. Even so, in 1982 the
estimated cost had increased to £742m. My estimates for 1983,
1984 and 1985 (which include the cnsts orthose items that Bolger
et al excluded in 1981 and 1982) arc shown in Table I. 10
For aU three years the tax forgone figure is an c~timate; all
ather figures come [roin the relevant volume of Com/JI'ehenJivl!
Puhlic Expenditure Progralllme.I' ((;PEP) although the administrative costs are an cstilnated proportion or the totals given
there (or the various programmes and sub-progralTI1TICs. All the
expenditure ligures ror 1985 are estimates given in (;PEP 1985
and they assume an average 01'217,600 people on the Live Register over the year. In fact the average was approximately
230,000, so these estimates probably err on the low ,ide. The
estimate of tax lost in 1985 was based on the larger figure.
Finally, not all ofthese costs are met by the Exchequer; the manpowcr programmes) in particular, receive a considerable
subvention li'om the European Social Fund. Receipts irom the
ESF in respect "rthe speeilic sub-programmes included in these
calculations are shown at the foot of Table I, although nOt all of
this sim can be ollset against the expenditure figures. 11 The estimates in Table I show that, in 1983, the costs or unemployment
exceeded onc billion pounds; by 1985 they exceeded onc-and-ahall' billion pounds, or roughly, 8',1, pcr cent of CDP.
'
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Table 1: Costs ofunem.ploym.ent (estimate) 1983-85
(in £OOOs)
1983

1984

1985

187,896
216,360
48,280
17,800

257,424
220,120
39,300
25,040

278,710
252,020
46,755
28,340

Training and job creation

86,222

95,293

146,368

Administration

32,610

35,584

39,180

Direct cos/J,J
150cial Welfare
UA
UB
Pay-related
Redundancy

Indirec! C(}sts'
Total tax revenue forgone
Total cosls

ESF

473,428 614,003' 711,233
1,062,596 1,286,764 1,502,606
52,708
66,381
78,525

SaUfa:s: C'fJrl/jln,!Jen..,j;te Public /!,'xplmdilure i'rogrammrs 1984 and 1985

Programme 39 ilems A and C (excluding payments to smallholdcfli), Programme 5, iLeITIS D. F, G, H, and patts orB and C; administrative costs arc
estimated as a proporlion or lotal administration budgets.
Author's c.stimatcs following Bolget c1 III 1983,
"\ Include!. receipts under the general heading of Programme 5, plus all paymcnts to AnCO, CER T and YEA.
!

The econonllc costs of unelDployrnent: what do they
im.ply?
In our discussion of the costs of unemployment to lhe economy
(in the form orIost output) and to the Exchequer, we referred to
the practical difficulties of making such estimates. 12 But of
greater importance is the question of the usefulness ofthesc e5ti~
mates and how they should be interpreted. For example, even if
we could create, say, 125,000 jobs (roughly equal to half the
number of the currently unemployed;, unemployment would
not fall by half because of the fluid naturc of the Irish labour
force. Rather, the labour rorce itself would grow in responsc to
the creation of jobs, and the Exchequer costs of unemployment
consequently would nollitll by as much as we might have anticipated."
Some of the problems in arriving at an estimate of the costs of
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unemployment derive from the laclthat the question is counter
facmal: we are asking what would the economy have been like,
and what costs would the Exchequer have incurred, it; instead of
the present level of unemployment, we had something
approaching a more 'normal' level. vVe are forced, therefore, to
specify not only what the 'normal' level might be, but also to
suggest what costs might be entailed in reaching it. For example,
we Can make estimates or the Exchequer costs of unemployment
at its present level, and compare these with the Exchequer costs
at a rate of 4 per cent, or 6 per cent, or whatever we feel is the
normal 'frictional' level of unemployment in Ireland. But, in
addition, we ought also to allow for the costs to the Exchequer of
maintaining unemployment at this lower level. So, ir the policies
of the late 19705, which entailed direct job creation in the public
sector, had been pursued, then these would have incurred costs
(to present or future taxpayers), estimates of which ought to be
ofT,et against the present costs of unemployment.
If similar arguments are applied to the present position, then
the debate about the costs of unemployment moves inexorablv
towards the question of whether these costs arc in any seIlS~
avoidable. In other words, are there policies that would reduce
unemployment without incurring increased costs? There have
been a number of studies, as well as actual schemes, concerning
the provision of ,hort-term employment through some form of
state involvement (see, for example, National Planning Board
1984, p. 269). These include schemes in which the wage costs of
participants are met by the Exchequer - for example, the Work
Experience Programme (WEP), Teamwork and the Social
Employment Scheme - and those in which the state writes ofT
some of the cost of taking on new employees, such as tbe
Employment Incentive Scheme (EJS).
Such schemes entail a net Exchequer cost. In some cases this is
very small (for example, my own estimates of the net cost to the
Exchequer of each WEP place, is approximately £12 per week)
but in general it exceeds the cost of maintaining individuals on
social welfare. For example, estimates made by the National
Planning Boa~d (19B4, p. 265) indicate that a net expenditure"
of £! million per annum would yield 175 jobs at a wage of £,145
per week in the various types of local authority and other pro-,
jeets which the Board eunsiders. Estimates by the Department of
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Finance (1984) of the costs of direct job creation in the public
sector suggested that a gross expenditure of £'l million per
annum would suppon 95 jobs so created. This can be compared
with the numbers that could have been supported by the
expenditure of an equivalent alTIounl on social welfare: 560
5inglc persons on VA, or 2551uarl'ied persons with one adult and
two child dependants on UA, or 2lB of the equivalentlamities

all UB.
The costs of Irish unemployment: conclusions
In this review r have discussed some aspects or the social and
psychological
as well as the linancial - costs of unemployment, as these arc experienced by individuals, lamilies and
society at large. From the quantity of research carried ouL into
this [Opie one thing is dear: lhere is great variation among the
unemployed in the way unemployment alTects them. There are
two, apparently simple but olten neglected, sets or reasons why
this should be so. Firstly, because of the dillerent circumstances
in which the unemployed lind themselves. So, lor example,
whether YOll become less healthy al'tcr the loss oJ'ajob depends
on the extent to which that job itself entailed health risks; likewise the influence of Ul1elnploymcnt on marital stabilitv SCCITIS
to depend very much on the pre-exisLing quality orthe ~arilal
relationship. In terlTIS or finandal costs) the extent Lo which un~
employment leads to hardship depends upon a variety orlactors:
whether there arc olher income earners in the household, the
ratio of earners to dependants, whether or not [alnily and kin
can be ealled on for help, and whether or not opportunities arc
present and are taken up lor the unemployed individual to earn
eXLra incolue in the 'black~ economy. The second set of reasons
for the variability in the encet or unemployment derives rr0111
the fact that unemployment is nut the same thing lor all the unemployed. For some it IS a short-term and pos,.-;ihly a singular
phenomenon) whereas for others it has become an almost permanent state; for yet others, a pattern of employmellt interspersed with periods out of work may have been a leature ofthdr
entire adult life. Sueh differences inevitably give rise to variations in the efleet of unemployment. Research into the costs of
unemployment ideally should help us to identify who (intcrms
l

l
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of these two sels orractors) is most likely to sutfer the most severe
consequences.
"T'urning to these specific costs, there is, I believe, increasingly
persuasive evidence of the deleterious elTcd of unemployment
on the physical and psychological health of the unemployed amI
their families, on the 'luality and naturc offamilial relationships
and on the level of crime. In my review or this literature I sought
to approach these studies critically. but it seems to me that while
v~tI'ious tncthodological and other difTiculties may lead us to be
sceptical of the lindings of earlier work, there is now a growing
body or lnore discriminating research that points less equivocallv La a eausallink between unemployment and such factors as
ill hcalth.
That the unemployed are, for the most part, among the
poorest members of Irish society is an inescapable lacl~ and those
households most seveI'd V aLTccted arc the oncs in which there arc
no other income earn~r5 and \\fhcre unemployment 1S prolonged. The evidence relating to the elleet of unemployment on
physical health suggests that financial hardship is one of the
]actors leading to the poorer health of the uncmployed and thcir
families. As wc noted earlier, laced with a low income, nllnilies
may cut back OD expenditure on food and healing, which in lurn
can be the immediate callse of ill health among children ami
other lam ill' mcmbers.
\Vhile the financial costs of high unemployment to the
economy and to the Exchequer are subslantial, there appears to
be widespread agreement that direct job creation orjob subvention by the govcrnmenl is nol feasible as an immediate solution
to the problem. Although such schemes arc in operation, they
generaUy give rise lo a net Exchequer cost and arc, by lheir
nature, limited in both the number ofjobs they can create and,
for the most part in their duration. In lnany cases - the ',VEP
being a good example - sHch schemes depend. upon placing
participants in jobs al the lnargin! where non-labour e05ls are
lo\'\' or effectively absent and where the wage paid is consjder~
ably below the rate for the comparable permanent employment.
Most Dr these schemes arc designed lor specific groups within
the labour Inarket. However, given OUf growing knowledge of
which individuals among the unemployed, run the InosL risk of ~
sufTering major adverse consequences in terms of ill health, .
1
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financial hardship. and so on, consideration might be given to
aiming these schemes more preeisdy at those whose risk is greatest. Given the limitations of such sehclnes) they cannot pretend
to provide a solution to the uneluployment problem; hO\VeVCf,
properly targeted, they may be able to act as a palliative against
some of its more severe consequences.

Notes to chapter
I Some wrilers, (for example, Sin~

Jidd 1981) ha\'t': criticised this
depiction as an O'.lcrsimplifieation
of a situation in which the r~
sponses lo unemployment arc
diversc.
In statistical lenns. the cOrl'ela~
tion bel ween unemployment and
ill health can arise lor any ofthrcc
reasons: unemployment may
cause iIi health; ill health may
cause un~mploymenl; or there
may be whal is lermed a common
prior camc or intervening variable, which aCCOunlS OJ" is related
to, the incidence of both .ilJ health
and unemployment.
:I This may seem au unsurprising
statement) bUi until the late
19705, the most common causes or
poverty in Brilain were old age
and ill health. In the mid~ 19805,
low pay and unemployment were
identified as the major causes of
poverty (Pond and Bur-ghes 1986).
\ Commitment (0 work showed a
eurvilinear relationship with age:
the youngest and oldest members
or the labour rorc~ showed the
least. the middle age range the
gl"Care5L
Similar results have been lound
among schoof leaver'S in Leeds
{Laumnce 1986).
il II: lor example, a young person
cannot obtain ajoh, he or she may
then be unable to marry, establish
an independent household, have
j

children, and so on; in other
words, may be unable tu take On
many of the responsibilities that
society regards as nonnaL
Yet in order to quantil)' tlwsc
c9sts, wc would need Lo know nut
only whcther unemploymcnt led
to l [or example. increased ill
health, but how much orlile useof
the hcallh service!. could be attributed to this. source.
H Bolger ct al (l983) attcmpted to
estimate the prc-unemployment
wage of the unemployed: this was
found to be approximately 85 per
cent of the average industrial
wage in the case of males. and 95
per cent in the case of females. In
the prt'Sem case these percentages
were applied directly: othcf\vise.
our method of" cakulatlon i5
idenLical with that of Bolger el aL
Thus OUlput lost is given by
(number of unemployed males x
average male industrial wage x 49
x .85) + (number of unemployed
female5 x averagc l{~male indus~
trial wage x 49 x .95), where the
number unemployed includes all
persons on lhe Live Register
cxccpt thosc signing lor credits.
Broadly speaking, our estimates
are most clo5ely comparable with
the 'low' estimates presented by
BoIgt~r ct al.
9 i\'lalting no allowance, in thi5 case,
for a ;natural' rate of unemployment.
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et al (l983) appear Lo have
estimated the grms Costs or :;ociaJ
welfare payments, 11Ill give a net
ligure lor Special Employment
Schemes (allowing ror monics returned lo the Exrhe-quer via indirct:l taxation). In the estimates
prc:;cnlcd here, the lallel" ligUH.' IS
l(jr gross cxpcndJtllrc. The eSlimate of lax lost is a net ligan.',
hcillg an as!.1:'ssmen! of the dine!'('nrc in n:vCl1l1C thai would have
accrued (via incomt~ ta:'<, indirect
faxc\ Hnd social insunlnr:c) had
the tH\cmpluycd been at wOI-k,
with dUll which is e;;timaicd to
have m:crucd (via indirect taxcs)
under actual condidom.
;; This is because tbe E..sF n:c-dpts
sbown Llu.:n~ an.' lolal receipts ur
eel-Lain <1)..,rcnr.ies Lhal arc involved
in ,\'oll/e training lor lJ1C lInemployed. However, in the ease
an agency such as AIIGO, only a
pl'Oporlion ol'iLs f.Cxpcnditun.: gOL'S
on schemes lor lIue lIncmployecl~
thus we rna\' assume that only a
propurtion ~f it!! ESF receipts are
!i0 spent.
Ie! In cslirriating the costs to Lhe
Exchequer, we have already
rc!crrcd to !lOIlle ou)iucrl arca.<; of
prnh}lb1'l incITil!;ed expenditure,
such as health, but there are
others, Pol' example, high unemployrncTH may lead to
increased' educational partici.pa-
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tion: irlhis is HO tht:n some shui'e or
the education budget !lhoLllrl he
regarded m a ('osl rCiiulting ii'om
uncmplo>'m[:nL. hi regard to the
emts 10 Lhe economy in terrn:s of
10.;;( outpUl, du:n! arc obVIOUS
diniculLie!i 'in lrvifl.~ 10 aiiiiCSii tht:
marginal produ~l ol'laboul' <uld in
<uTi\'!n!4 at a figure lor the l'rie~
tiulial level
unemployment (sec
Sexton 198::). Additionally. there
arc uthe!' way::. in which high nncmploymerH may It:ad to 10M
OUlput: Itlr example, it t:oulcl be
argued tllm high unemployment
!orrCii high tax rale:;, which in
tum acl a~ disincentives 10
wOrluT:i or pos,ihly lead to a 1m" or
highly trained III an POWl:J' IhllTI
tbe economy,
1.1 Consider
a rUI'LhCT example
(SexlOn 1902, p, 2): even if'
dl,'mand increascd ~u!1kielllly 10
cl'ca1l: 250,000 jobs, moving the
unL'll1plo;'vd back huo work
would .~liH cnLail substaolial costS
!J(.:cnuse the skill and other
n;:qltll'emcms or new indu!llries
probahly w()uld Ile quite dl1rercnl
li·oll1 thme in the o!dert declining
industries from which many of the
unemployed are drawn. Thus,
CXlcn"ivc retraining of the \\'orkforce \"ould he needed"
H That is, nvcr and above prescllt
cxpellrlitul'c on social \\'clfan:.
j
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The Impact of Demographic Variables on
Unemployment*
BRENDAN WALSH
In IIl17 Thomas lvfalthus wrote to David Ricardo that he considcred 'a population greatly in excess above the demand Irlr
labour' to be 'the prrdominent evil or Ireland' (cited in Walsh
1968), However, attention has recently been drawn to Lhe
curious lack of clupirical evidence on lhe Irish situation in
Malthus's writing. 'While he busied himself instead in collecting
evidence frOln the relTIoLcr areas orlhc world, he remained relatively ignorant or the situation in Ireland (0 Grada 1984),
~\'lorcovcrl quantitative economic historians have found little
support for the Malthusian view that the poven y of Ireland in
the carly nineteenth cenlury was due to popUlation pressure
(Mokyr 1985).
Nonetheless, tbe idea that population pressure contributes
signil1eantly to Ireland's economic problems enjoyed a renewed
vogue as the level of unemployment began to rise to new heights
in the 1980s, Indeed, I may have contributed to this fashion by
arguing tbat the rise in m~niagc rates that became evident i~
the 1960.1 would, in thc ahsence of a fall in family size, contribute
either to higher emigration or higher unemployment or both.
This conclusion was based on the belief' that 'there is no
tendency for the supply of labour in Ireland to generate its own
demand ror laban r' (Walsh 1968, p. I).
The increase in unemployment during the 1980s to levels
never previously recorded has given this topic a rcnc\\'cd
interest It is therefore thnely to review the arguments and evidence on several aspects of the way in which demographic variables may a/Teet the labour force and the economy.

Population growth and economic welfare
Economists are not unanimous about the impact of population
"The rc~ean:h on which tllb- anit:le is bahl.:d wa" :-.upporlcd hy The Re!>earch
Fund, Ul1ivCl"scity Collq.l,c 1 Dubltn.John Blackwell providl,:d helpl,-t! coltlments
nn an earlier cll'an.
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and labour force growth on unemployment anclliving standards. The Nlallhusian V1C\,\' is that, even if population growth is
translated into cll1ploYlnent growth, it depresses living standards because of the growing pressure an land or same ather inpu t
whose supply remains as fixed as population increases.
Resources have to be diverted from capital-deepening to
capital-widening. But there is an allcrnative view, most recently
championed by Julian Simon, according to which m,\jol'
economic bene/Its can be derived from rapid population
growth. The arguments advanced in support or this view may be
sumlnarised as follows:
• Economics of Scale. As the size oran economy increases, it
may move dovvn along a declining long-run average cost
curve. In a country like Ireland, in the past at least, commentators often stated that the smal! size of the domestic
market and the low density of population resulted in diseconomies or small scale. Population growth would help to
overcome these drawbacks.
.. Increased aggregate demand. Rapid population growth of
itself and through its eilects on the dependency ratio tends
to depress the savill"" ratio. The prospect of population
growth would also stimulate a higher level onnwstment in
anticipation of a burgeoning domestic market. If the
economv is 'demand conslraincd'l these effects of popu)ation gr~wth would lower rather tban raise the level or
unemployment.
.. The brain drain. If a population is declining because of
heavy emigration, those leaving lUIlY be among the most
enterprising and the best. educated. This selectivity has
increased because the authorities in the rcccivingt:ountries
have restricted entry to the skilled and the qualified. The
emigration of these people results in a loss to the state,
which rcaps no return from the funds invested in educating
them. If emigration is halted, this loss is eliminated.
• Social-psychological elfects. Rapid population growth
results in pressure to change traditional social structures
and to increase 1110bility within a country. A stagnant.
population leads to the country feared by French demographers' - old men thinking old thoughts in old houses.
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If the population is declining because of elnigration, lhe
ageing or the population is compounded by the selective
migration of the more enterprising, referred to above.
It is interesting to ask why in Ireland, despite a persistently
high potential population growth rate, these benefits do nat
SCCln to have materialised. The follo\ving considerations arc
relevant:
• The potential growth of the population has rarely been
translated into actual growth. Migration has acted as a
bulfer between e.t allie and ex post population and labour
force growth. Even in periods of employment and real
income growth, 'pull' Jactars attract young Irish people
abroad.
• In Ireland demographic growth, even when it is retained
within the country, has tended to be reflected in increased
unemployment rather than in increased employment. The
sequence of events envisaged in the anti-Malthusian scenario requires a degree oflabour market llexibility that has
not been evident anywhere in Europe in recent years.
• Economists have analysed in depth the rea,ons for the
lailure or European labour markets to absorb the post-war
baby boom into employment. There is a degree or consensus about the contribution of real wage rigidity to the
European problem. The real wage gap that emerged in
Europe during the 19705 was considerably greater than
that recorded in the United States (Bruno 1985). In the
USA the adjustment to the entry of the post-war baby
boom on the labour market was mainly through a decline
in the relative earnings of young \'\'orkers, \\'hereas in
Europe the crowding caused by the large numbers in this
generation has increased youth employment more than it
has depressed earnings (Bloom and Freeman 1986). In
many European countries! rigidities in lhe labout' markel
have been increased by a policy of expanding public sector
employment as a means of absorbing the growth of the
labour force.
• The relevance of the size of the domestic market to the
attainment of the optimal scale or production has dimin1
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lshed with Ireland';; increasing (,COl1OIllic integration inlO
the wider European and world cconOlnies. Apan from a
few notable exceptions (e.g, electricity generation and
internal transport and C0111tTIuntr:ations), the absoltllC size
of Ireland's popuJaLion, or population density, is rarely
men tioned toda \' as a 8(}urec of cost penal ties.
• The contribuLio'J1 of demand dc1icicncy (as distinct fi'OlTI
structural rigidities and cost constraints) to il'cland's
unemployment problem may not be very significant. How~
ever, certain sectors of the economy should bcncfil from
population growth because the demand for their products
is linked to demographic variables. The Illost significant
example is the construction industry, where demographic
projections arc an important input in projections or
housing '"needs', But the rate orhoHsehold 1unnalion is only
One (at;d by no mcans the most dominant) con5icieralion in
the complex interaction of(actors determining the oelTtalld
lor housintr.
The ,growth of real incomes, the tax advant~
b
ages of saving through house purchase~ finaneingcosts and
the rclalive price oChousing are lllore important eonsidcra~
lions. Thus, lhc net illlpacl of population gro"vth jJcr Sf! on
even those sectors where demographic variables arc
important is probably mueh slnaller than is cOJnmonly
believed.:!
• Rapid population growth may generate extcrnal dis
economies, such as poHution and congestion. In ract,
and areas the country can experience
individual n:tyions
b
.,
the negative cUects of population growth even 11 the national ~Olal is not growing. The physical environment of
Irish cities and towns. and of the countryside, deteriorated
significantly over the' years ofresUlned population growth
in the I960s, but much orthis was due to a redistribution of
population from the inner cities to low dem.;it y suburban
areas. Thus, it is difficult to disentangle the ellccts of
environmental and economic mismanagement (i-t)Jll those
of population growth per se.
e Some social problems may be aggravated by population
growth. Growth implies an increase in ~hc proportion of
population in the young adult age-groupSl and this in turn
has tended to be associated with an upsurge in crime and'
w
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other signs of social disintegration. The United Slates and
many countries in Europe went through serious upheavals
in the late 19605, which was when the concentration of
population in the 15-24 age-group :,as at its peak. While
cause and effect have not been estabhshed, the pOSSible lInk
between a youthful population and social unrest is the dark
side of the rejuvenation so strongly desired by the antiMalthusian school.
The debate on the economic costs and benellts of population
growth is inconclusive. In the particular circumstances of the
Irish economy today, it seen,s more plausible to argue that lhe
high rate of natural increase of our working-age population has
tended more to exacerbate our eJnigration and unemployment
problems than to claim that the demographic stimulus is a net
benefit to the economy, However, this conclusion is a reflection
on the infle"ihility of the Irish (and indeed the European) labour
market and economy rather than an inherent consequence or
rapid population growth. That this is so may be seen by
recalling that the rate of employment growth required to absorb
all the potential growth of the Irish labour force into employment has been attained and surpassed throughout the post-war
period in the United States (see Figure 4).

Potential and actual population growth in Ireland
The main thrust of the argument in my 1968 paper was that
fluctuations in the supply of labour tend to affect emigration
rather than actual population growth. The most important
evidence advanced to support this thesis was cross-section
(county) data, shoV',;ing a tendency lor variati,al1s in th~ agespecific rate of natural increase of the populallon (that IS, the
growth that would occur in the absence ornet migration) to be
reflecled in the migration rate, rather than in the rate of actual
population growth.
It is interesting to look at the time series evidence on the rcla~
tianship bet ween ex anle and ex posl population and labour force
growth. The remainder of this section is concerned with describing the interactions between these variables during the post·
war period in Ireland.
In Table 1 and Figure I the potential growth rate of the
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Table I: Intercensal growth rate (% per annUIll)
Population aged 15-64
Natural increase Actual growth
1946-51
1951-56
1956-61
1961-66
1966-71
1971-81
1981-86
1986-91

Labour rorce
Actual growth

-0,3
-0,9
-1.0
0,4

1.0
Ll
],9
1.5
1.5
1,5

L7

-0.4
-1,2
-1.4
0,3
0,1
1.6

1,6

0,9

0,5

0,7

L6

~Nate: 'Natural increase' refers to the growth in the population aged] 5-64 that

or

would have occurred in the absence
net migration.
Source: Cenw.f 0/ Po/mid/ion alltl Popillatioll and Labour Force Prqjec!ioll, /986-199/
(Dublin: Ccntnd Statistics Office, 1985).

Figure 1:

Natural increase of the worldng-age
population
Annual average growth rates

'If Demograpilic Variables

populalion of working age (taken as the 15-04 age-group) is
shown ['or each inter-censal period since World War IL' From a
low oj' LO per cent per annum in 1946-51, thi, nue rose to 1.9
per cent pCI' annum between 1956 and 1961. Since 1961 it has
been stable at about 1.5 pcr ccnt per annum, Projections rol' the
rest of the 1980!'i show no reduction in this rate in lrc~land, at a
lime when it is fa1ling quiLe dramatically in the rest of Europe.
Il is clear from these figures that a high rale of potential
population and labour (orce growth are noL new phenomena in
Ireland. In the absence of net emigration) the growth of the
working-age population would have been about 1.5 per cent a
year throughout the post-war years. If there had been no
change.s in labour fon:e participation rates, the gr~\vth rate of
the labour rorce would have becn the same as that 01 the population or working age,
In ract, or course, neither or lhese assumplions held true over
the last forty years. ~Iigration has exerted a major influence On
the actual rate or population growth and the rate or growth 0]'
the labour force has c1ill'ered substantially J'rom that 0[' the
Figure 2;
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Figure 4:

underlying population because of significant changes in labour

force participation rates, Ove,' the cntire period 19,.6-81, the
natural increase oftre working-age population averaged about
1.5 per cent, while the actual rate of population growth was onlv
0,3 per cenl and the labour force on average declined by -0,06
per cent annually (see Figure 2), The gap betwcen the potential
population growth ratc and thc actual growth of the labour
force was at its highest in the late 1950., whcn large-scale
emigration transformed a potential growth of 1.9percent into a

decline of 1,0 per cent (see Figure 3), On the other hand, during
the 1970s the growth or thc labour force slightly exceeded the
natural increase of the population because of significant net
immigration, It is obvious, therefore, that the supply onabour in
Ireland is extremely elastic with respect to thc balance of
economic conditions and opportunities al hatne and in neigh~
bouring counlries.

The e1l;'et of changes in labour lorce participation rates on the
laboUl' force is taken up in a later section of this papel"
FigUl'e 3:
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The age structure of the labour force
The age structUl'e of our population changed radically in the
1960s and 1970s because of the dramatic change in migration
patterns, In the stable age distribution implied by 1978-80
lertility and mortality rates, 61.4 per cent of the population
would be in the 15-64 age-group, compared with 58,2 per cent
in 1979, However, the fertility rate has declined sigoificantly
since then, so that the stable age distribution towards which the
population will eventually tcnd has a higher proportion of
elderly and a lower proportion of young dependants than that
implied by the vital rates prevailing in 1978-80,
Dramatic changes in the age structure of the population have
taken place since 1961, The median age of the population aged
eighteen and over has fallen by six years, from forty-seven to
forty-one years, The numbers aged 20-29 have increased by
72 per cent while the adult population as a whole grew by only
23 per cent. The ageing of the bulge of population now aged
20-29 will be the dominant feature of the population structure
over the rClnaining years of this century.
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There is a growing literature on lhe ecol1Olnic significance of
changes in population age structure of the type we arc currently
experiencing. Assuming the economy is flexible and absorbs a
spurt of growth in the labour lorce into employment, what arc
the implications lor the lifetime earnings of the cohort? There
are two ways in which such a bulge may afleet the productivity
of the labour force. On the one hand, an influx of a large number
of young and inexperienced job-seekers to the labour market
might be expected to lower the average rale of productivity to
the extent that this depends on experience and 'learning by
doing'. On the other hand, as young people with higher educational attainment replace older workers} the rejuvenation of the
labour force might be expected to raise average productivity.
The nature of the tradc-otTbetween experience and education in
the changing Irish labour force has not been evalualed empirically. In the absence of such studies, it is not possible to quantify
how the demographic changes described above have affected
the growth of output per worker. On balance, the net cflect has
probably been much less dramatic than might appear at tirst
sight, or than is claimed by commenlators vvho concentrate on
only one possible ctTect of the change.
The fluctuations in the size ofsucccssivc cohorts in the labour
loree have been very large because the high rate of emigration
during the 1950, was replaced by net in-migration in the 19705.
Once again, there arc two ways in which such fluctuations may
atTeet the lifetime employment and earnings' prospects of
members of different cohorts. On the one hand, a relatively high
population density in the young age-groups increases the
competition for complementary inputs (capital, land, experienced workers),' and hence lowers the productivity and earnings
of the cohort in question. On the other hand, to the extent that
earnin6'li depend on rallk, and an individual's rank depends on
the proportion of the population older and younger than
him/her, those in the labour lorce ahead of a demographic
bulge will experience more rapid advancement and promotion,
while those who are behind the bulge will be penalised throughout their working lives by the abnormally large proportion of
the labour force that is older than they arc. However, the clrect
of these purely demographic forces can be modified by the
manner in which jobs and promotions are allocated 10 an
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economy. If access to jobs and promotion depends more On
abililY and education than lenure , age and scniorilV then
talenled members o1'cvcn the ITIOst crowded generation \~ill progress rapidly through the employment hierarchy. Strict adherence to traditional rules lor allocating jobs will prevent such
leap-rragging."
The importance or this issue to Ireland today is clear fi'om the
age structure or the (male) labour lorce (Figurc
There is
approximately a l\VO~to~onc ratio between the numbers in each
five-year age-group between twenty and thirty-lour years and
those in the age-groups between fort y-five and sixty-lilU!" years.
To the extent that we have been successful in absorbing an
increasing number or school lea vcrs into the labour foree and
employment, love have created another, secondary! bUl by no
means trivial, problem: providing promotional opportunities
lor them. To the extcnt that promotion is operated on the rank
rule described above, the sudden expansion of the labour force
in the 19605 and 19705 would have led to an unexpectedly rapid
progression through the job hierarchy of those now aged over
forty-nve. Those now aged 20-34 are racing the other side ofthi,
1

Figure 5:
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phenomenon: they arc members of a swollen agewgroup in a
stalic labour lorce. In order La Ininimise lhc frustration and
wasle
talent to which this situation could give rise, \'lie need to
discard promotion rules based mainly on age and seniority and
replace them with freer access and promotion to senior post:; on
thc basis arability. Early retircmcnt, which has li'cquently been
advocated on the grounds of job creation, could make an
ilnporlant contribution to the efficiency or the labour force by
facilitating the type of mobility called lor by the present age
structure orIrclancPslabourlorcc. The need for such measures is
greater in the public than in the private sector, where rigid
tenure and seniority rules are less prevalent. 6

or
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The effects of these changes in participation rates over the
period 1961-84 arc summarised in Table 2. It may be seen that,
relative to the numbers cnulTIcrated as unemployed, changes in
participation rates have madc asigni[icanl impact on thc labour
lorcc. If male participation rates were still atthei .. 19611cvcl, the
male labourforce would be 129,000, or 12 percent largertban it
actually is. On the other hand, iffemalc participation rates were
at their 1961 level, the female labour force would be 39,000 or 10
per cent lower than it actually is. The total labour force is therefore 90,000, or 8 per cent smaller today than it would be on 1961
participation rates.
Table 2: Labour force participation rates, 1961-84

The effects of changing labour force participation rates
111 the steady statc, the age distribution or the population stabiIises and the total population and the population orworking age
grow at the same rate. In the absence of changes in labour force
participat ion rates the labour force would also grow at the sarne
rate as the population. We have noteclthatl relancl's population
age structure is at present very diHerent Ii'om that impliecl by the
underlying or inlrinsic growth rate, which is itself changing ~LI1
the birthrate cleclines. In addition, changes in labour lorce participation rates have significanlly affected the growth of the
labour force. The major lrends in these rates over the post~war
period ha vc been similar in Ireland and internalionally. A1TI0l10"
the rnosl significant changes have been;
,"

Effect on the 1984 labour force of changes in participation
rates since 1961
Females
Males
Married
Widowed
Single

1

• A very marked decline in participation aJnong j'oung
adults ofbolh sexes, as people stay on longer in the cduca~
tional system.
• A significant decline in participation among the elderly,
reflecting earlier retirement. This has been due to
improved pension provisions and the continuingdedinc in
the pl'oportion of agricultural employees in total employment.
a Some decline in the participalion rate among 'prime age t
lTIiJlcs.

• A noticeable increase in participation rates among ;pdme
age' women, Underlying lhis is lhe rise in participation
alTIOng married women, bUl parlicipalion rales have also
risen among single warnell aged 25-54.

15-24
25-54
55+

-52.4
-9.8
-64.6

-3B.2
+ 1-1.3
-7.1

+10.2
+77.3
+4.0

-19.3

All

126.8

-31.0

+91.5

-21.4

,,'owe!'.>:

O:JHlf.\

qf PO/iulation, I!JOl and Labour Nnc,;

,)'Unrt;y,

+0.1

-2.2

1984

The feature or these changes that has attracted most altention, especially in the context of the unemployment problem,
has been the growth in the participation of married WOlnen in
the Jneasurecl labour force. The increase in lnarried women's
participation rates has been dramatic, from 4.8 per cent in 1961
to 26.5 per cent in 1984, among those aged 25-34 for example. 7
Table 2 shows that the increased participation of married
women added 77,000 to the labour force. Some increase in participation by married women was required rnercly to oITsct the
effects or the rise in the proportion of the female population that
is married, but most of it represents a net increase in the number
of women in the labour force. Irish female participation rates
remain very low by European standards. II' they were to rise to
the European Community average, the labour loree would
increase by about 100,000.
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The proportion of the labOllr lorce comprised of women grew
from 26 per cent to 29 per cent between 1961 and 1984, The
proportion of the labour lorce consisting of 15-24 year-olds
increased, while thal of older workers of both sexcs decreased
signifieantly,
The increased participation of married womcn has had a
significant clfect on the composition of Ireland's labour loree,
Figures 6 and 7 show that, despite the incrcase in participation,
married women accounted for only 9 per cent of those at work in
1981, compared with just over 2 pcr cent in 1961.
Figure 6:
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Figure 7:

Percentage distribution of numbers at
work in 1981
Females uillcr;

25-51
6.6%

Femalei'
(HIller)

15-2+

Fel1lalcs
,m,uTird)

Percentage distribution of numbers at
work in 1961
Females (mller)
55+

9.1%

Femaies

4.7%

(lltl11'r)

:'dalc:s
25-5,1

55+

2.4%

43.6%
Females

\lab

(other)

55+

/5-24

12.3%

10.4%
(mareiICtI)

2.2%
Males

25-54
42,6%
55+

17.5%
In a period of high uncmployment, it is of interest to explore
how this has alTeeted the employment prospects of other demographic groups, If, for example, women and younger workers of
both sexes were substitutes in the labour markel, the increase in
the supply of women would reduce the demand for younger
workers, causing their relative earnings and/or employment to
decline.
The question of substitution or complemcntarity between
diilerent groups in the labour force has received some attention

internationally (Hamermesh 1985), but this research is still,at a
preliminary stage. In Ireland we have a we~lth of data lrom
Census of Population sources on the d;stl'lbutlon of the population by occupational and demographiC, group,' but n~ comparable detail on earnings, while the m!onnatlon aVaIlable on
unemployment falls somewhere between these two extremes,
Naturally this limits the analysis that can be undel'taken, How- ,
ever, some interesting patterns emerge {rom a ~tudy of the
changing demographic structure of the 68 occupallonal groups
for which the Census provides a brcakdown by age, seX and
marital status, Table 3 shows the composition of tbe labo~r [or~e
(employed and unemployed) lor twenty-two,oCC,upallons ,1Il
which the proportion of married women IS (1) hIgh and (n)
, . g 'I'llere are three distinct grOupS among .these twenty
nSlil .
.
occupations, In tbe first group, as the shareof married women ,m
the total inercased, the share of women as a \~hole decl'~'d:
although usually by a relatively small proportion, fhe [ollowmg

Table 3: Percentage distribution of labour force by occupational and delDographic group
1971 and 1981
Occupational group
Male

Textiles and clothing
Suhdivided:
Sewers
1971
Embroiderers
1981
Food, tobacco and
beverages Suhdivided:
1971
Tobacco
1981

'"

::0

Demographic group
Female

15-24

25+
(2)

Married
15-24
(3)

Other
15-24
(4)

Married
25+
(5)

Other
25+
(6)

(I)

TOTAL
(7)

1.6
3.3

1.2
4.1

2.8
6,8

67.8
57.3

6.7
12.1

20.0
16.3

100
100

i:;'"
>-l
~

'"

;;r

2.2

6.0
7.6

25.6
31.9

0.9
4.8

32.6
19.4

10.7

1971
1981

3.1
2.9

21.8
24.3

0.9
3.7

50.3
30.9

Storekeepers, packers
and bottlers] warehouse
staIr Suhdivided:
Packers and
1971
bottlers
1981

11.5
13.4

15.7
19.6

1.8
4.0

42.7
29.7

32.8
25.5

100
100

18.2

20.6
20.1

100
100

7.0
15.7

21.3
17.5

100
100

Transport and

§-

"<:;.

"

c01pffiunications Subdivided:

Telephone, telegraph
and radio operators

"

3.3

Clmtirwed oiler
-----,~-~

..-,.--

~-

(wrllinu<'d)

Demographic group

Occupational grou p

Female

Male

Clerical workers
subdivided:
Clerks
Typists

1971
1981
1971
1981

()onnrnerce, insurance
and linance Subdivided:
1971
Proprieters and
1981
managers In
wholesale! retail
trade
1971
Shop assistants
1981
and
barmen/women
1971
Barbers/
1981
hairdressers

Service Subdivided:
Proprieters
and managers
Waiters/
waitresses

1971
1981
1971
1981

15-24

25+

Married
15-24

Other
15-24

(Il

(2)

(3)

(4)

13.7
12.1

29.1
21.7
0.2
1.4

32.4
32.7
56.4
42.3

0.1

0.4

1.2
3.8

3.3
5.7

Other
25+

TOTAL

(5 )

(6)

(7)

3.4
12.1
8.5
23.1

20.1
17.6
31.5
27.1

100
100
100
100

Married
25+

;;l

"

...,.~
"::t
.:;;.,

3.6
5.2

-21.9
23.6

71.6
71.9

26.0
22.2

0.1
0.4

1.0
3.1

0.6
1.1

31.9
29.3

7.6
11.2

3.7
10.1

16.4
10.2

15.4
11.6

100
100

100
100

~

il

o!ii

.1
...,.i;,..

".;;;:
..,

0;'
<>-

'"
~

4.8
5.2

20.2
11.9

2.6
4.2

47.2
34.4

16.8
11.5

100

12.9

8.8
8.3
13.1

54.6
49.4
11.8
11.5

0.3
1.0
1.2
2.9

4.8
5.6
42.6
35.4

11.2
21.0
9.1
22.4

20.3
14.8
22.2
19.2

100
100
100

8.7

8.2

100

100

....

'"
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occupations fall into this group:
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sewers and embroiderers
tobacco workers
telephone and radio operators
packers and bottlers
valetsl maids
office cleaners
laundry workers.

In the second group, the growth in the share of married women
was part of a significant inc,.eaxe in the proportion of the labour
force in lhese occupations consisting
women. The most
important instances where this occurred are:
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barbers/hairdressers
hospital and ward attendants
pharmacists and dispensers
other medical workers
authors l journalists and editors
social workers
other professional workers
clerks
proprietors and managers in services.

In these occupations there is, therefore, some primafacic evidence
that the incrcased supply of (married) women to the labour
market has displaced male workers.
In the third group of occupations, the increased share of
married women was not accompanied by a noticeable change in
the proportion of the labour force in those occupations consisting of women. The occupations in this group are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

typists
waitresses/waiters
teachers
nurses
proprietors and managers in the retail and wholesale trade
shop and bar assistants.

In these occupations, the growth in the proportion ofmarricd
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women could be viewed mainly as a replacement or displacement or single women, Further insight into lhe dynamics of this
process is gained by considering the change in the female
population during the 1970s. The population or single women
aged 15-34 increased by 23.9 per cent belwecn 1971 and 19B I
while thal of single women aged 35-64 declined by 21.9 pe;'
cent. Hence: increased participation by matTied WOmen may
have tended to dispJace younger single women in the labou~
force and replace older single women. This interpretation of
events is consistent with the rise in labour ioree participation
rates among older single womcn, and the lall among vounaer
singl~ wOlnen: The tact that participation rates amo~1g b~th
married and sl11gie women aged twentj>iivc and over increased
over this period is consistent with the view that the demand for
adult womcn increa"cd - foJ' exampk because of the growth of
the scrvice sectors - at the same time as the supply increased
because of increased educational attainment and the decline in
family size.
It is dimeult to say whether the displacement of younger
women by the Increased labour force participation or married
women has been significant: TIle decline i.n participation among
the fortner has been mamly due to ll1crcascd educational
particiation, but there is some evidence that the reduced outllo\v
?f wo~ncn from the labour force at thc linlt: of thcinnarriagc has
ImpaIrcd the cmploYlnent prospects of younger \\'omcn in
clerical occupations (Hannan and Halpin 1986).
Thus, the changes that havc laken place in the composition or
the labour force cannot readily be summarised in terms of a
displacement of one category of worker because of an increase in
Ihe supply of another category. It is clear that dinerent lactors
have been at work in different occupations and it is cliIlicult [Q
generalise. A good deal more research will be needed in order to
shed lig<ht on the forces behind the changing structure of the
labour force. Data on relative earnings for the individual calegories of workers would be very helpful in this research.
Conclusion
vVe have surveyed a number of the more irnpOl'tanl wayS in
which demographic factors mighl be expected to allect Ircl~nd's
labour market.
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On the broad issue of how a fast-growing population alTeels
unemployment and employment, there ha, been plenty of
speculation bulliule hard evidence. On balance, though, demographic variables are probably much less important than is
widely believed to be the case. Blaming the rate of growth 0(' oU!'
labour force Lor the high level of unemployment, or its recent
increase, diverts attention {i'om the deeper structural problems
behind Ireland's chronically high unemployment rate. The
American experience throughout the posL~\Var period shows
that it is possible to absorb rapid labour IOree growth imo
employment.
111e changing age structure of the population and the labOLt!·
Loree am~cts the elnploymenl and earnings experience of individual coborts. The presem unusually large concentration of
population and the labour loree in the 20-34-)'ear-old acrce.
group calls for more l1exibility in promotion.
The increase in the labour force participation of married
women has markedly altered the composition of the lalJQur [oree
in certain occupations, In SOlne cases, the increase in the
numbers of married women who are working appears to be a
substitution for a declining number of single women; in olhers
there appears to have been some displacement of males. Much
lurther research is required to clarify the manner in which the
labour market is adjusting to the shifts in the supply and
demand for dilrerent categories of labour.

Notes to chapter
I

Th~ antipathy of lradilional
dClTIographcfs to'r.",lalthusianism'
is cxarnplilicd in Alfred Sauvy's
writings, To cite one c:-.:ample:
'DcITlograpilic stagnation bring~ a
country to a moral and matc"lal
crisis lhal is nc\'cr [orc.sccn in
economieanalysi!.' (Sauvy 1969, p.

299).
For a review of the impact of
population growth on the UK
economy, sec Rcddaway (1977).
He concludes that lhe cITeds of

modest

population }1;l'O'wth on

living slanuarcl~ have been slight.

In Ireland il i~ estimated that
about +0 per cent or the new
housing \lnil~ built betwcl'o 1971
and 190 1 \Vcn~ Lo meet the increase
in headship rates and 60pcrcenl LO
meet changes in the size and strucM
tore orthe poplJiulioll. (1 am gralc~
ru110John Blackwell furthest: estimales.)
1 This nHC has becn calculated using
slandard eohort-~ur\'i\'al wchniqucs. The relevant dam arc pro~
viclcd in Volume:::
recent Censuses of Population, The key factor
is lhc raLio of the number of 15-19
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the number of GO-64

year~ol(h

the: 'entry/rctircmcrH

ralio',
I

Young workcfl' may also be sub~
:ailulcs Jor some calel!urics of older
WOrkCI'5, Thj~ POhSl,;ility ha!i been
raised in connection with lhe
increased supply or married
women to the labour loree, This
15suc is discussed in the ncxL
section,
For a !orillal discussiun
these

issues,

~cc

or

Ii

The Imptli:t of Demographic Variables

It is, however, nDt without iron\'
that in the United Slales such
measures were not nccc~sarv LO
facilitate the abJlorptiol1 'into
employment of the poSl-war baby
boom"
Some or the increase in the
recorded level
participation
may rcncct change:.; in the way the
data arC recorded, following the

or

or

·introduction
the Labour Force
Sample Survey in the 1970s,

,'\rlhur (1983).
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Employment: A Private Sector Approval
JOHN BRUTON

Background
Over the past hundred years and more, our economy has been
a poor provider orjobs. The number of persons at work in Ireland
was declining) over this timespan, more often than nOL By any
standards, this country's record on eIllployment creation is an
unenviable one. Except for a few brief interludes, the pattern
has been that thousands of our people have been forced to go
abroad for work. This disguised the high level of unemployment,
but did not conceal the failure to provide employment.
Independence brought many benefits, but the control which
it gave us over Our OWn destiny did not change previous trends
fundamentally. Many approaches and policies have been tried,
some quite radical in their thrust, but none has been notably
successful. There is, I feel, a certain irony in the fact that foreign
enterprises have made such a large contribution to employment
gains here whereas our indigenous firms have been lacking in
this respect.
With the very rapid growth of our labour Jorce, we will not
bring unemployment down much below the present unaceeptable
level unless we can become high-achievers on the job-creation
fron t. Growth in the economy on its own, will not suffice. Even
if we manage sustained economic growth, it will not, on the basis
of past relationships between output and employment, give us
the employment growth we require. These relationships are not,
however, rigid. We can, and must, seek to alter them.
Spending on direct job-creation can oflen be a futile and even
counter-productive exercise. Disbursing borrowed money to this
end cannot be justified except where it induces a greater input
from the private sector or where it yields an economic return
in itself. Financing jobs by increased domestic borrowing leads
inevitabl y to higher interest rates which are a strong disincentive
to investment.
Without investment new jobs cannot be created, and existing
jobs will be threatened by obsolescence. Borrowing abroad to
finance job creation means, with certainty. higher taxation to
cover the interest which has to be repaid.
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Higher taxation reduces incentives for enrrepreneufs r who see
diminishing rewards for their enterprise, and for workers, who
see an increasing disparity between their gross and take-home
pay. We cannot hope to reduce unemployment if taxation
continues to rise. Employment creation financed by higher taxes
is a contradiction in terms.
International experience is enlightening, in particular the
contrasting performance of Europe and ,he United States over
the past decade. Both econorllies grew. in conventional terms,
at much the same rate between 1976 and 1983 but the USA
delivered a 17 per cent increase in the number of jobs Over this
period while Europe saw employment fall. There are clearly
lessons to be learn cd from this.
Analyses of their respective employment records show up
certain features of the European economy, which are not as much
in evidence in the USA. Two which stand out arc the relative
inflexibility of the job market in Europe judged on a wide range
of criteria, and the favourable climate for enterprise in the USA.
Another feature which is illustrated by the relatively strong
employment performance of the United States
not just in
recent times but for generations past - is that jobs are not created
by government.
Government
Government has a role to play! and an important one , in
improving employment performance. But We should be clear
about the nature of that role, the limits to it and the pitfalls to
be avoided. The most important dimension is) and wiH remain,
the development of an economic, financial and social
environment which favours the creation of jobs by the market.
The 1982-87 Government of which I was a minister, had this
as a central tenet of its policy.
This strategy has, at its centre, the objective of putting the
economy in a position where it can deliver the jobs needed. Only
a healthy and well-balanced economy will be able to do this. A
great deal of progress was made during this period. Inflation
was down to a relatively low level, and the balance of payments
improved far beyond the expectations of most commentators.
There is no inherent contradiction between getting the pu blic
finances in better shape and encouraging employment growth.
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We know that this is because other countries in the European
Community are pursuing such policies and getting good employment results.

An excellent example is Denmark where there has been a net
increase in employment well in excess of 100,000 over the past
few years despite a policy stance which, in conventional terms,
would be described as inimical tajab-creation. Unemployment
in Denmark in fact, fell by about 18 per cent in 1986.
The policy of the Danish minority government, which took
up office in 1982, has been commented upon favourably on
television and in political circles here. Some might see
comparisons with the position of the present Irish government
in 1988.
There are two important differences:
1. The Danish minority government went for a freeze in public
service and social welfare pay rates. The present Irish
government, in accordance with its Programme jor National
Recovery, will increase both.
2. The Danish government did not seek to reduce expenditure
through public service redundancies.
Private sector
The major contribution to expanding employment will be that
which derives from the initiative and resources of the private
sector of the economy. The main thrust of government policy
should be to release that potential and to create the macroeconomic framework in which it can succeed. A key element in
the achievement of a good employment performance is the way
society is organised, its ability to respond to change and the
attitudes which prevail.
Since the oil crisis in the early 1970s there has been a
fundamental structural change in the international economy. In
the Western world, old industries have declined in the face of
shifting demand patterns and competition from the newlyindustrialised countries. At the same time, new high-technology
industries and the services sector in general have become
employment growth areas. These changes are seen by some as
a fundamental threat to employment, but this applies only if we
fail to adapt to [hem. If attitudes remain fi:x:ed, we cannot respond
positively to the considerable opportunities which change
presents.
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A key change in attitude which is needed is the development
of a real spirit of enterprise in this country. In Ireland - and
it must be said, in Europe generally - we often do not think
well of the entrepreneur. In the USA by contrast, successful
businessmen are admired and are seen as models to be emulated.
The average American believes that by hard work and initiative
he or she can become a millionaire.
This very positive attitude extends to business failure which
is not seen as a stigma where an honest effort has been made.
Indeed, according to a major survey carried out by Professor
David Birch of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the
total number of business failures in the USA in a year is twothirds of the total of new businesses formed. Significan tl y, the
regions with the highest failure rate were also those with the best
job-creation record.
Small business sector
I believe strongly in the development of a healthy small business
sector in Ireland. A widespread and dynamic network of small
businesses throughout the country would foster the spirit of
enterprise. It would also have the effect of enhancing attitudes
of independence. These have been undermined by the immature
passivity and dependence which result from over-centralised
decision-making and from over-reliance on others to do things
for us, instead of doing them ourselves.
Small businesses also create most new jobs. This was another
finding of Professor Birch's study which showed that firms with
fewer than 20 employees accounted for two-thirds of all the new
jobs realised in the USA between 1969 and 1976. Over the study
period 80 per cent of all jobs in the USA was created by
companies less than five years old.
This adds up to a very strong argument in favour of
encouraging new small businesses. I would therefore ask schoolleavers, the unemployed and employees to think strongly of
setting up in business for themselves. There is no need to be
afraid of starting on a modest scale: most successful businesses
had very small beginnings. Those who are determined, decisive
and inventive posess three important qualities to be successful
entrepreneurs.
If such persons decide to go into business, they will not have
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to struggle unaided to become established. There are available,
through a wide range of agencies, schemes and incentives which
cater for businesses of all sorts and sizes. I need only mention
the services of AnCO - the Industripl Training Authority (now
part of the training organisation, FAS); CERT - the traiding
body for the hotel, catering and tourism industry and the IDA
- the Industrial Development Authority.
As a result of legislative changes made by the 1982-87
government there are also very generous tax incentives to
encourage private investment in new small businesses. These
include:
A tax break under the Business Development Scheme
Tax incentives for investment in research and productdevelopment companies
A reduction in tax on dividend income for manufacturing
companies

Reduced taxation of capital gains.
The majority of small businesses will remain smali, particularly
where expansion is limited by the size oflocal demand. We must
accept this as a fact of commercial life. Yet, we must take a critical
view of rules and regulations which can have an adverse impact
on employment and can hinder the setting up and administration
of small businesses. While I do not suggest that all rules and
regulations of this kind should be abolished, I believe that greater
flexibility and simplicity in their application, cognisant with the
public interest, can be achieved.
It is also a fact that there are many Irish businesses which could
be a lot bigger but, their owners, for various reasons, choose
voluntarily to restrict their size. In some cases, this is because
owners avoid seeking equity finance for expansion as, by doing
so, their control over the business they established would
diminish. In other cases, there is an understandable fear that
going public is too big a step to take. I would recommend strongly
that owners of even relatively small businesses consider going
public, or bring in outside shareholders within an existing private
company structure.
The process of going public forces a business to assess its
prospects, to make plans covering several years, to look at its
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management structure and to establish a rigorous financial
control system. Going public gives a company extra prestige,
a different perspective and the confidence and resources to
enlarge its horizons and take on new markets. The tax incentives
available to those investing in shares, enhanced by the 1986
Finance Act, are so attractive that no company with good
prospects should have any trouble in finding enough people to
invest in it. It is also worth looking at the royalty basis for funding
innovation which has been pioneered by the British Technology
Group. This body does not become a shareholder in the firms
it supports, but recoups its investment through royalties, and
operates on a profitable basis. The National Development
Corporation (NADCORP) might look at this.
Not everybody can, or should, be an entrepreneur but a great
number of people can become shareholders in the businesses in
which they work. If this practice were to become widespread,
it would have a considerable impact on reducing employer-labour
conflict, enhance worker and management motivation and be
a key agent in securing greater labour flexibility. By these means
businesses would become more dynamic and competitive and
be better able to make secure existing jobs and create new
employment.
In a later chapter Professor Weitzman writes about his ideas
on profit-sharing by employees. Profit-sharing in lieu of rigid
pay structures provides a great opportunity to reshape our
economy. Professor Weitzman's ideas represent a challenge to
trade unionists in particular to demontrate their concern about
sustaining jobs and making a contribution to job creation. In
Britain a new tax incentive for profit-related pay has been
introduced. This supplements existing incentives for employee
shareholding.
The notion oflabour market flexiblity is crucial in the context
of tackling Ireland's unemployment problem. Its key element
is a quantum change in attitudes towards all aspects of work.
Accepting shares in part-payment of wages is only one example
of flexible responses by workers.
Another area where there is scope for increased flexibility is
working time. At present, working time is characterised by rigid
arrangements. These may well result in sub-optimal use of capital
and excessive overtime, instead of extra employment. Perhaps
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management and employees would give this aspect more
consideration in collective bargaining,
Existing employment protection legislation, despite its laudable
intentions, may well be having the opposite effect in that its
existence may inhibit many employers from taking on extra
workers when it would be appropriate to do so, \Vhile I have
n? wish to see the existing framework of this legislation
dlSmantled, I believe that it is worthwhile asking the question
whether It should be examined with a view to modifying it, where
necessary, so as to improve the employment prospects of the
young unemployed,
These are only some of the many ways in which the
~nvironmem for employment could be enhanced through
mcrease? labour market flexibility, This, in turn, is only part
of the WIde spectrum of measures needed to facilitate a better
employment future for our people,

Employment: Markets and ,Managed*
ANTO KERINS
Economics forms the academic base or much of the advice on
unemployment being provided by di!lerent Irish commentators,
These COlnmentators may not be economists~ indeed, Lhey may
never even have taken an economics course or read an
economics teXL They may of course have been briefed byeconomists or read their advice 01' heard about their proposals or some
other such tenuous link. However] 'real' economists are rare and
all the more important ror their price, They carry with them a
package of theoretical analysis that has a significant impact on
the policy advice on unemployment that is subsequently preleered, Articles written by economists in learned texts and jolll'nals arc passed on to students and others, This stock or knowledge is then disseminated to members of the bureaucracy, the
political parties, the media, the unions and the employees,
In Irish society these arc the main groups that take points of
view on unemployment. I have also included the churches, who
now and again make statements on unemployment, but this is
more as part their concern for general social issues rather than
as a particular focus on the problem or unemployment per se,
Economic theory provides a significant source of policy
advice for these diJTerent groups and is therefore an influential
constraint On new Or unorthodox policies, The theory itself is
not, or course, a unified stockpile: that can be drawn ['rotTI as
required. To the newcomer it may seem a complex and non-uniform set of analyses and policies. In this paper I shall consider
the two alternative approaches to uoemployment provided by
mainstream economics - the classical! neoclassical 'market
approach and the Keynesian/nco-Keynesian 'managed' alternative, I shall also consider the policy advice of certain Irish
economists On unemployment. Finally, some proposals are set
forth.
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-Helpful comments on an earlier draC! were received Crom Dermot McAleesc,
Sean Byrne and Scan Ban-elL
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our understanding of the labour market mechanism by introducing the concept of non-competing groups. Labour is not a
homogeneous product like beans or butter. Rather, it is composed of a variety of non-competing groups, such as clerical, unskilled and skiJJed workers, engineers, vets, and sO on. Mobility
within these groups is high, but between groups it is low.
Figure 2:
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Market
The labour market contains buyers and sellers of the commodity
'labour'. According to classical economists such as Adam Smith,
an 'invisible hand' ensures that a free working market results in
the best outcome for all participants. The wage rate is the price
of labour. Employers demand the labour input and workers
supply the work.
The price of labour balances the demand and supply for
labour. If a surplus of unemployed workers occurs, then the
wage rates falls. This causes the demand to expand and the
supply to decline; the extent of the changes however depends on
the elasticities. Similarly, if there is a shortage of labour, the
wage rate will rise and the market will again halance out. This
simple exposition can be summarised diagramatically by Alfred
Marshall's demand and supply curves.
The Irish economist J. E. Cairnes (1823-75) contributed to

t
0
Labour
No u£lem ployment

Labour mobility within each group is regarded as sufficient to
ensure a reasonably uniform wage rate. So, instead of having
one aggregate demand and supply function for the overall
labour market, we have a separate set offunctions for each particular group. The relevance of this to unemployment is that,
when unemployment occurs, the different wage rates will vary
to allow the demand for the different labour types to expand
sufficiently to take up the surplus. However, the vision of a large
number of unemployed searching for work and facing a variety
of job groups may cause COncern. After aU, it seems that the
greatest queue {or work would be formed by the low skilled
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groups, where entrance may be easier, rather than the high skill
sector, where entrance is more dilIicult. One gets the impression
that in this scenario the brunt of the unemployment problem is
resolved by a relatively greater adjustment among the lower
skilled work groups.
The widespread unemployment of the 1930s brought disarray
into the ranks of the classical economists: either classical theory
was incorrect and labour markets could not solve unemployInent or something was preventing the labour markets from
working. \Yhichever view was correct, the time was ripe for a
new approach.
In Tile GenEral TlleOI]' of E"'/J/0),111811/ interest alld A1o"'.)', J. :VI.
Keynes advised that, if all else failed, governments faced with
large-scale unemploymelll should inject extra demand into the
economy. This could be done by fiscal policy. Here government
either increases expenditure or reduces taxes in order to increase
the economy's aggregate demand. Depending on the size of the
leakages into such areas as savings and imports, this demand
injection has a somewhat greater total output dTect, which helps
to reduce unemployment. Keynesian policy advice to government held the high ground, especially during the I 960sand early
1970s, but with the failure to contain inilation amI the
inadequacies of incomcs policies the classical approach discovered a new lease of life.
Economists like Milton Friedman in recent years have moved
nearer the centre of academic focus on the unemployment
debate. Friedman argues that when we make labour more
expensive, we reduce the amount of employment. He states that
higher wages to one group must come primarily from other
workers and argues that trade unions raise the wages of their
members by keeping down the number of available jobs, Friedman also contends that the unemployment rate among teenagers is largely a result of minimum wage laws and that when
the US minimum wage rates were raised sharply, the teenage
jobless rate shot up. Like other market economists, Friedman is
also unhappy about the growth of governments: 'these two
aspects of the growth in government's role
the expansion of
transfer payments and the growing rigidity of the price system
- are ... fundamental reasonS why the level of unemployment
has been trending up' (1985, p. 109).
l
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Neo-elm.rical l!reoer
In recent years classical theory has been reconstituted into a
type of new classical macroeconomics. At one level things arc as
they always were
free marketlorces, minimum government
intervention, and so forth - but this new approach goes further.
It points out that govermnent's involvemenl in the economy is
either ineffective oraetually harmful. The two majorargume'nts
for this idea are the rational expectations hypothesis and the
'cI'Owding out' approach.
The rational expectations hypothesis argues that the choices
people make are based largely on their expectations of the
future. In forming these expectations, people use all the available information. They will also take account or their previous
track record in predicting events and therelore will not continue
to make the same errors. In making decisions, people will consider, among other things, any new government policy. Therefore the actual elrectiveness of a government's policy will be
signifieantly inGucnced by the expectations people have for it.
The expectations hypothesis states that if government injects
extra demand into the economy, people will come to expect
inGation and will realise that such inGationary price rises do not
rellect real increases in demand. This approach argues that
successful Keynesian intervention is not possible unless people
make an error; lor instance, people could mistake the COnsequent inflation for a real increase in demand. Employers will
think that the demand is expanding for their particular product
and employees will think that an increase in their wage rate is an
increase in real wages. Aceording to this hypothesis, both these
assumptions are wrong. However, as long as they are unaware of
the real situation, employers will expand output and increase
employment, and more people will be enticed to work by the
higher wages.
Once these people realise their error and recognise the
situation for what it is, then real output and employment will
fall back to their original levels, When people know that the
government is 'pump-priming' the economy, they will have
learned from previous experience that this just causes inflation,
which does not affect real output or wage rates, According to the
expectations model, this realization renders fiscal policy
ineITective.
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Tbe 'crowding out' tbesis argues [hat the growth of the public
sector bas had asmothcringelTect On the 'real' economic activity
of the private sector. For example, if government increases its
spending by borrowing through, sa y, the sale of bills, people will
spend mnney on these government bills, money that otherwise
might have been spent in the private sector. Thus the extra
government expenditure 'crowds out' the private sector and the
net result is zero. If the government increases its expenditure
and borrows more, it will increase interest rates. This will raise
the borrowing cost to the private sector, and firms will reduce
their level of investment. Thus both output and employment
fall.
If government increases its expenditure by raising laxes, this
reduces income to the private sector. If the employees take the
full brunt of the tax increases, then their expenditure will fall
and be compensated for by the extra government expenditure.
If this occurs output and employment will remain unchanged.
If, however, the privatc scctor employeesseck a compensating
wage increase and the employers raise prices, then the non-sheltered sector of the economy suITers and employment falls. Alternatively, if the cost of the extra government expendi ture is borne
by the private sector's protit margins, private investment will
suITer and so will employment.
Irish economists
We now look briefly at the policy advice of some Irish economists. The ones chosen could be considered to have got their
policy approach at least partly from the classical/nco-classical
paradigm.
Patrick Geary (1978, p. 14) expressed COncern about the cost
of labour and its cITect on unemployment. He argues that
increased employment is not 'facilitated by a battery of policies
which seem largely to he directed at making labour as unattractive ... as possible.' More recently, aller a detailed analysis of
Irish data, Geary and Murphy stated that real factor prices were
shown to have large, though not well-determined, effects on
employment. They conclude that 'thc neo-classical labour
demand functions are not rejected by our data' (Geary and
Murphy 19B7, p. 20),
Sean Barrett (1985, p. 17), in an article on the jobs problem, '
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refers to the bureaucratic burden that employers face. He states
that the labour market should be freed of the government's
intrusive administration and suggests that we can create jobs in
Ireland if we 'remove the scores of goven ment obstacles to enterprise and employment by deregulating for jobs.' Deregulation,
according to Barrett, means tirst freeing markets and increasing
the opportunities for competition; secondly, it means lifting the
administrative and legislative burdens that divert time, energies
and resources from fundamental business activity, In an 1986
paper he added that those in employment have' acquired job
security and redundancy payments at the expense of the
unemployed.
At the Dublin College of Catering 1985 conference on Governmenl Policy on indusl,y and Semices, Brendan Walsh read an interesting paper on employment, in which he takes a private sector
approach. Having studied unemployment in other countries
and how it relates to the size of the public sector, Walsh can:
siders the view that, in the medium to long term, increased
public sector employment actually contributes to the growth of
unemployment. He argues that extra taxation (caused by an
expanded public sector) increases labour costs, which reduces
employment to a degree that depends on the price elasticity of
demand for labour. In his view increased government
borrowing has had the traditional crowding out eITeet in
Ireland. He informs us that in the ·u nited States the private
sector was the main source of new jobs and that this was attribulable to wage flexibility and a high elasticity of demand for
labour, Like Barrett, Walsh is keen on deregulation and says
that its contribution to employment in America 'deserves to be
emulated in this country'.' Elsewhere, in the context ora discussion on public sector employment, Walsh (1986, p. 96) argues
that 'the scope for privatisation should be explored'.
Dermot McAleese (198.5, pp. 25-26) has also entered into the
debate on employment and the labour market mechanism.
However, his approach is slightly more incorporative; while he
argues that increased labour market flexibility is a necessary
condition for an increased demand for labour, in his opinion it is
not a sumcient one. Employment also depends on other factors
- growth, business, climate, aggregate demand, capital/labour
ratio, for example. McAleese argues that a negotiated fall in real
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wage demands bas to be converted into an increase in aggregate
demand for labour. Indeed he reaches ncar the boundaries of
exactness in pointing out that some of the smaller European
countries have maintained 'high levels of employment without
being noticeably labour market flexible'. ),Ievertheless,
McAleese slates that 'although labour market llexibiIity may
not be the whole story, it ... has helped the adjustment proeess.'
Thus~ despite his reference to other factors, he returns to the
cardinal point on which all the above economists agree - that
'labour market regulation in Ireland ... discourages employment: Besides the above economists, others have also been
making similar points on labour costs and unemployment!!
Outside the mainstream of lhe economics profession in
Ireland certain signilicant commentators have been echOIng
some of these basic arguments on unemployment. 1t is not possible to provide even a brief resume of their advice here, but we
shall simply refer to three of the more notable ones.
The Governor of the Cen tral Bank stated in 198 I that durable
job creation depends much more on the evolution of relative
labour costs than on increased budgets (Murray 1981, p. SO), A
related point was made in 1986 when his successor, Thomas 6
Colaigh, slated that the 'best support for self-sustaining employtl1ent lies in correcting the tlisencentives which now from excessive levels of taxation and borrowing.' He adds that the removal
or these disencentives would give the private sector greater
access to resources and this would provide elpployment in a
more eHicient way than by state intervention (0 Cofaigh 1986).
However, competitiveness is more than siInply a question of
wage restraint; 'the burden of the adjustment must be shared
equitably by all employers and employees' (C) Cofaigh 1982, p.
49).
Ivor Kenny (I 984, p. IS) stated that market signals at the time
were not strong enough to call forth the required amount ofjob
creation: <market forces are to blame not the market mechanism and private enterprise.!
From the above summary it is dear that many inlluential
Irish economists and commentators maintain that unemployment can be reduced by greater labour market flexibility. If
market forces arc being restrieted by regulations or by public
ownership, then deregulation or privatisation will act as a kind
l
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of socia-economic tin opcner that will releasc the l11arket~s jobcreating powers. Allhough there arc dilTerence, in the degree to
which thcse economists are attracted to this ideal it still forms
the touchstone of much recent policy advice. 'l'herc arc, it is fair
La say detractors from this idea; those who say that the private
sector cannot be relied on to creaLe the extrajobson its own and
this has to be done through the public sector. Irish socialist
economists argue that the {ailure to create adequate employment In Ireland is due to the narrOwneSS or the industrial base of
the economy ratherthan to high wage costs.' They sec a greater
role for direct sale involvC1TIent injob creation. For thc momcnt,
however} \\ie shall consider this market approach La unemployment. To consider its merits, we shall discuss il under the
following headings:
1. Thc cconomist 1 s market - is j l real?
2. Government deregulation - is it possible?
3. Free markets - will they reduce labour costs?
4. The teclmological constraint.
I

The econo:m.ists 1 Jnarket - is it real?
Economists argue that we should take the fetter, air the labour
market to allow it to operate more freely and thereby create
more employmenl. Some economists may believe that a con~
crete reality called the free labour market actually exists. This
market which at present is encumbered by rcgulations 1 will
crcate more employment when these are removed. It might be
bettcr to argue that what is out there is the concrete reality consisting also of political, sociological and other aspects and
which the econoruist's market is only a partial explanation.
When the classical cconomi,ts were developing their understanding of the market , they were creating an analytical concept
distilled from a complex series of forces. This concept was
developed into a powerful and u,eful explanation of how the
microeconomy works. However, some of the iInpol'tant assumptions built into lhis abstraction - perfect knowledge, price i1exibility and perfect competition - are un'real or non-existent.
Allied with the problem of externalities, it is evident that the
concept of a free labour market is somewhat limited in its ability
to explain reality:1
From a polilical sciencc perspective, the economists' market

or
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depicts a situation where differences in power and iniluence are
assumed not to Inatter. However, since special interest groups
Can have a signi~cant impact on a markets! operation if we
deregulate to recreate the economists' market structure, we
would also have to ensure that market participants wielded
equal power (Peterson 1977, p. 27). Sociologists make a parallel
point when they maintain that real markets are embedded in
social relations. They are somewhat critical of economists who
treat these social factors as merely 'a frictional drag that impedes
competitive markets' (Granovethen 1985, p. 484).
Academics and others may have taken the economist's
market concept a little too seriously. It was originally developed
to help explain the invisible hand phenomenon. 'Ihen the concept was refined and was considered to have employment
expansionary properties. Finally, economists and others concluded that we should transform the workings of the real world
equate it to that of the model. Are we trying to turn reality
mto a concept that, from an economic, political science and
sociological perspective, is seriously limited by some of its
1

:0

assumptions?

Government deregulation - is it possible?
Deregulation will not be easy. Charles Schultze (19B2, p. 63)
contends that economists are prone to underestimate the problems generated by specific institutional circumstances. Indeed
Friedman (1985) admits the same point when he speaks of the
'tyranny of the status quo'. In essence Friedman sayS that the
employ~d and other interests groups have organised ~ system of
regulatIOns that puts the unemployed at a disadvantage. To
resolve this problem, he suggests that Americans will have to
elect the 'right' president and give him adequate powers to
ch,,;ng: things, adding tha.t the constitution should be changed
to hmit government spendmg.' The only difficulty with this idea
is what happens if the 'wrong' president is elected and things
start moving in the other direction?
Others who take a political science or sociological perspective
are not so enthUSiastic about the possibility of deregulation.
Political instin.ltional ~nalysis sees the trend towards organising
markets as an Irrcvers,ble one and part of democracy (Lindberg
1962, pp.14-27). Similarly, the sociologist Max Weber felt that
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the trend is for bureaucracies to expand as markets become
inadequate (Seidman and Gruber 1977, pp. 506-07).
Those who call for deregolation therefore should realise the
significant political and sociological constraints of such a policy.
How~ver, it is fair to say that many economists would accept a
margmal approach whereby some of those regulations that most
inhibit employment are removed slowly and tactfullv.
Free markets - will they reduce labour costs?
We shall assume for our present purpose that those who call for
deregulation refer to government regulations. Suppose the
government has successfully removed those items oflegislation,
such as minimum wage and redundancy laws, that affect the
labour market. What happens if employers and employees build
up agreements that reduce the deregulated market's ability to
expand employment? Why would both parties still benefit from
so organising their relationship?
First, wage rates may not fall all that much in a deregulated
market. For a start, employees would negotiate through their
trade unions to at least maintain their employment benefits;
furthermore, although it may seem that employers may now be
keen to reduce wage rates and eradicate job permanency,
organisational requirements may entice them to do otherwise.
Employers buy labour in the market like any otherinput and,
although they are reasonably sure of the expected productivity
of the capital or raw material input, they are never so certain of
the labour quality. In order to maximise labour's input, they
must secure its cooperation. Thus it is expected that they would
build up pay and benefit structures that would maximise
labour's prod uctivity and minimise its cost. In this respect,
classical market theory discounts the problems ofindustrial relations and work organisation that employers have to face (Nolan
and Brown 1983, pp. 269-84).
Certain economists have recently begun to realise the
complexities of wage setting and have referred to the advantages
that employees (,insiders') have over the unemployed ('outsiders'). Classical economics gives the impression that, with a
free labour market, the existence of outsiders will reduce the
price of labour and thereby increase employmen t. The 'insideroutsider' theory of Lindbeck and Snower (1986, pp. 235-39)
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gives employees greater labour market power than the
unemployed. This is so because insiders will make it di1licult for
firms Lo attempt wage reduction and outsiders will find it almost
impossible to encourage.
Not only might employers be interested in providing reasonable basic wages in a deregulated market, they may also wish to
provide atlraclive seniority payments. This will occur particularly where Iinns use complex production systems (Collier and
Knight 1986, pp. 77 and 92). Here the employers' dcsire to
retain a body of experienced employees will entice at least some
of tl;cm to provide an incentive for workers to stay, especially if
the mdustry is very competitive.
Apart [rom the question of wage rates, we have to acknowledge that the labour market could not possibly work like a stock
~arket \vit.h \'·mrkers rushing from job to job, making produc
tlOn very d,lllcult to perform (Towling and Wilkinson 1982, pp.
43-44). In a legislation-li'ee economy, the labour market would
most likely build up employment rigidities, which would be
difficult to cradicate, especially in such an openly competitive
cconomy as Ircland's.

alter to minimise costs. With today's complex technology, the
labour-capital mix is not always that easy to change, especiallv
in the short or medium term.
.
To summarise, it seems that government deregulation will bc
anything but easy. However, even if the government succeeds in
scrapping its regulations, the social and political benefactors of
the present system could carry their relatively privileged labour
market position into the non-regulated system. The consequent
eITect on unemployment would not be that certain.
There is an interesting point in the dergulation thesis that
must be mentioned. The deregulators appear to assume that the
free market is a sulTieientl y strong agent of change both to
reducc the relative power of the employed vis a vis thc unemployed and to alter the technical eoelTicients. This has shades
of a type of cconomic determinism that may not adequately
reflect real world constraints. 1\1y feeling is that a government
deregulated market could go anyway and the status guo would
at least partially reassert itself. Arc we to be left then with no
alternative but to return to Keynesian policies to solve
unemployment?

The technological constraint
As technology develops, the production of different goods
bccomes increasingly cOlnplex, sometimes requiring only a certain number ofkey workers. Appelbaum (1979, pp. 42-47), who
takes a nco-Keynesian approach, refers to what she caBs the
'core industry' sector. This includes those industries in the
United States that arc oligopolistie high-wage industries with
strong trade unions and a literate and stable workforce. The
production proccss. in the c~re section has become increasingly
cO,mplex, hlcrarchlcal and mterdependent, and many specific
skIlls can be learned only by continuous experience with a
certain firm or in a particular job. Appelbaum argues that core
Jirms require only a Jixed number of overhead employees for
each of Its plants or plant segments; employment therefore
varies with output and by discrete amounts.
Although Appelbaum's approach seems exaggerated and
teciu:lOlogically deterministic, it adds another aspect to the
~arnmg~ employmcnt debate. Classical economics gives the
Imprcsslon that, as wage rates vary, the labour-capital mix will

Managed
The course of Keynesian policies had a ehequered career in Ireland during the 1970s. It is not necessary to go over that here;
suffice it to say that because of Ireland's present financial difficulties, its small open economy status and the problems of
executing a successful incomes policy, we must be very wary ofa
simple pump-priming approach. Even the neo- Keynesians do
not have a lot that is new to afTer, except to say, possibly, that
Austria and Sweden were successful at organising their incomes
policies and the-refore we should try again, but this timc with
greater discretion. In fairness, however, the neo-Keyncsians
have become more aware of the socia-political aspects of
incomes policies. In countries where these were successful, the
industrial relations system has been cooperative, according to
Cornwall (1984, p. 17). He says that their success was due to
good political leadership and recommends that countries should
work towards an international coordination of demand expansion, backed up by measures to prevent inflation. In eITect Cornwall is calling for a new international order. While he is right

w
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about the urgent need to eradicate stagflation, it is diflicult to see
how we are gning to get a coordinated reflation of the world
economy, backed by a simultaneous and workable world
incomes policy. Cornwall points out that the successful implementation of this crucially relies on the socia-political structures
of dilTerent countries and on good political leadership.
Are not Cornwall and other neo-Keynesians leaving our
political leaders too much to do? Are we in a quandry? Have we
to take sides between two theories, both of which have certain
advantages and disadvantages? Or should we take Oscar
Wilde's advice when he said that the worst thing to do was to
take sides:
This is the true sign of sincerity, which soon becomes earnestness and very soon you become a bore.
Markets for employment
Economieally markets can help reduce unemployment as long
as they are embedded in a suitable socio-political structure.
Robert Gordon's (1982) article in Tlte ECOTIamic JDllmal is instructive in this respect. He feels that Japan's labour market institutions seem much more suitable [or maximising employment
than those in Britain or the United States. As we can see below,
the data indicate the relatively low unemployment rate in
Japan.
Comparative uneI11ployment rates

UK
USA
Japan

1986

1987

1988

18.2
11.8

19.2
11.25
6.75
3.0

19.3
10.75

7.0
2.8

6.5
3.0

Sourus: (i) OECf) Economic Oul1or;k,Junc 1997, (ii) CSO (1937); (iii) ESRI (1987)
Quarterly Economic Commentary,July.
~

Why has Japan such a suitable labour market structure' First,
the earnings system is organised dillerently. >'Vage negotiations
take place annually and occur roughly simultaneously during
what is calletl the 'spring wage olTensive'. As well as this, the
Japanese workforce has a greater uniformity, with less
categories of employment. These two factors reduce interoccupational tension over income increases and wage queue
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jumping. \'Vorkers are also frequently paid on the basis of seniority and this can encourage a greater attachment to lheir
company. On top of this seniority payment, there is a sizeable
prolit share component, which can vary according to the finn's
prosperity.
Second, there is the lifetime employment system, for which
Japan is well known. Firms are reluctant to lay olTworkers and
are known to shift employees from low to high season firms so as
to keep them employed throughout the year. It is fair to say,
however, that this system predominates in larger companies and
it is sometimes the subcontracting firms that act as employment
bufTers when demand falls.
Nevertheless, Gordon states that many American workers
also hold what is essentially lifetime employment. Interestingly,
he adds that manufacturing wages in Japan and Britain are live
to ten times more responsive than in the United States. This
partly because of the three-year wage contract in the USA.
According to Gordon, the pgint here is that economists have
sought purely economic explanations of wage inertia and have
provided only economic solutions.
Coleman (1984, pp. 134-88) indicates that in Japan there is a
higher level of inter-firm trust than in the United States. This
allowetl Japan to develop an industrial structure with a greater
number of independen t firms, all forming part of one complex
production process. This point refers to the problem of
cooperation in the market, which should not be taken for
granted and yet classical economics does not include it in its
theoretical matrix.
We have summarised above sOme of the institutional
underlay to the Japanese labour market that helps to maximise
employment. McAleese (1985, p. 21) makes the sobering point
that the success of the countries of the Far East in creatingjobs
may be largely due to cultural difTerences. Similarly Dunn
(1986) argues that the Japanese system is not susceptible to
relevant imitation in Britain because it fonns part of an
institutional framework that has evolved over time. Japan,
according to Dunn, has defined the nroblem of British w;;ge
fixing and productivity, but gives little assistance towards its
solutions, through emulation at any rate' (1986, p. 36).
However studies such as Gordonls and others have extracted
some of the cultural mystique from their system, indicating that
1
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~narkcts in suitable institutional settings can be more efficient
J,ob crc~to~s. Such cl~ang~s lal.{c tinle as A~ldrew Gordon's (19B7)
study Il1dlCates. HIs hlstoncal analySlS concludes that the
Japanese right to work was a response to Jabour's refusal to
accept dismissal and this only emerged grad ually.
If we cannot carbon-copy the more employment emcient
Japanese market structures) perhaps we can focus on our own
structures to see if we can suggest tentative changes that would
be both more employment eilicient and reasonably capable of
development. We shall look now at different economic
groupings in the economy and relate these to the question of
flexibility.

Sectoral flexibility
L.ct. us ~ssume that the economy (excluding agdculture)
diVided Into the following approximate sectors:
Figure 3:

Sectors and labour rnarlcet flexibility

S(H:iors

Characteristics

Established Manufacturing
Induslry (1)

(11-(2)
Rejal!vely long-established
Established Services Sector firms with weU-organiSed
wor'" and employment
(2)
structures. Aelathl5ly
strong hade unions and
reasonably good employee

flexibility
Aelatlvely Inflexible labour
market.

remuneralion, to some
axten! regardless of
company prosperity.
NeW ManuJacturing

Industry (3)
New Services Sector (4)

(31-(4)
Relatively new firms with

Evolving employment, wOrk
and trade union structures.
Em;1 oyee remuneration

Reasonably Ilexibte labour

market

'Jarying to some extenl,
depending on the
company's prosperity.

Third Seclor (51
Part-Time War'" (5)

{SH6)
Relatlvely recent wnrit and
employment structUrES

(7J
Illegal employment No
trade unions. Earnings
dependent on ffrm's

prosperity,

Market flexibility and employment eiliciency vary among the
ahove sectors. As we move frOlTI {I; to (7), industries and employment systems become less structured and established and market
flexibility increases. In sectors (I) and (2) employment will not
expand to any significant extent unless demand expands more
than labour productivity.
The slightly greater market flexibility in (3) and (4) and more
especially in (5) and (6) provides some scope for extra
employment. In other words. it is in these less established and as
yet less structured sectors that the labour market could he belter
organised to maximise employment. As these areas become
more established over time, it is necessary to ensure that the
deVeloping structures and work agreements that emerge are
geared towards greater employment cilicieney.
A firm's size can also influencc its market l1exibility. It is quite
likelv that even in the more established sectors smaller lirms
hav~ ~ relatively more flexible labour market than thcir larger
equivalents. But even in thc'smaJIcr firm segment, it is expected
that labour market flexibility will increase as we move from (I)
to (7).
Since the above approach was [il'st outlined, some research on
a sectoral approach to labour market flexibility has appeared in
the literature. Holly and Smith (1987), drawing a distinction
between the manufacturing sector and the non~manllracturing,
non-public sector, found that the responsiveness of employment
to real wages in the two sectors is significantly different. Their
analysis leads them to state that the non-mamdacturing
demand [orJabour is more responsive La real wage costs than lhe
manufacturing demand for labour. They conclude hy stating
that the evidence presented in their paper supports the
argument for a disaggerated secloral approach (1987, p. 97).7

FlexIble labour markel

(espi?claJly 5}. UtUe or no
trade unions, Employee
eamings aver.Jge to !ow,

Informal Economy (7}

IS
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Flexible labOur market.

New patterns
Recent trends in the organisation of wort< indicate: that more
and more companies \"lill run their operations With a core of
skilled employees and will achieve flexibility by (i) contracting
out some of the nrm's work to specialist f1nns in areas such as
marketing, technical processes, pension arrangements, catering
and security, and so On and (ii) by the usc of part-time and leased
employees and also by the transfer of workers to sister companies
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(Banks 1986). This development could be made more use of in
the less established sectors. As time passes and the practice
becomes more widespread, it could provide the labour market
with greater nexibility even in the established sectors.
The possible development of such employment structures as
networking might also be considered. This is where people work
from home or a local network ollice and use a microcomputer to
communicate with head office. Hornby (1986) argues that most
managers in firms where costs have to be saved will see salaries as

the largest element of their departmental budget. The exception
will be the hOllse services manager who has a huge building
budget that could swamp all other costs. Therefore, every time
people think about reducing costs, they will invariably consider
cutting stalT. This can often be a mistake because what is being
reduced is the productive element of the organisation, instead of
cutting down to SOme extent at least on the expensive building
input. Hornby (1986, p. 21) admits, however, that such developments will require a 'whole mind and culture change.'
In regard to the difficulty posed by modern technology, there
is a particular problem for future employment and income
levels. As technology becomes more advanced, it can cost labour
out of employment. Leonticf, however, in looking at the
problem of work and distribution, suggest., that we need ways of
supplementing labour market earnings from other income
sources. He refers to the fact that although the family income of
Iowa farmers has not changed over the last hundred years, their
living standards are now much higher, This is because the fall in
their income is more than fully olTset by the income earned on
their enormous capital investment (Leontief 1985, p. 158). Thus
we can see that a possible way out of the income-technologyunemployment bind could develop in the area of new structures
to develop more 'self-employment with suitable investment in
new technology. One could see here a particular role for
developments such as local community projects, intrapreneurs
(Hornby 1986, p.20), high technology cottage type industries.
Finally, the growth in the informal economy could also be
tapped to help reduce the dole queues. In Italy this sector has
posed an enormous problem. Part of the Italian government's
response was to entice these firms out into legi ti mate prod uction
by exempting companies with less than I1fteen employees (five in
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agriculture) from having to comply with ollicial employment
and wage regulations.
Sununary

Markets can be more employment ellicient. However, the crude
process oJ'deregulating an economy may n~t create any substantial amounts of extra employment and might pOSSibly damage
the market's capacity to generate employment. Deregulators
who point to the employment efficiency in the United States
might note that much of this efficiency occurs in the m~re flexible sectors, especially the new serVices sector; (~ee Figure 3
above). Thus the deregulation argument that the l!SA has more
flexible markets (it is more employment ellicient
thus
nexibilitv is the secret, therefore we should deregulate) may be
flawed o~ the basis that, although it isone thing lor the United
States to have an expanding and l1exible new servIces sector, it is
quite another to argue that Ireland should deregulate its private
sector. Rather, we should adopt a more cautiOUS strategy to
improve the private sector's employment elJiciency.
In the established sec/Drs it may be more advisable to regard
slightly some of our present employment arrangements as
follows:
• Retiming of wage negotiations, as in Japan, so as to get a
greater bunching of agreements; this might help to reduce
intergroup wage competition and lessen some of the
pressure on labour costs.
• A reduced number of work categorics to lessen the interoccupational wage conflict; again, this will help to control
labour costs. A reduction of job categories would also provide employers with greater organisational flexibility in
regard to labour use.
We might also consider the possibility of moving away from a
fixed wage employment structure to a profit-share element.
Reccnt American evidence has indicated that workers who have
entered into profit-sharing arrangements have subsequent~y
voted for wage rises. This rcturn was part of a general trend m
profit share deals made by ailing companies. As soon as the crisis
was over, workers voted against prolit-sharing and returned to
'frec collective bargaining' (Thompson 19B7). Thus, to use
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proli t-sharing as an employment generator in Ireland, will orst
require some review of the experience of other countries.
Weitzman will deal in a later paper in this issue with what
Blanchflower and Oswald (1987) classify as the macroeconomic
argument tor profit~sharing.
In the less established sect On', employers, unions and
government should try to ensure that the new employment
structures that will develop are employment efficient.
In Ireland employer-employee relations appear to lack the
same level of trust and cooperation that seems to exist in Japan.
It may be worthwhile, therefore, to study the Japanese developments that foster this cooperation. Perhaps a more suitable
labour-management institutional structure could be usefully
developed in Ireland.
.

Conclusion
The debate about whether or not the economists' market is or is
not employment efficient is to some extent slightly sterile; it may
be or it may not be, depending on the particular socia-political
institutions that bind it together. We nOw must look at these
institutions and detennine how they could evolve to make the
market a greater job creator. If w~ succeed in improving the
market's institutions and unemployment still remains) then we
must seek additional solutions. The following paper covers one
such approach and provides a role for publicly funded employment. The remain ing papers consider other aspect, of the
solution.
Notes to article
1

This pape," was laler published in
the Irish BflIlkilfg Re;;iw.:, June
1985, p, 47, as 'Employment: ;\
Private Scetor Strategy.'
For example Joe DUl"kan, DKM
Cornult<'1nts: 'The revenue path
adopted by the Government has
almOSl certainly led to the worsening of labour costs and increasing
unemployment. in the private
sector' in 'Jobs and Borrowing Where the Righl is Vt'rong' Eoin
O'Malley, Paul Sweeney, et at

(1985), 1'. 9. Thi, point echoe,
Brendan \Valsh's view On the
crow(Hng~oul
j

1

~

eficcl,

It is pmbably fair to say Lhat this
point of view is a minoritv one
among Irish economists: See
O'i\laUey and Sweeney; op, ciL,
pp.61,69.
See, among one of many economisL" on these points, Smith
(1984), pp. 14'1-49.
Sec Friedman (19S5). especially
chapters 1, 6 and 9.

Sec Dunkley (J984;, p, 381, in
reference 10 Austria, and
Cornwall (19B4), p, 17. in l1:gnJ'd
to ~h\'edel1.
7

Gearv and .Murphy :19R7) also
slate' that lhe labour mal-ket
function is sensitive to the levd of
aggregation_ They sLate that tbeir
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aggregate labnur supply elasticity
is smaller lhan the secloral manurae turing equlva)(!m. However,
too mLlch hhould nol he made or
lhis sioce their level or disagg-regalion is Jimilt~d to lhe non-agri~
t:ultural economy and lhe
manufactudng sector.
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The necessity for economic development
It is well known that Ireland· not only has one of the highest
unemployment levels in tbe European Community but also
faces a large natural increase in the potential labour force in the
years ahead. Accordingly, leaving aside emigration, a high rate
of increase in employment is necessary even to keep
uncmployment lrom rising further, let alone reducing it.
Furthermore, Ireland is now one of the poorest countries in the
European Community: among the twelve member states, only
Greece and Portugal ranking lower. There is therefore an
understandable desire to raise living standards closer to levels
elsewhcre in the Communi tv . It is inevitable that this will
involve a continuing upward' pressure on incOlnes, so that any
solution to the unemployment problem that required a sustained reduction in wages is not likely to be acceptable. The only
way by which the goals of higher employment and higher living
standards can be accommodated simultaoeously is through
economic growth.
The point may be underlined by considering some of the
alternative proposals to reduce unemployment. A great variety
of proposals has been made to redistribute work: worksharing, a
shorter working week, an overtime ban, elimination of doublejobbing, career sabbaticals, and so on. Inherent in all these
proposals, if they were to succeed, is the need for a reduction in
current income levels by those already in employment. In other
words, worksharing must also involve income sharing: otherwise
production costs would rise, with damaging consequences for
the existing volume of employment. I do not deny that there
may be some \villingness to accept such arrangements, so that
these measures may have a role to play; but given the evidence of
strong and widespread pressure for higher incomes, it would be
unrealistic to expect that sacrifices of income would be forthcoming on a scale large enough to make a big dent io the level of
unemployment.
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The labour force can be reduced in various ways. By far the
most significant of these is emigration. But whatever the objective merits and demerits
emigration! it is most improbable
that any Irish government would espollse emigration as an
explicit policy, since such an approach would be widely interpreted as an admission of lailurc in economic and social
management. The labour supply might also be reduced by
longer educational participation or by early retirement. Both of
these approaches are expensive, and their scope is limited in
relation to the scale of the unemployment problem. No doubt, if
unemployment remains high, the future labour supply will
adjust itself partially to the prevailing labour market, but the
scope [or deliberate poliey measures is limited.
Finally, there is a vocal body of opinion implying that 'work is
dead' and that young people should be prepared for a leisure
soeiety. This seems to me to be economically ill-founded and
psychologically dangerous. Ireland is still at best only a semideveloped country, with large-scale poverty. To solve these
problems, what is needed is not less work, but more and better
work - lL!' well as a better d istributioo of the fruits of work. Thc
idea that the total volume of work to be done is rationed is
hardly sensible, given that there are so many socially valuable
things that need to be done. The real problem is to find the
resources to fioaoce eveo a fraction of the additional work that
could usefully be done; and for that purpose, a necessary,
though not suflicient condition, is to increase the total level of
economic activity,

or

Policies to raise the growth rate
Because of the small scale of the Irish economy and its
dependence on imports, economic growth must be founded in
the first instance on the t.raded goods sectors - agriculture,
natural resources, manufacturing and various services - and
especially on export expansion in these sectors. Expansion in the
non-traded seClOrs of the economy, if unaccompanied by
expansion in traded goods, would give rise to balance of
payments difficulties. As regards fiscal expansion financed by
borrowing, this is further ruled out already by the state of the
public finances.
The expansion of output in the traded goods sectors depends
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on the state of the world economy and on domestic supply
conditions. The external economic environmcnl for lhe Irish
economy has improved in the last year or so as a result of the
collapse in oil prices and the lall in the value of the dollar. Some
of the benefits have shown up domestically in the /orm of lower
inflation and somewhat lower interest rates. wlorcQver, with
similar developments taking place in Europe, the prospects lor
industrial exports have improved.
The outlook for the coming years, however, is still too uncertain to sug!,""'t that Europe now laces a strong resumption of
economic growth. There are no grounds for reducing the discipline on the public finances - which remain precarious especially if a renewed downturn took place in world economic
activity. Bu t Ireland has been given some breathing space, even
if only temporarily, to take measures to establish a Inore secure
foundation for economic development, both by restoring ordcr
to the public linances and by improving domestic supply
conditions.
Domestic supply conditions embraee the availability, quality
and cost of productive resources and the efficiency with which
they are combined - in other words, competitiveness in the
widest sense. Competitiveness is often spoken of only in the sensc
of prices and costs, and indeed sometimes only in terms of thc
price of labour. But while these factors are important, it would
be wrong to ignore the non-wage aspects) such as management,
technology and marketing, where arguably Ireland may be at
an even greater disadvantage. The nature and extent of such
disadvantages are likely to diITer from sector to sector, and it
would be un wise to assume that free rj:larket forces alone can
combat them. Indeed, as I shaH argue below. the satisfactorv
development of the traded goods sectors is likely to require add;tiona] Exchequer resources, including the provision of
satisfactory infrastructural facililies.
The question whether such resources can be found depends
crucially on the way in which the public finances arc to be put in
order. The time is ripe to begin thinking about a new national
plan. In such a plan it seems essential to make better progress
towards eliminating the current budget deficit, while at the
saIne time searching for new investment opportunities that will
contribute to the longer-term development of the economy.
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This search should begin with the key traded goods sectors, and
the infrastructure needcd to support them.

Agriculture
There is now much pessimism about tile prospects for agriculture because of the food surpluses in the Europcan Community.
Yet the degree of pessimism may not be fully warranted. It is
true that the outlook lor expansion in dairying over the next live
to ten years is not bright, but ,he position is not quite as bleak in
regard to beef and sheep, wbere there are some prospects that
major new markcts can be developed. Therc remains considerable scope for the dcvelopment of food processing.
At the domestic supply end, there are major structural
barricrs at the farming level- associated with land tenure, land
immobility and demographic structure thal inhibit
expansion of supply. Successive governments have largely
ignored recommendations to dcal with these problems. :'vlajor
changes are also required in food processing, and in particular in
regard to R&D and marketing. If action on the required scale
were to happen, there would undoubtedly be need for a greater
commitment of public capital expenditure, accompanied by a
reorganisation of the structure of the load processing sector.
Certain anomalies in the Common Agricultural Policy also
create uncertainty, which inhibits the expansion of processing.
The emphasis laid by the new government on an integrated
approach to dcveloping food processing oilers hopc of a new
determination to overcome the various constraints on
expanSIOn.

Apart from the major products (milk, callie and sheep), there
is further scope for developing intensive pig and poultry production, which do not require much land. Mushroom and cut
nower production have possibilities also, as well as the growing
of fresh vegetables. There are also many openings lor small businesses to process meat into high value-added products for special
markets. Good markets arc available at home and abroad for
vacuum-packed beef, hamburgers and cooked meats of various
kinds.
A point of some importance is that although numbcrs
engaged directly in agriculture continue to decline, there is an
increasing tendency for people to remain living in, or adjacent
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to, rural areas. l\>foreover, the degree of part-time farming has
been rising, and non-farm income in farming households,
whether from employment or welfare, has tended to increase as
a proportion of total income. This development gives further
support to the case fordevelopingsuitable industrial and service
activities in small towns and rural areas.

rather on the basis undertaken by Dr T. K. Whitaker in Econolllic
nel'elapmenl. VVithin that framework judgments should be made
about the more likely pmspects, and the resources needed to
develop and market the output. Some of the subsequent plans
were far too general, emphasising broad poHdes rather than
concrete opportunities,

Other natural resources
The other nalural resources consist chieny of fisheries, forestry,
base metals, other industrial minerals and fuels (natural gas,
coal, turf and, possibly in the future, oil). Although this is a very
diverse group, there are nevertheless some common factors. The
extraction process is capital intensive in many cases and cannot
realistically provide much direct employment. The downstream
processing is often even more capital intensive, requires substan~
tial R&D, and the selling of the output poses major marketing
challenges. These factors, of course, do not rule alit downstream
processing in all cases. But, especially lor a small country, they
do suggest concentration of major development elrorts on a
selected number of the more promising downstream possibilities,
rather than aiming at resource-based processing across the
board. For the remainder, the optimal course would be to maximise the revenue from royalties or taxes and use this money for
other forms of development.
.
The prospects for forestry production and processing are
particularly good if management inadequacies, in regard to
timber quality and the now of supplies to processors, can be
overcome. For this purpose) many ageneies have recommended
that a commercial state body he established to take over the
maoagement of this natural resource [rom the civil service
department. The announcement inJune 1987 that legislation is
to he introduced in the autumn to establish such a body is welCOme. In regard to fishery development, it can be s~id that
although Ireland was slow compared to other countries, like
Norway, to become involved in aquaculture, this deficiency is
now being repaired, and there are good prospects for expansion.
In this paper, I can do no more than mention some of the
natural resource areas in which the scope for development looks
promising. \Vhat is badly needed is a comprehensive inventory
of specific. activities within the framework of a national plan,

Manufacturing
Much of the growth in Irish manufacturing during the 19705
was attributable to the fact that it attracted an increasin,gstream
of new foreign enterprises, and created and expanded a large
number of small industries. The weak link in the chain was the
medium and large indigenous enterprises, many of which owed
their existence to the protectionist period. In the depression of
the 1980s, these enterprises continued to decline, while at the
same time the flow of new foreign enterprise diminished greatly
and many of the foreign companies established earlier declined
or closed down. In addition, a very substantial outflow of the
profit or surplus earned by foreign enterprise has developed to the tune of£! ,350 million in 1986. This has greatly attenuated
the impact of increased manufacturing output on domestic
activity, and the impact of increased manufacturing exports on
the balance of payments.
The scope for attracting more loreign enterprise in the next
five years is likely to revive. In the last five years, the combination of stagnation in European demand and buoyant US
demand was particularly unfavourable to Ireland as a location
for foreign enterprise aimed at the European market. With the
revival in demand in Europe, the flow of new foreign enterprise
should pick up again, However, we cannot depend on that alone
to solve our problems. In the first place, competition in the
attraction of {areign enterprise has greatly intensified: the
richest nations of Europe are now giving incentives to [areign
firms that in some cases match or even exceed those alTered by
Ireland. Second, foreign companies are unlikely to locate the
key functions of technology and marketing here, so that the
attraction of such companies cannot be regarded as a satisfactory substitute for developing these talents in indigenous
firms.
It is dilllcult to escape the conelusion of the Telesis Report,
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published in February 1982, about the need to build up a
selected number of large export-orientated Irish companies,
capable eventually of providing the full range ofl'unetions, such
a' R&D and marketing, needed for competitive sm:eess. But side
by side with this approach should go a far greater emphasis on
maximising the pOlenlial of slTIall industry than was contained
in the Telesis Report, particularly in high-skilled sub-supply to
larger companies in lhe domestic or overseas markets.
This st",tegy is nOW widdy accepted in principle, and no
doubt the industrial development agencies arc doing their best
to implement it. But there arc three major implications of the
approach that I think are not adequately recognised either at
government level or in the community at large. First, industrial
development is a high~risk business 1 and inevitably there will be
failures. If the development agencies are to be suilic:iently enterprising, then there must be in the community at large both a
wider tolerance of failure and a willingness to accept the consequences at an early date so as not to continue to throw good
money after bad in an attempt to prop up obvious lame ducks.
Second, and related to the first point, the development of
indigenous industry is likely to be costly in the initial years.
While the Telesis Report was frank in admitting that 'creating
and sustaining jobs in indigenous firms is far more difficult and
expensive than doing !i0 In foreign-owned firms.', the fllessage
was not properly acknowledged in the subsequent "Vhite Paper
on Industrial Policy. Third, there is need for a much greater
sense of urgency in tackling the problems than has been displayed by governments in recent years. More than two years
elapsed after the publication of the Telesis Report before a
White Paper on the subject was published in July 1984, while it
took three years to establish the National Development Corporation, promised in the Programme oj Governmelll in 1982.
Services

The scope for expanding traded services has received lar less
attention than it deserves. The services sector as a whole now
employs more than half of' the total workforce, and the threefifths of this that is not in the public sector receives only cursory
attention generally or is not even considered. International
trade in selvices~ though substantial, is by no means free from
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market imperrections and entry barriers. On the contrary, it is
onen highly regulated and protected, and the substantial postwar liberalisation of trade in manufactured goods has not been
extended nearlv as much to services. Nevertheless a number oj'
areas have pot~ntial.
'
Tourism is one of the few exportable services that hasreecived
sustained attention, and I need say no lnore about it here since it
will be the subject of Brian Deane\ paper in this issue. A few organisations, such as the Electricity Supply Board and Acr
Lingus, have been quite successful in marketing design and
consultancy, and providing ancillary services to ovcrscasc1ients.
Moves have been made recently to develop a financial services
export sec lOr. But what about education (including training)
and health, which employ such large numbers at present in
supplying domestic needs, and the export of which would be
particularly suitable to the aptitudes and aspirations of' the Irish
labour force? I have no doubt that there is a market potential
that we have the capacity to supply. This has become all the
more pressing in view of the recent public sector expenditure
constraints in this area.
The obvious target markets for health are the oil-rich Arab
states, and lor education the more highly developed countries.
The real challenge is to translate a general nmrltet potential into
conCI'ete: market opportunities, and to mobilise the resources to
realise these opportunities. In short, it is primarily a matter of
organisational capacity. On the demand side, it would call lor
detailed and speeil1e market research with a view to designing
suitable packages. On the supply side, it involves alTering appropriate incentives to the individuals and instilUtions that
currently deliver these sct'vice..'i, and creating new institutions.
Ir Ireland is to rnake a major impact in exporting services,
then a strong degree of commitment and involvement by
government is essentiaL Governlnent.to~government contacts
arc Orlen vital in opening up market opportunities. Moreover,
only a state body with the appropriate responsibility and
authority can weld together the many diverse elements. The
task is too large to be made the responsibility of the Ind\,strial
Development Authority, which already has a lormidable
enough mission in regard to manufacturing. lvloreover, the IDA
has operated best in dealing with private commercial enter-
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prises, whereas services exports would embrace a much more
varied range of suppliers, public and private, commercial and
non-commerciaL Although the present climate is averse to the
notion of yet another state-sponsored body, I believe there is a
strong ease lor the establishment of a Services Export
Development Authority to organise, encourage and co-ordinate
the export of services rrOlTI indigenous institutions.
Infrastructure

The development of the traded goods sectors cannot proceed
satisfactorily without adequate infrastruetural facilities,
especially in regard to energy, transport and communications,
The public capital programme, which in the main provides the
bulk of thesc facilities in Ireland, has had a bad press in recent
years, especially among economists. I believe that the criticisms
have gone much too far, and that ifproperaccount were taken of
the key developmental [unctions of infrastructure, it would be
clear that the bencfits were greater than is commonly admitted.
To SOme extent, the potential benefits were not fully realised,
beca usc of the prolonged nature of the economic depression,
which was not predicted by those who now pontificate so wisely
with hindsight. Be that as it may, however, there Can be no
doubt that significant further infrastructural investment will be
needed to support the development of the economy. As in the
pa't in Ireland, and as the experience of most other countries
shows, this is unlikely to happen without substantial investment
by the public sector.
Employment itnplications
While I have argued that economic growth is a '''c<SSaI)'
condition for a major assault on unemployment I now lurn to
the question of whether or not it is a sufficient condition. If not,
then there is a need [or further measures to ensure that the fruits
of economic growth are directed towards providing enough
jobs.
Let us consider first the direct employment impact of growth
in the traded goods sectors. No one doubts that employment in
agriculture will go On falling. While there is scope for expanding
the processing of agricultural output, the r('Sulting employment
increase is unlikel y to be on a scale that would olIset the decline
j
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in fanning. The direct employment in the exploitation of
natural resources would not be large either. In manufacturing,
some believe that changes in the relative price of labour and
capital could reduce substantially productivity growth relative
to output growth, involving a better employment performance
[or any given output performance. Against this, however, it
should be noted that the much higher growth of output and productivity in Europe than in the United States in the quarter
century following World War II was due to other in!luences
apart from capital intensity, such as improved allocation of
rcsources, economies of scale and the reduction of the lag in the
application of knowledge. Because orits lower state of development, these influcnee, are likely to continue to generate high
productivity growth in Irish industry for quite some time into
the future, thereby limiting the direct impact on employment
growth of any given growth of output in manufacturing. Considerable potential remains for relatively rapid productivity
growth in indigenous enterprises, while mobile foreign firms
lend to use standardised technological proce5scs rather than
altering techniques in response to local factor price relativities.
Moreover, Irish wage costs are already at such a level that the
manufacture of very labour intensive products can be ruled out.
The development o[ scrvices exports in some cases (likeeducation and training) would be employment intensive, but in other
cases (like banking and telecommunications) they would be
necessary simply to maintain existing employment} for reasons
that arc mentioned bdow. The picture then of the most
optimistic expansion in the traded sector that reasonably can be
envisaged, is that while it will raise productivity and national
income considerably, and help to protect the balance o[ payments, its contribution to direct employment growth is likely to
be limited.
Of course, expansion of output and incomes in the traded
goods sectors, apart from the direct jobs it would create in these
sectors, would also automatically induce more jobs in the nontraded market sectors. This would happen both through purchases of producer goods as inputs to traded goods, and through
consumer purchases out of higher incomes. Clearly, these e!Teets
are important and depend on the growth not merely of direct
employment in traded goods but also of productivity in these
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sectors. Undoubtedly extra jobs would arise in the non-traded
branches ofindustrYl services and building, with positive enecls
on domestic sales of traded goods. The real question, however, is
whether these induced cITeets on employment, when added to
the direct effects, would suffice to meet the jobs target. In this
conncclion, there are a number of constraints on the scale orihe
induced employment expansion In Ireland that cannot be
ignored. The Lirst is the high import leakage resulting from the
small and very open nature of the Irish economy. \-Ve buy
abroad most of our machinery and equipment and many of our
materials inputs, and will conlinuc to do so for the foreseeable
future, while the income elasticity of demand for imports out o[
discretionary income is accepted as being very high. In this
connection, the relatively closed nature of, [or example, the US
and Japanese economies place them in quite a different situation
as regards induced efiects on tbe demand for output of nontraded market activities.
There is the added constraint on the expansion of emplo)'lnenl
in the non-traded market sector that there is already overrnanning and spare capacity in a number of these services) while in,
others substantial labour-saving technological developments
are being put in place. In this connection, it is useful to look at
tbe trends in employment in the diITcrent components that make
up the services sector over the (wenty-year period 1961-81
(Table 1). Four of the seven branches have shown rapid growth
in employment: public administl'ation and defence, professional
services, insurance and finance, and recreational and other. The
Lirst of these is entirely a public non-market activity, and (he
second largely so, with health and education accounting for the
bulk of the employment involved. The remaining two oftbe four
rapidly growing sectors are mainly in the private market sector,
but they are still small groups, accounting in 1981 forjust 11 per
cenl of total services. The increase in employment in banking
and finance included a sizeable once-alf rise to cope with the
EMS. Moreover, technological developments in banking, such
as automatic tellers, will greatly reduce labour requiremenlsfor
present Outpul levels. The same is true of communicalions,
where by common consenl there is ovcrmanning, as also in
transport. In distribution, employment in the large retail section
has risen little over the last twenty years, and a considerable
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further increase in throughput could be handled without much
growth in the number of workers engaged. On a more optimistic

note, employment in recreational and personal services could be
expected to increase rapidly, given expansion in the rest of the
economy in general and in tourism in particular. The increase
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in the market sector in Ireland by altering relative factor prices.
To say this is not in any way to deny the importance of income
restraint, whieh is a necessary feature of any strategy for
improving the Irish unemployment situation. Rather it is to say

that income restraint will raise employmcnt primarily through

would bc augmentcd by the fact that the secular decline in

its eITect on the overall growth of output, rather than on the mix

private domestic service, which [or long swamped growth in
other components, has now just about ceased. As against this,

of products and factors of production. The possibility sometimcs
mooted that, in the face of sustained uncmployment, people will

however, it should be notcd that part of thc recorded increase

eventually be absorbed into low-paid service occupations, seems

taking place in some services is due to contracting-out services

implausible unless social bencfits are drastically changed. And
the outcome of such drastic changes might well be a
considerable acceleration in the growth of what is already in the
last decadc one of the fastest growing areas of public sector
employmcnt - defencc and security!

lormerly supplied in-house in other sectors. While this no doubt
increascs clTicicncy, it does not directly add to the overall level of
employment.
On the basis of the foregoing analysis, the direct and induced
growth of market sector employment would at best hardly bc
sufficient to match the natural increase in the labour force, lel

Publicly funded job creation

alone begin to bring down the level of unemployment. But could
this sccnario be modified to secure a better employment per-

The argument so far is that, while economic growth is essential
to provide extra resources, these resources will not

formance in the market sector without specific job-creating
measures? One escape [rom the limiting [actors would be to aim

automatically give rise to sulTicient extra jobs. But some of the
extra resources can be absorbed by the public scctor and used to

for a far higher growth rate of output in thc traded goods sectors
than is commonly envisaged. If, for instance, we could realistically contemplate a Korean-type expansion in manufacturing
(15Y, per cent output growth rate and 8 per cent employment
growth rate during the 1970s), then of course the other
limitations noted above would- be irrelevant. No one has yet
advanced this, however, as a feasible option for Ireland.

An alternative escape would be to try to raise employment
growth relative to output growth in the market sector, implying
a reduced rate of productivity growth. The demand for labour is
inl1uenced not only by the level of output, but also by the
composition of output and by the techniques used in its production. The last two factors are in turn inl1uenced by technology
and by relative factor prices. It might, therefore, be argued that
by lowering the price of labour relative to other factors, both the
choice of output and of techniques of production could be
modified in such a way as to secure a much higher employment
growth for any given output growth. As already indicated,
however, there are cogent reasons for questioning the scope for

significantly inl1uencing the output/employment relationship

increase output

and

employment

within

that sector.

Alternatively, the Exchequer could use the resources to fund
activities performed by the private sector, which would not

otherwise take place in Ireland if the resources were left in
private hands, because of the high marginal propensity to
import. Another alternative is the 'third sector' which Chris
Brookes writes about later in this issue. All these have the
common characteristic of requiring state funding, which must
be paid for sooner or later out of tax revenue, and which is

channeled directly or indirectly towards domestically supplied,
relatively labour-intensive, goods and services that would not
otherwise be demanded and supplied to the same extent.
This approach recognises the central relationship between
employment policy and the wider issue of income distribution
and redistribution. To the extent that the market system can
provide enough jobs for all who are willing and able to work, this
will go a long way towards widely distributing the fruits of
economic progress. In that case, the state's redistribution
activities could be confined to measures for moderating disparities in after-tax incomes, helping those with many
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dependants and taking care of those who are unable to work.
\Vhcn, however, the market system, even if it is given the
maXimUlTI H:asiblc encouragement by lhe stale, still leaves a
large and growing minority unemployed, the state is confronted
with a more acute distributional problem, In essence, the state
can either go on paying unemployment compensation, or it Can
create or {'und jobs. The latter requires Inore tax revenue than
the Former, but ean add to the supply of useful goods and
services.
Several !'casons have been given above for the view that
expansion of the market sector in Ireland, while providing the
indispensable basis of job creation, may not on its own yield
enough extrajobs< To these reasons Can be added a more subtle
considetation related to income dilltribution. The high produc~
tivit y growth in the tradcd goods sector, which is likely to accompany higher economic growth, must result in higher real
factor incomes, Even ir price competitiveness is maintained,
there will still be upward pressure on real wages, which will be
generalised to the rest of (he economy through comparability
claims< A wealth-creating strategy that involves lillie direct
employment growth may therelnre give rise to forces that will
also limit the induced employment growth in the non-traded
sectors.
The result is that the distribution of income shifts in favour of
those lucky enough to secure jobs, but in a way that makes it
hardcr to employ the remaindeL Consequently the state must
invcrvene to ensure that the I'csultant growth in real incomes is
madera ted in such a \Va y as to ensure that its fruits are shared by
all. Incomes policy directed at factor incomes may not be
enough to achieve this on its own. If not, it then becomes necessary to further moderate the growth of after-tax real incomes to
ensure a fairer distribution. Employment creation is a much
better way of doing so than paying mOl'e dole. The latter can be
degrading to thc recipients; it must always he kept at a relatively
low level to avoid both disincentives and protests Irom the
employed; and it yields no output. It should also be emphasised
that support for the incomes, industrial and other policies
needed to expand the traded goods sector may not be
tnaintaiued without assurance of progress on job creation.
Clearly, the adoption of such an approach depends on the
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success of measures to develop the traded goods sectors, since
otherwise tax rates would become prohibitive. Il therefore
cannot be thc driving mechanism in the strategy but tather is
contingent on progress \.vith the other elClncnls. II is also very
important that eOlciency considerations be kept to the forefront
in all publicly funded employment schemes. What constitutes
useful work in this context is of course a matter of .social decision
rather than market-testing, and there is no problem in linding
enough activities that would generally be viewed as socially
useful. The real challenges lie in llnding resources to finance
them, in deciding the priorities mTIong them, and in organising
them ell'ectiveiy< In this connection, ideological prejudices
about the respective roles of the public and private sectors arc
most unhelpllli. What we need is not the dominance of one over
the other, but rather a constructive partnership between the two
that will emphasise performance< It would be foolish to ignore,
for inst<ance, that at local levd, the local authorities often possess
the most developed infrastructure or managerial and technical
expertise I'Dr the organisation of employment schemes. Equally
the local authorities should encourage and co-operate with private and community initiatives, In the shor~~term a major
priority in such schemes should be to address the harshest
Jeatufcs of unelTlployment~ such as the situation of the long-tenn
unemployed.
But will more publicly funded employment of whatever lorm
not simply add to inefficiency and the retention of outmoded
public services? This is a possible outcome, but not an inevitable
one< Restructuring is something that should go On all the lime,
regardless or whether the level of unemployment is expanding or
contracting. In practice, it is not at all clear that restructuring is
done any more ellectivcly when the overall level is being
reduced. No one would deny the need to improve the elrectivencss of public services, but such improvements drer the
possibility, if the society so desires, to have more and better
public services.
l

Conclusion
Both the market and the non-market sectors have a vital rolc to
play in seeking a solution to the unemployment problem, and
neither on its own is likely to be successfuL Both have weaknesses
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that need to be corrected, but both also havc strengths that can
be built upon, A mare general recognition of the profound interdependencies between ali sectors of the Irish economy would in
itself be an important step towards a satisfactory resolution of
the unemployment prohlem,

Employers and Unemployment: The UK
Experience
KEITH MacMILLAN
Unemployment in the United Kingdom is nigher now than at
any time in the post-war period, yet strangely there is little sense
of crisis. For over ten years current levels have been lorccast and
as they have been attained the British people havc become conditioned to the continuing upward trend. Attempts to stem these
increases have been unsuccessful, and this must include the
elTorts by employers, a matter on which this paper concentrates.
Indeed, since it is employers who decide to lay air people, or not
to hire or replace, some might say that they 'cause' the problem.
Yet we all know that if a business\ survival is at stake~ redundancies are almost inevitable, :.Iew technology and intensecom~
petition create thcir own imperatives of change and adaptation.
Ivlorcovcr, it has become easier for managemcnllo shed labour,
as unemployment levels have risen and trade unions have
become weaker. Today only large-scale redundancies make
news and commentators tell us that our recentexperieneeoflull
employment lIJust be seen as a post-war aberration .
•">.!l far as employers arc concerned, high unemployment has
become less of a problem but more of an issue. The social costs of
unemployment are all too apparent, although less so in the south
of Britain where so many policy decisions are made. Most areas
lTtay have suffered unemployment during the inter-war years,
but today if one lives in the most prosperous parts of the country
it is all too casy to feel distanced Irom the problem. On the other
hand, unemployment has become more of a political than a
managerial issue; it is manifest in people's consciences rather
than in their day-to-day businesses. The unemployed themselves do not have much political power; for the most part they
arc disorganised, dispirited and poor.
While there is ever less tolerance among employers to maintain surplus labour, an increasing number of companies in the
UK are engaging in initiatives designed to bell' mitig'J.te some of
the social costs of uncmployment. These initiatives mostly are or
two types; to develop the eeonorriic base ol'communities by local
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enterprise agencies and to help train the young unemployed.
Employers appear not to be under any compulsion to do anything, so why do they engage in these activities?!fit is because of
some notion of corporate social responsibility, whal cloes this
really mean? Is it mere tokenism? And if there is some underlying business logic of self-interest, why do all firms not undertake
such initialives?
The answers to these questions could be of considerable significance to policy-makers, yet our knowledge is patchy. We do
know, however, that the scale of involvement by employers is
growing apace. In J979 there were only three local enterprise
agencies; by the end of 1987 there could be three hundred.
'Business in the Community' (BIC), the umbrella organisation
for local enterprise agencies, claims that over 50,000 jobs a year
are generated this way, while helping to maintain a further
25,000. Over 4,000 companies are apparently sponsoring these
agencies, the number gro\ving by 50 per cent in lwelve months.
The Youth Training Scheme [YTS) is a government initiative, but employers are not obliged to collaborate. Some 360,000
places are planned. Many projects that hitherto were purely
voluntary have now been swept up into the scheme. It must also
be said that a lot of orthodox apprenticeships and much incompany training have also been incorporated in the scheme at
public expense. But in addition to the YTS, many employers are
participating in an increasing number of initiatives concerned
with developing pre-employment life and social skills and with
encouraging young people to become self-employed. No doubt
such projects are nOt unique to the United Kingdom, but the
significance to the initiating firms is not at all well documented,
nor are Lhe managerial problems that the scheme presents.
Understandably, as unemployment has risen, few communities
arc eager to look a gift horse in the moutb but, as Troy dis·
covered, it may well be worth examining its other attributes a
little more closely. This paper reviews the development of
several types of company initiative and speculates on their
significance for policy-makers in business and elsewhere.
Early developlDent of local enterprise agencies
By the time Business in the Community was established in 1980,
some useful experience already was emerging from earlier
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experiments of various kinds, all involving companies seeking to
mitigate the adverse social efleets of redundancies io local
communities. J In the early 1970s the merger between the
National Provincial Bank and the vVestminster Bank, to produce what is now Nat West, also produced a surplus of managers
who were too young to retire. The bank imaginatively though t
that these people could he loaned out to charitable projects,
which might benefit from their financial and managerial
expertise. This idea of sccondment had long heen a feature of the
community policies of several American cOlnpanies 1 such as
IBM, and became institutionalised in the UK with the creation
of the Action Resource Centre as a seconchnent ciearina
house in
N
1973. But it was not until later that secondments became an
essentiaf lncans of slaffing iocal enterprise agencies. l'iow two in
every live agency directors are on secondment from their
employers.
The early 1970s also saw large-scale redundancies in the
British Steel Corporation and management and unions express~
ed concern about the future of the communities where the
Corporation had heen the predominant employer. The
Corporation estahlished a suhsidiary, British Steel Industry Ltd,
in 1975, to work with local authorities to attract new industries
to the worst afleeted areas. The counselling of staIT who were
being' made redundant also became a regular feature in
attempts to enable workers to transfer smoothly to other
employers, occupations and localities. These policies were not
without their managerial problems, hut they were sustained as a
result of commitment at the highest level within the Corporation. Most of the old BSC sites that were closing down were
located in regions of the country that already were sllll'ering
from acute unemployment. Almost two decades of regional
policies l which had been intended LO correct such imbalances,
had not had the desired eITect, 50 how could one company make
the difference? There wa", also competition between the regions
to attract the most mobile employers. Much of the inward
investment was capital) rather than labour~ intensive and the
generous financial incentives encouraged the development of
the 'branch lac tory syndrome', marginally viable operations
that probably would be the firstlO be shut down when there was
a do\'Vnturn in the market.
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By 1978 it was clear that Ihese policies were not enough and
an ellort was made to encourage the development of smaller
businesses, if possible growing li'om within the locality,
Research into the constraints on the growth of such businesses
revealed that there was a shortage of suitably sized premises, of
between 500-1,000 square leet, for business start-ups, It was also
concluded that it would be dillieult to raise the required finance,
largely, it appears, because oflnadequate financial expertise on
both the demand and the supply sides, It was therefore decided
to establish mini trading estaies on former steel plant sites,
coO\'erting existing buildings and adding new ones of the
requisite size. There are now eight such sites; local managers
act as business advisers. The British Steel Corporation also
provides financial assistance, mainly in the 10rm of unsecured
loans.
Similar conclusions had been reached in St Helen's,
Lancashire by Pilkington Brothers. The company was the major
employer in the town, yet was planning Lo install new capacity,
both in St Helen's and abroad, and knew that this would mean
considerable redundancy. As in the British Steel case,
Pilkingtons had been in St Helen's for over a centurv and there
\Va::; a strong family tradition of community jnvolv~mcnl. The
company was instrumental in establishing the 5t Helen's Trust,
which became the lirst really successl,,1 company-sponsored
local enterprise agency and set the pattern for most art he others.
One or the main reasons lor its success was hs first director, who
had many of the classical characteristics of an entrepreneur:
very indepcndently minded, boundlessly cnthusiastic and
energetic, excellent at gaining commitment and in doing deals
so that he could get the most from anyone. Set up in 1978, the
Trust was the first to usc secondments from other companies
systematically to support the central advisory stall', as well as
using all possible public funds, partienlarly from the Manpower
Services Commission,
While the St Helen's Trust was conspicuously successful in
attracting public interest, other companies also were concerned
about unemployment and the impact of their stall' redundancies. As particular divisions of rCI became allected by
recession and market change, great "florts were put into
redundancy counselling, secondments to charities, and into
seeking jobs for surplus stalT with other employers. In one
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division up to twelve full-time stalT werc engaged solely to
undertake these aelivities. ICI was also one of the lirst companies to investigate the scope for spin-on' ventures, using
surplus R&D ideas. Local business advice centres were established, based on divisions in the north-west and the north-cast of
England. While there were some attempts at coordination from
the centre, the company's traditional decentralisation meant
that SOlTIe divisions were more comlniUed than others) a
situation that stili pertains today,
Lucas Industries was also experimenting with attempts to
stimulate OC\\-' business ventures to take up extra manpower
capacity, although here it was really forced on the company by
the actions of a shop stewards' committee in one arits divisions J
Lucas Aerospace. This combined commillee had produced an
'alternative corporate plan to counler plans by the company's
management to rationalise its productive capacilYl \vhich
would create redundancies. The alternative corporate plan proposed many 'socially useful' new products that would obviate
the need f(lr the redundancies. This captured the imaginatiDn of
the media. Over a period of four years in the late 19705 the shop
stewards were able to build up considerable pressure Dn
management, and also on the ollicial union system and on the
Labour government, to the point where an official
Union/Company New Ventures Group wa, set np in 1979, just
before the general election.
.
At this stage the political environment changed. The new
Conservative government set out to reduce the power of the
unions and was aided by the deepening recession. By 1980 the
rest of the company was in much greater trouble than Lucas
Aerospace, and there had been a change of leadership in the
company. These [actors, together with the dramatically
changed industrial rdations climate, brought an end to the Ne.:v
Ventures Group before any new products could bc produced.
Meanwhile, the orders for Lucas Aerospace had picked np, with
the result that the shop stewards could claim with some justification that they had snccessfully delayed the planned redundancies until a time when the company had actually become
short-staffed. This was a precedent that most employers were
not at all keen to see repeated elsewhere and it is noteworthy
that similar cITarts, particularly among companies associated
with the motor industry, proved to he unsuccessful.
1
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Establishment of Business in the Community
The new Conservative govcrnrnent was faced with a dilemma.
IL wished Lo reduce public expenditure at a lilne when increas~
ing unemployment and urban deprivation prompted demands
for even greater government spending. The govcrmnent noted
several examples of companies becoming involved in urban
regencration programmes in thc United States, Detroit
Renaissance for one. In 1980 meetings were held with senior
industrialists culminating in a conference at Sunningdale and
Nlarlborough House! in which the government sought a
collaborative approach with the private sector to the local redevelopment of Britain~s large inner cities. Business leaders and
COn1l1llmity workers were brought h'om the United States to
relate their experiences, On the whole, the British company
chairmen were not greatly impressed, but by then there was the
shining example of the St Helen's Trust and onc or two other
ventures, including the London Enterprise Agency
established in 1979 by the London Chamber of Commerce
and
Birmingham VeJ~tUl'el established in the same yeaI', In addition,
a numher of successful \\'orkspace schemes were underway, such
as that in the Barley Mow, which showed how older buildings
could be converted to provide premises for new, small
businesses.
Sir Alistair Pilkington emerged as the major protagonist for
the business community':::. involvelnent, quoling the distinctly
British approach Pilkington Brothers had taken. He pointed to
the internal company benefits that had been achieved as a result
of its involvement in the St Helen's Trust. There had heen an
improvcmenl in employee moralc and motivation and in \\'ork"
place communication.' Sir Alistair suggested that it also helped
to recruit beller quality stall' and there had been an immense
public relations benefit: in the space of a Jew months both the
prime minister and the Prince or 'Wales publicly commended
the company and the Trust for their pathfinding efibrts. Over
the years the Trust had prompted a number of tangible linaneial
benelits, such as the reduction onoeal rates, to help the development of local businesses, and Pilkington Brothers had made
adept use of government grants and various kinds of financial
u"istance. By then the company and the Trust had also set up
RainJbrd Venture Capital, a suiJsidiary company to help
l
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channel funds to small independent businesses that, In the
fullness of time, might prove prolltable acquisitions to aid
Pilkington's diversification programme.
Business in the Community (BIC) was eventually established
with thirty nmjor companies participating. Il was not, however)
until the summer of 198! that the movcmcnt got a major if tragic
boost. The riots in Brixlon, Toxteth and areas in twenty-six
other cities caused damage or over [45m. and led to 4,000
arrests. This threat to law, order and property b",lvanised major
errlployct's into action, particularly those companies in the
retail, oil, linancial and leisure sectors, whosestaITand property
were most at risk.
Now local enterprise agencies are part of a major national
network, yet BIC is still seeking to clarify its role. Ollicially it sees
this as:
I. To set up and support business led local partnerships,
usually enterprise agencies which aim to identify or create
opportunities for job and wealth creation.
2. To disserninale information about successful local inilia~
tives so that others can learn rapidly and eITeetively.
3. To represent the interests of agencies in discussions with
political parties and national organisations.
4. To act as the link for a wide range of issues, including youth
training opportunities for the handicapped or ethnic
minoritjes and other organisations especially in the
voluntary .!iector.

This is a very wide range of roles indeed. BIG can move only as
fast as its sponsors will allow; One of its dillieulties is that mo~t of
its core full-time stall' have been seconded for a short term, and
so there is very little continuity of philosophy or expertise. BIC
has grown because more and Inore sponsors havc joined the
"club) and [rmn what one gathers there is quite a wide variation
in their expectations. Some see it purcly as a channel and
clearing house for the alTIOunt5 ofresourees they wish to dedicate
to community purposes, wishing Lo minirulse the impact on their
mainstream businesses. Othcr sponsors may wcll sec l1).uch
greater potential for BIG, palieularly in its representational role
whh government and other institutions. YcL oLhers mavseein it
a new means of revitalising or reinvesting smuething akin La
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chambers or commerce, and there IS a further vicw that sees the
potential of this national network as an alternative conduit for
channelling central government funds to local communities and
bypassing antagonistic local authorities. Increasingly iDeal
enterprise agencies arc participating in training schemes and
arc beginning to use quite a lot of money from the lvlanpowcr
Service CommissioH particularly as they acid training lor the
young unelnployed La their activities.
1

Youth unexnployxnent initiatives
I have referred already to the Youth Training Schcme (YTS)
and the way it is tending to absorb many earlier initiatives by
employers to mitigatc youth unemployment. Project
FuUemploy is one such initiativc, set up in 1973 through a
coUaboration betwcen banks and City or London institutions to
assist the transition to working life ~f the least able innerRciLy
young people, who orten suller the double disadvantage or racial
discrimination, h has proved very successful and many other
schemes havc been modelled on it.
Employers participate voluntarily in the YT5. A recent
survey indicated lhat 25 per cent or all employers were taking
part in the schemel ranging from 37 per cent in high unemploy~
ment areas to 18 pCI' cent in areas of lower unemployment (Sako
and Dore 1986). The survey also revealed that larger employers
were more likely to be participating in YT'S than small finns, as
were firms that recently had experienced labour shortages. The
companies quoted several reasons for taking part in the YT5.
Smaller employers were more likely to ElI'CES advantages to the
i'irm \vhilc larger employers elnphasiscd purdy social reasons.
or those who cited both reasons lor participation more said that
social reasons \vere the morc important. ylore specificallYl the
wish to 'do something to help young people' was mentioned by
-15 per cent of the '{TS participants; the seriousncss of the 'yollth
unemployment problem' was mentioned by 22 per cent and
'obligation to societ), to help deal with serious social problems'
was cited by 15 per cent. ()nc interesting observation to emerge
was that the lotal l1umherof such social reasons given by partiei.
paling employers was nOl greater in those areas with high levels
or youth unemployment; employers in all arcas seemed to be
equaUy concerned. Among the advantages to the employer lor
1
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taking part in YTS, 42 pcr cent mentio:,?d thal it proviclec~ a
very good screening mechanism for rccrtutmg employees and 32
per cent said thal it reduced their labour cosls.
.
Ivlany companies train HlOre young people than they lTIlght
evcr need to employ after the end of the scheme. It is also well·
known that many employers claim that it costs much more per
trainee to run a good scheme than the wlanpov,.'cr Services
Commission provides in the form or allowances. Under the new
f undin" arrangement, this probicm is likely to be exacerbated.
l\rlana~ng agents are cOlnpensating Jor this shortfall h~ ~ renting
out' trainees (for a fce). to other businesses who prOVide work
experience. Such a possibility is less open t~ the very large
employers, who undertake all the trammg thcmsdves.
Employers and the govcrnment have stIli not resolved thIS Issue.
A number of youth unclnploymcnt initiatives are in place
outside YTS, however , and these sccm to havc become marc
popular in recent months. Apart Irom those ventllreS that help
school lea vcrs LO make the transition to working lifc, thcsehemes
to encourage young people to become self-employed ~re of
special interest. Two are particularly. noteworthy .. \ o~th
Business Initiative (YBl) waS est.abhshed m 1984, wllh lundmg
partly from the Queen's Silver] ubilee TmEt, thc Manpower
Services COlnmission, and industry, under the chairmanship of
the Prince of Wales (who is also chairman of Business in the
Community). YBI has funds of around £2m. available in 1987.
Some companies provide secondments, training or experic?ce;
these have induded ICl, British Airways, Thorn, Bass, Umted
Biscuits, Marks & Spencer, U nilever and Marley. This scheme
provides grants averaging £800-£"900 r:;er person to young.
people who wish to sel up their own bUSinesses. CondItIons 01
eligibility arc that the recipient must be young (18-25),
unemployed and from a disadvantaged background. In 1985,
2,000 applications were considered and 456 awards wcre made.
Eighty.per cent of the business enterprises thlls assi:te~ were
continuing well after one year and some were begmnmg to
employ other young people.
By contrast, the Youth Enterprise Seheme (YES) provides
loans of around £"2,000 (and up to £5,000) to young people who
want to become setr·employed. Loans are interest-rree in the
first year; interest is umally 5 per cent in the second year and 10

.
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per cent in the third year. bUl arrangements vary. Recipients
arc expected to provide monthly progress reports and to be
linked with someone who will give them help throughout the
early years of their enterprise, particularly in preparing business
plans and cash flow projections. For these reasons the scheme is
linked in to the local enterprise agency system. Initially the
scheme was confined to six regions, but it is now becoming
national. It is funded in two separate ways: Investors in Industry
has provided £500,000 to lund the commercial side of the
scheme, while the YES Foundation has raised over .flm. from
industry to cover the running costs of the scheme and some of the
high risk loans. Angus Ogilvy has been particularly active in
raising money for this purpose.
The Prince of Wales is chairman of another scheme in the
north-east of England that currently is allracting much attention. Tile Youth Enterprise Centre in Newcastle was established
by Project .:\lorth East and is supported by ~vfarks & Spencer,
Legal and General and Levi Strauss. It provided workspace,.
business information and entrepreneurial training for young
people. Out of this has also developed the Prince of Wales
Community Venture Scheme, in which twenty-five companies
have put up funds for what might be regarded as pre-YTS
training. Originally intended to provide voluntary community
service, the scheme is now being extended to provide useful life
and social skills of a broader nature, for example by instilling
people with enterprise and drive. Private sector industry tends
to provide the administrative and running funds fnr the project,
while the participants themselves receive allowances from the
Ivlanpower Services Commission. If this scheme proves successful, it probably will be given further support to provide national
coverage.
A great many other schemes could be cited; to a large extent it
may be unfair to quote some without the olhers, which are
worthy in their own right (Conference ofBritish Industry, 1985).
It appears, however, that these initiatives arc growing; more
companies are participating and morc resources arc being
committed. II is of course very easy to criticise such scheIllcs.
Few, even in the business sector, would claim that they are going
to solve the problem of unemployment either in the short or the
long term. The interesting question is why they are undertaken
at all.
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Significance of voluntary initiatives by employer.
While some of the behaviour outlined above can bejustilicd on
the grounds ofshort~ or long-term commercial self-interest, one
suspects that, when examined coolly and objectively, the
majol'ity cannot. It is very dilJicult to understand what really
motivates any kind of behaviour. Most people are perhaps too
cynical to believe that the motives arc solely altruistic. Yet if
commercial reasons are also not whoHy convincing, altruism
cannot be ruled out. After talking to the senior managers, it is
possible to discem anum ber of reasons. There maybe the desire
to be thought well oC to gain social estcem or even national
honours, to salve one's conscience, to keep up with the
behaviour of one's peers, to associate with royalty, to make lire
more interesting and worthwhile, to leel sympathy for the
friends of one's children or grandchildren, ami so on. Very few
eeonoruic business or managerial theories incorporate such
motivations. Therefore new theories may be necessary.
Many arguments may be cited against such initiatives however. To what extent do senior managers have the permission or
company shareholders to expend corporate resources on these
schemes? Have shareholders ever been asked? Are the true costs
actually known, even internally? .vIilton Friedman (1970) has
argued that in so far as these projectg divert resources from
orthodo" commercial purposes, they may be regarded as taxes
imposed unilaterally by the management on the firm's
employees customers, or investors in the lorm of lower wages,
higher prices and lower returns than might be the caSe without
them. Friedman also argues that, in so lar as prolits may thus be
reduced and lower taxes paid, the schemes may be diverting
resources away from the state and its social services, which may
have more legitimacy and expertise in dealing witl. social
problems. Other queries arise. Do the recipients of such aid
actually value it? Do they regard the sponsors in a more favourable light for providing financial aid. Does it stave olr criticism or
some of the companies' other activities? Do employees \vilhin
the companies actually place much valuc on these policies, or
arc they as cynical as many people oulside? lfthis is so, might the
support be withdrawn if the firm has a change ofleadership who
have different values and priorities?
In the absence of much information on motivations or on the
elTect of these ventures, observers tend to divide themselves into
1
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supporters on the one hand and cynics all the other. On the
whole it is probable thallhe above questions rarely get asked. In
so far as there are bcndiciades from any social project, then
surely it must bc a 'good thing', It is possible to become highly
analytical about the comparative marginal social utility of
difierent business activities, but ultimately judgments turn on
the view that onc takes about the most appropriate role for
business in society. If OnC takes a very narrow view, equaling
commercial self-interest wilh greed, these social activities by
companies make little Sense. By contrast, if the view is accepted
thal business's main role is to generate cOlTIrllullity well-being,
wilh profit being only a means to that end, these activities seem
both legitimate and logical. I have argued elsewhere in support
of this wider role, \vhich need not necessarily be inconsislent
with taking a hard-headed view of business behaviour
(MacMillan 1984), A business can be run to enhance
community well-being without turning itsell'into a charity. Thc
well-being of a business is increased if the people with whom it
interacts feci better oIT as a result of such exchanges, The extent
to which the business people themselves feel better oIT, as
recipients of monetary or non-monetary revvards, is an indicator
of their enterprise and ctc:ativity.
What relevance has such a business philosophy to the
problem of unemployment? First, it should lead business to
question whcther it can better enhance community well-being
through pursuing its orthodox commercial activities or by
expending resources on policies specifically intended to mitigate
the social costs ofuocmploymenL Ifit views its commercial role
widely enough, there should be no need for special social programmes. On the other hand if, because of the business'sspecial
expertise or situation, the lop managclnenl 1eels that it can
enhance a panicular aspect of the community's well-being
better than another firm or social agency, then it should do so,
For example, a food manufacturer may be able tooITer a special
deal to schools and hospitals; a high-tech firm may be eapable of
bringing unique skills to the training of young people; a bank
may earmark some of its funds for high risk, low return
community projects. Part of the return the managers of such
lirms may seek from these activities may thus be non-monetary.
It does not necessarily make them charities or soft touches. They
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need be no less astute in their other business dealings. It lTmy
well be nccessary~ howevcf from time to time to explain to hoth
internal and external audiences why theyoOcrdilTcrent tenns to
dillcrent people, These are complex managerial and communications issues, but they arc not incapable of resolution. However, one also expects management to be sllllieiently skilled to
avoid the risk of such discriminatory policies threatening the
Iinaneial viability oJ'the enterprise.
It thus much depends upon how one sees the role ofbusincss in
society, Unemployment can be increased by employers
reducing their workforecs, It can be mitigated to some cxtcnt by
adopting community policies of a kind that has been dcscribed
here. While undoubtedly beneficial in some respects, these are
unlikely to resolve the unemployment problem. Having a wider
view of the social role of business, as \·vell of course as having
more competent management, may well havc thc dcsircd cITect.
1
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Some or these n~pom;:cs arc
discussed in Mac)"IilJan (t980).
These arguments can be round in
Pilkington (1984),
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See, for example. others described
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Industry (19£Hl;.
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Unions and Uncmplaymcnt: An International Perspective

Unions and Unemployment: An
International Perspective
M. F. O'SHEA
In this paper I shall consider the threats and opportunities that
unemployment and economic change have brought to trade
unions in VVcstern Europe. The article also outlines how trade
union movementS show varying capacities to respond to
unemployment.

Maintaining membership
Recession and unemployment threaten the bargaining power of
lrade unions. Econornic change opens up ne\,·.' areas for recruilment, while membership falls 01T in declining sectors. If' we look
atthc membership of European trade unions between 1979 and
1983, the following pattern of increase and decline emerges:
Workforce
dcnsilY*
1979

WorkJoree
density*
1983

Sweden

77.3

79.2

Denmark

76.0

77.6

Belgium

61.8

60.7

Austria

56.6

57.9

:"lorway

58.1

58.2

GK

54.8

45.7

Italy

43.4

39.6

Switzerland

34.7

33.8

\-Yest Germany

34.6

32.5

Netherlands

37.6

31.7

France

22.4

19.3

Source:]. Visser, 'Dimcnsion:.orUnion Growth in Poslwar \Vcstern Europe',
European Univc!'sitr Institute, 1984.
·Pcrcentage of thc labuur forcc 1hat is un ionised (including lhe unemployed)
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C nion membership has declined in Belgium, the U n!tcd
l<-ingdom) lLaIy, Switzerland, \Nest Germany) the Nelherlands
and France. Membership of Irish trade unions also declined
("om 52.1 pel' cent of the workforce in 1980 to 46.4 per cent in
1984 (Roche and Larragy 1986). In the United States union
membership declined from 34 per cent of non-agrarian
employment in 1953 to 19 pel' cent in 1984. 1'S unionisation
levels are now at their 1936/37 levels (Visser 1985, p. 6). Since
unemployed workers retain their union membership in
Denmark and Belgium, this has kept membership levels high in
those countries. Danish and Belgian unions provide benefits and
services to their members, a policy not generally adopted by
unions in Ireland, but one tbat tbe British Trade Union
Congress (TUC) has recently implemented througb a network
of Unemployed Wori< Centres (UWCs) throughout Britain.
Moreover, British unions have been advised by the TUC to
relain· the unemployed as members wherever possible. l
Although early trade unionism in Britain and Ireland provided
a number of \velfare benefits to tnen1bers, including uncmployrnellt benefit (\Vebb 1903), for the most part this is no longer the
case. I have calculated that, asa percentage of annual members'
contributions Lo Irish unions, unclnploymcnt pay to members
declined from 5.5 per cent in 1945 to less than I per cent
in 1980.'
Unions retain members who are unemployed in an altcmpl to
eontrolthe wage rate lor union labour - to upbold the common
rate and prevent a fragmentation of the wage struclure and a
diminution of the union's inlluence in the labour market. It also
places the union in the direct role of representing the interests of
the unemployed in society. The fact that unemployed members
represent 10 per cent of the membership, as in Dutch unions, or
24 per cent, as in Belgian unions (Visser 1985, p. 7), indicates
that uncmploYlnent is a vilal concern to unions there and that
employment goals such as working-time reduction and planned
rationalisation have made an impact on the traditional
functions of trade unions. \-Yhere the union does not take an
active part in retaining its unemployed 11lelT1bcrs, high unemployment tends to weaken the role and position or unions in the
wider society, as happens in the United States.
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Influence on governIllent policy
Levels
unionisatioI1, the ability or union organisations to overcome sectional interests, and the degree of integration organisational form all have a significant bearing on a union movement's ability to influence slale economic policy. Swedish trade
unionism, ror example, has been able to Iannulate and
implement a sllcccssrui incmnes policy over thirty years, a
period when the economy grew rapidly and high employment
levels \vcrc maintained. A similar pattern
union involvement
in slale economic policy is evident in Norway and Denmark.
On the other hand, morc fragmented union lTIovemcnls (in
Britain, Ireland, France and Italy) shows less capacity to
participate with industry and the government in achieving a
successful incomes policy. Instead or union wage demands being
coordinated, the tendency is for groups to 'free-ride' on wage
norms, undermining centralised attempts to bargain with the
state for employment expansion programmes in return lor
moderate wage claims. These industrial relations systems also
display less ability to maintain the wage structure during a time
of recession, or to extend the range of collective bargaining.

or

or

or

Unions also may be highly resistant to change. Such centralised
systems of industrial relations have been described as 'decom-

posed' (Tarantelli 1986). They have higher costs in terms of
inl1ation and unemployment than more highly regulated
systems.
In the last lew years the ability of trade unions to influence
government economic policies in general has been undermined
by the fact that full employment is a receding policy goal of
\Vestcrn European governments, and market criteria have been
reasserted as the means of solving the unem pIoyment problem.
In the first instance, co-operation with the state to achieve some
form of incomes policy is only feasible for a union movement
when there is an exchange between the parties. In Sweden, lor
example, it has been observed recently that 'the unions could
carry out their wage policy of solidarity only if the govcrnment
aeceptcd responsibility for full employment through a strong
manpower policy which guaranteed and alleviated the adjustment of the labour force to constantly changing conditions'
(Meiclner 1986, p.87). Failures of governments to creatc jobs
and the failures of unions to maintain wage stability undermine
centralised bargaining arrangelnents. In the last few years a
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trend towards deeentralised bargaining has been evident in
\IVest Germany, Britain, France, Ireland and has recently

tended to undermine centralised policy in Sweden (Lash 1985).
'T'he reassertion of market criteria as the orthodox solution to the
unemployment problem in many countries has meant that
unions have had to abandon their reformist goals. An example
of this was the German govermnent's decision to reduce social

security (Sengenberger 1984).
Em.ployer resistance
The economic recession has necessitated a redistribution of
power ii'om labour to capital, and employers arc now much
more resistant than previously to the demands of trade unions. A
significant threat for unions has been the desire of employers lor
more f1exible terms of employment: increased part-time
working, fixed-term contracts) sub-contracting, and so on.
These have weakened the unions' bargaining powers to obtain
the common rate and has led to a segmentation of the labour
market between those in secure and well-paid jobs and those in
low-paid, unprotected employment. Although union recruitment imitates this segmentation of the labour market between skilled and unskilled workers, between public sector
and private sector worken - the less sectionalised union movements have been able to respond to some of the implications of
economic change. German industrial unions have formulated

stratcgies (considered below) lor resisting the employers' preferences between dilrerent types or labour (Weiss 1986). More
sectionalised union movements are less capable of resisting
fragmentation of this sort and may promote it to the extent of
representing the interests of stronger over weaker groups.
Another aspect of employer resistance has been the inability
of unions to make general wage advances in recent years. In the
early 1980s in Norway, Sweden, the UK, West Germany,
Belgium, Denmark, Italy and the Netherlands, real hourly
wages in manufacturing fell (Visser 1985, p.12).

Content of bargaining
High levels of unemployment challenge the ability of trade
union movements to adjust collective bargaining strategies in
favour of their employment content. Have European unions
succeeded in shifting the focus from wages to employment?
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Bearing in mind that unions generally are in a nmch weaker
bargaining position during a recession\ the answer again
depends very much on the structure and cohesion or unions
within national industrial relations systems. Highly integrated
or internally cohesive union systems, like those in Austria or
Sweden, appear to seek dilTerent policies and bargaining
outputs compared with the weakly integrated or fragmented
systems in France and Britain (Visser 1985, p. 17). Larger
monopolies oflahour tend La aggregate interests - for example,
between the employed and unemployed - and are prone to
shift union strategy toward social responsibility. For e"ample,
German industrial unions have been able to shirL priorities ii"om
wages to employment in recent bargaining (Weiss 1986, p. 75).
They have adopted three specific policies: (a) working-time
reduction, (b) early retirement, and (e) protection against
rationalisation. Policies and strategies on working~time
reduction have also been adopted in other European countries.
Fragmented union structures, as pertain in Britain, Ir~land and
Italy, have less capacity to incorporate 'colleetive goods' in
bargaining. For example, the Irish Congress of Trade Unions
has formulated policies on unemployment, but has lillie
bargaining power in the market.:I Its constiluentlnembers each
pursue their separate market interests, If a union organises
public sector employees, the wage increases it wins ror its own
members Inay be a loss to union members in a weaker sector,
Unless a large 'encompassing organisation' like the ICTU has
sufficienl bargaining power and can aggregale the intercsts orits
wider membership, its capacity to act conccrtedly will diulinish,
A large industrial union with bargaining power will base union
goals on the long run profitability of the industry, the interests of
dilTercntly skilled members and, more particularly, will bear in
mind whcre the burden of adjustment to labour demand should
fall - on the collective or on the individual. This explains why
large unions, which accommodate diITcrent interests and have
power in the market are able to incorporate working-time
strategies aimed at improving the level of employment.
1

Workplace industrial relations
In conjunction with the trend towards decentralisation in
collcctive bargaining unions have begun to participate in all
j
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or

ronns decision-making at the level ofthc industrial enterprise,
The collective agreement, negotiated at industry level in West
Germany on both vlorking-th~e reduction and the introduction
of new technology have bcen adapted to the specific conditions
ofindividual firms. The Swedish trade union movement, tes, has
shifted its focus to this level in recent years after decades of
concerted centralised responses (Meidner 1986, pp. 92-93).
This emphasis on involvement at the level of the individual
enterprise has been necessitated by rationalisation and technical
change. U nian decisions and strategies at enterprise level are
said to complement the broader strategy or the union movemcnt
in the current crisis (Weiss 1986, p.76). In West Germany,
Holland and Denmark, workers arc legally entitled to elect a
'works council' for three years, which has statutory rights on
managclnent infonnalion and co-detennination. In the pasllew
years these bodies have played an increasingly important role in
protecting jobs and generating employment. They have a particular vested intcI'cst in the firm's eHicicnev and viabilitv.
Because they reprcsent all the workers in the e~lcrpriscl notju~t
the union members, the interests lhey express tend to be the
firm's economic survival and cmnpelilivcncss (Sll'ccck 1981 ,
p.157). They are thus often secn as accommodating technical
change rationalisalion and other developments in ways that are
rcsponsive to market pressures.
This kind ofarrangcmentcan bejuxtaposcd againstl"esponscs
to change in fragmented or pluralist bargaining systems. 'Here
individual work groups bargain with their employer. If they
command sufficient bargaining power, thcy can extract
concessions from the management on wages and on lhe organisation of work Job control of this kind protects sectional
interests not only against industrial change, but also against the
adverse eueets of such prolection on thc finn's or the economy's
overall productivity' (Strecck 1981, p. 157).
Tile lack of information and the weak system of representation inhibit the ne,goliation of change in a fragmcnted bargaining system. A recent study of workplace industrial relations
in Ireland, by Wallace anel O'Shea, has highlighted signilicant
difficulties ror managclnent and workcrs in negotiating the
transition from one rorm of work organisation to another; thesc
difficulties have led to disputes in both the public and pri"ate
l
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scelors. These dispules tend to follow [l'Om unilaleral decisions
by management, which workers respond to by non-cooperation.
fn sonlC instances, disputes have arisen ovcr nlore stringent
Inanagcriai supervision [ollowing external market pressures on
the firm. These disputes arc noteworthy [or a number of reasons.
Firsl, workers tend lo emphasise their fcars lor employment
rather than their desire lor inllicting costs on the employer.
Furthermore, they are often ignorant of the employment eITeets
of these cbanges. Secondly. workers tend to object less to the
ehange itsdfthan to tne non-negotiation of the change. Thirdly,
in cases where the management '5 decision arise because of a
particular crisis [or the linn, lengthy eonOicts with workers may
influence a managelnent decision for even more extensive
rationalisation than \\'as previously thought necessary. This
may extend to the closure of the lirm. Fourthly. where the
dispute is protracted, it may injure the firm's long-tcnn competitiveness (,Wallace and O'Shea 1966).
The above points can be restated in terms of a market or
managed approach. Systems of industrial relations in \"'estern
Eumpe are generally highly institutionalised; that is they arc to
a large extent 'managed' , The differences lie, however in the
systems' ability to respond to economic change, to facilitate
economic performance, and in thc ability of trade unions to
respond to unemployment and rationalisation. Highly
regulated systems, with inlegralion between various levels o[ the
union movement and a small nl1mberoflarge industrial unions,
have lower costs in terms o[ strikes and adjustment to both
technical and market changes.' Fragmented or pluralist
industrial relations systems' in Britain or Ireland for instance.
tend to display quit~ diJ1erent characteristics. Moreover, th~
union movemcnt~ within such systems may fail to develop any
effective <community of interese between themselves and the
unemployed, which' in turn may weaken trade unions, 'I
1

Future scope for union action on employment
Three difTerent union strategies to effect employment levels can
be summarised as lollows:

• influencing government policy
• changing the content of bargaining from wages
employment

to

• influencing management
tbe indi vidual firm.

dccision~lnakjng
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at the level of

We have stated that the scope for adopting all three strategics is
greater in highly regulated systems of industrial relations, As
high unemployment persists, a number of factors impede the
scope for union action in all countries. First, employers resist
employment bargaining mOl'e than wage bargaining. Seeondly,
unions rind it more difficult to ITIaintain solidarity on
employment issues, even where organisational size and composition facilitates this (E,.d and Scherrer 1985). Thirdly,
delnand Inanagement) which unions Javourl has becomc a Jess
feasible policy option and may only be possible in a few highly
regulated systems of industrial relations." Finally, investment
decisions that lie outside the firm arc vitally important to luture
employment levels, but the unions' ability to influence thesc
depends on a much greater national and transnational organisa~
tional capability than currently exists.
\'Vilh ecspccl to diilerences between countries, a model of
fragmented interest represcntattont in \vhich small groups of
actors in protected labour Inarket segments coalesce to
maximise their own wage and job protection advantages and
\\/ho resist economic changel witI tend ';J increase social
inequality and contribute to the decline of union aspirations to
represent class interests (Goldthorpe 1984). This tendency is less
Inarl{ed in neo-corporatist systetns of industrial relations.
FrOln an econOlnic pcrspeelivc1 ail systems of'interest representation involvc rigidities in thc labour market and significant
costs for managclTIent in the encroachment on lnanagcrial
pl'erogative and the price of labour. In neD-corporatist systems,
this is offset by tbe systems high manageability, predictability
and aec01nlnodation Lo change within a co-operative fralnework. Pluralist OJ' fragmented SystClTIS entail costs in terms of
their Opposilion to change and their unpredictable restrictions
on an industry's development.
Within a pluralist framework, the future scope for union
action on unemployment is narrowed to selective responses to
decisions made by individual enterprises - policies against
voluntary redundancies to maintain 'job stock' or the adjustment of redundancy rules [r0111 last-in/ftrst-out principles to
rules lavouring greater labour market participation of short-
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service workers and/" or the negoliation of early retirement
schel1les and the reduction of working hours. (More broadly
aggregativc policies across industries or at national level depend
very much 011 the trade union lTIOVements transcendincr their
own organisational limits
an unlikely current dc:velop;nent,)
Closed .shop arrangements in the enterprise also appear to be
non-oplimal responses and from the poinl of view of economic
change, cannot but impede necessary reorganisalion. The iaU in
the level of unofficial slrikes since the ending of national wage
agreements and understandings in Ireland in 1980 cannot be
perceived as a symptom of greater accommodation to general
Interests, but may be more related to the depth of the recession. i
The formula for transforming sectional inlerests into more
general interests at the level orthe individual enterprise may be
~o coopt \vorks councils~ which have a capacity to engage in
'qualitative' bargaining relating to productivity, new
technology, skill rallos, worksharing, retirement schemes. and
so on. However, the adoption of such an instilution would-have
to be set againsl its effects on labour costs, external
cmnpetiliveness, union control and employer response.
At a constilutional levelJ lhe ability of unions to be or lo
become a focus of identity lor the unemployed in pluralist or
fragmented systems seems to be declining as recruitment follows
the pallerns of lalmur market segmentation. The concern of
employed union members also seems to diverge [rom those of the
unemployed, except to the extent that thev arc inllucnced bv
family, commynity or ethical consideratio·ns. The conCern ~f
union melnbers may be conlined to the issue of conlrolling the
supply of high level ,kills in tight labour markels. Union leaders
arc constrained by the dictates of seclionalism and job creation
funds, (otmed on the bas;, of levying member" have tended to
suITer from a lack of interest among those rncmbers. In this
regard, an Irish trade union leader recently admitted that hc
had to travel 33,000 miles around Ireland to convince members
not lo leave the union over a 10 pence levy for a job creation
fund.

Industrial He/alioll." VoL 24, No, 1.
Speaking of Britain, thcy
condude, "the vast majority oflhc
unemployed do nOl see good
reason lor slaying in or joining a
t\"aclc nnion.· This is in contrast lO
some
the $uccc~~Ii.ll retention
policies of EUl'Opeal! unions, See
also F. Forresler anti K. Ward
(1986), 'Organizing the
Unemployed? The TUG and the
Unemployed \'\lork Centres',
}mlustriai lle/oliOlu ]oumal, VoL 17,

1
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For a tli.'>cusslon or the same
relation in a thcmc! ital manner,
sec Tarantclli (19B6).
:; The performance or British trade
unions in lhe rcccssion h& been
dt.'Scribcd as 'in di!:larraYI ilTIpolenL
and on the defensivc, they failed to
provide either eilcelive opposition
or com;rrueti\'c alLcrnalivcs.' D,
H05kisc (19tH), 'Industrial
Rdations and lhe British
Beouomv 1979-19B3" Inrlm/rial
Udaiious: VoL 23, ,No. :3, p_ 32B.
1> Austria aud ::hveden have been
ahle to maintain morc dleetivc
incomes policies, which ha\'(~
helped to prevent ;,ome or Lhe
inl1ationary impacl LJf {lemand
managell1ent policies.
:itati51ie!. on unofficial s1rike& from
thc Deparlmcnl of Lab-our,

Dublin.
II

'This ..vas reponed in the Irish

fruit'lm/(!!!,,' during 1986.
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Employers, Unions and Unemployment
BER TIE AHERN

In this chapter, I wish to consider the evolving roles of employers
and unions in the light of our severe unemployment problem
and to comment on the current debate on the role of legislation
in our industrial relations system.
The last decade has been one of dramatic and even traumatic
change for both trade unions and management alike, The results
of low-cost imports from the Far-East and some third world
countries flooding into the EC, the technological revolution and
most importantly, the massive growth in unemployment throughout the western world has turned the industrial scene as we knew
it, on its head, The bitter truth of the matter is that we in Ireland,
who often boast of our young (meaning flexible and willing to
change) population, have not responded appropriately or
effectively to these new challenges,
Background
The 1986/1987 Report of the European Management Forum
on International Industrial Competitiveness ranks Ireland 22nd
out of 28 OECD countries in industrial relations and 23rd in
labour absenteeism - not a very satisfactory position, On the
union side we still have the incongruity of 43 of the smallest
unions (which account for 50% of the total number of unions)
representing 23,400 workers (4,7 % of union membership), These
statistics are comment enough on the parlous fragmentation of
unions in Ireland which is a real obstacle to the rapid change
and flexiblity that our present economic difficulties demand.
It seems quite clear to me that industrial relations refonn must
be directed towards enhancing the process of negotiation,
conciliation and arbitration by encouraging the involvement of
both management and unions, taking full account of the
inadequacies of both sides and determining the role of
government vis-a~vis both, In other words, change must be
directed towards the achievement of industrial peace within the
context of overall economic policy and in a rapidly changing
market place, by supporting both management and unions to
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step out of their traditional roles and to deal with the real issues
that face Our country at this time. For too long Our industrial
relatIOns system, like our politics, has been based On the adoption
of entn:nched p~sitions - often just for the salre of appearances.
There .IS a grOWIng awareness of the Heed for co~operation and
~oodwill. We ne~d this kind of team effort if industry is to prosper
and the same Splflt can also serve to put our national affairs on
a proper footing. I take hope from the recent signs that
employers, trade unions and individual workers seem to be
commg to the realisation that it is no longer acceptable to
concentrate on narrow sectional interests~ while ignoring the
broader responsibility to society and ill particular to those people
who find themselves without a job.
The negotiation of the Programme for National Recover;' (1987)
has meant that Government and the social partners - farmers
trade unions and employers - have had to take a new look a~
what nghts and responsibilities each side should realistically
expect the ,:t~er to have and to take. Under the terms of the
progra',"'me 1t 1S my responsibility as Minister for Labour to have
:mmedtat~ discussions with the social partners about changes
In lndustrIal relations.
These <:hanges will be aimed at creating a better framework
for collecllve b~gaining ~~d disput~ settlement, thereby helping
to create the r1ght condmons for Investment in new jobs.
The pa~t1es to the programme commit themselves to the aim
of concludmg these discussions as soon as possible. The purpose
of the exerC1se must be to reform and reshape industrial relations
so as to enable us to move forward into the 1990, and to provide
:he type of industrial environment which will encourage
:nvestrnent and job creation. The commonsense reality which
IS ~t the root of the Programme for National Recovery is the startingpomt for getting things right.
F~ur areas that warrant my particular attention in this period
of high unemployment are:
the fragmentation and dissipation of union membership and
energy;
the establishment of a better framework for dispute
resolution;
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the absence of a systematic approach to management
development;
the balance to be stmck between the pursuit of greater
flexibility and the maintenance of basic labour standards.
Unions

I have been struck by a new and positive approach towards direct
action to assist the unemployed which is being adopted by same
trade unions at national level and by many trade councils at local
and regional leveL In my view the most notable of these new
developments is the Special Jobs Fund established by the
Federated Workers' Unions of Ireland in 1985 to assist the
unemployed on the basis of a levy imposed for a three-year
period. Already it has assisted a number of projects throughout
the country including the recently established Ballymun
Unemployed Centre.
It still remains, however, a disappointing reality that much
union energy has been dissipated in internecine strife and in
protecting and maintaining procedures and practices that belong
to an age already part of history.
It is ridiculous that it should require 38 trade unions to
represent 96,000 craft and non-white collar areas, as the report
nr the 1981 Gomrnission on Industrial Relations demonstrated,
while at the same time five general trade unions represent almost
a quarter of a million members. Such fragmentation is and has
been a recipe for industrial disaster.
By pooling resources, unions could give their members a more
professional service and realise their aims more effectively. I
recognise a role for the state in facilitating this process by
updating and improving the Jaw on trade unions amalgamations.
The merger of two or more trade unions is by nature a long
and costly process and the state should be in a position to assist
these bodies in efforts to complete the process successfully.

Framework for dispute resolutiou
The institutional framework for resolving industrial relations
disputes is clearly in need of review. While the hopes placed in
the Labour Court at the time of its establishment in 1946 have
not been realised fully, it has, nonetheless, an impressive record
in dispute settlement.
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The intention of the Oireachtas in 1946 was that the Labour
Court would be used as a Court of Jast resort. The chairman
of the Labour Court (Horgan 1985) has expressed concern about
the surprising level of recourse to third party involvement in
disputes in Ireland. The pattern he identified in 1985 is still very
much alive. The Labour Court and its conciliation service, the
Employment Appeals Tribunal and the Rights Commissioner
service continue to deal with over 10,000 caSes on an annual
basis (Department of Labour 1986). While in SOme cases the
same issue may be dealt with by mOre than one service, this is
nonetheless a staggering figure. There is a danger that We may
be losing the art of solving our problems by negotiation; third
party adjudication is the order of the day.
Are Irish firms and unions doing enough to sustain confidence
in collective bargaining at local level? There is sometimes a
mystique allowed to develop around collective bargaining. Those
involved in it sometimes demonstrate a certain defensiveness,
This is understandable and is part of any institutionalised process.
But We must never allow thm process to become a self-sustaining
ritual in its Own right - a ritual which loses sight of the objective
and the economic reality behind it. The days of collective
bargaining as an exercise in ambiguity - if they ever existed
- should be long gone.
We have seen new issues added to the agenda and new
approaches, in this country and throughout the Western world.
These new issues include alternative working arrangements, the
introduction of new technology, profit-sharing and the development of equal opportunity programmes for women and the freely
negotiated agreement not to take industrial action in return for
benefits deemed worthy of that concession. I do not see this latter
development as a sigu of weakness on the part of workers, rather
it is a sign of maturity, strength and above all, confidence in
what they are about.
The role of the law
There are few today who hold the view that the law has nO role
to play in industrial relations. I do not believe, however, that
legislation can of itself produce a formula for good industrial
relations. Any practitioner knows full well that legal intervention
can prove to be a very clumsy instrument in a trade dispute.
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Industrial relations is fundamentally about human relations at
the workplace.
The main objective of the law, and therefore of the legislators
who enact it, is to provide a framework within which to regulate
relations between management and unionised labour in the
public interest. The Trade Dispute Act, 1906 is the main statute
governing trade disputes and is now over 80 years old. At the
time of its enactment, the balance of power weighed heavily in
favour of the employer, and the act provided a legal framework
under which unions grew and developed.
The act has served trade unions well and has contributed to
the development of collective bargaining between trade unions
and employers. The operation of the act gives rise, however,
to some COncern. It would seem there is confusion about the
extent to which the protections of the act can be relied upon to
apply in different situations.
I am fully conscious of the fact that legislative reform can only
make a partial contribution to improving our industrial relations
procedures. \Vhat is important, however, is that this area is one
which is within my own control and influence. We all have a
contribution to make and we all have a responsibility to make
the most of the opportunities for change.
There is a need to keep the issue of industrial relations reform
at the centre of future policy making. Legislative action is
necessary and success on that front will require a clear political
lead. I intend to give that lead in so far as industrial relations,
trade union and trade dispute law is concerned. I also intend
to see that Our industrial relations institutions are attuned to the
needs of Irish enterprise in the last decade of the 20th Century.
When the Department of Labour was first established in 1966,
the minister of the day appealed to the trade unions and
employers to strive for consensus on a package of proposals which
he had formulated. The Industrial Relations Bill which was
subsequently enacted in 1969 was a greatly modified version of
his original proposals. We now have the best chance for 20 years
to achieve a sensible adjustment within the framework of the
National Recovery Programme.
There are obviously desirable amendments whieh can be made
to smooth the way for trade union amalgamations, modernise
the joint determination of minimum wage rates and develop the
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potential of codes of practice. At the same time the discussions
which are to take place in the context of the programme should
also examine new proposals on secret ballots and injunctions,
as well as the functioning of industrial relations institutions in
general.

The real work in improving industrial relations lies with Irish
management and Irish workers. Management is prone to say
that it is the trade unions and workers who are at fault and in
turn the unions will blame management. There is some heartsearching to be done on all sides. It is unrealistic, however, to
expect the degree of change that is necessary to come about
spontaneously. That is where government can make its
contribution.
Management development
Weak management is, of course, a contributory factor in job
losses and a drawback to be overcome in the national recovery
effort. This problem can not be tackled in a piecemeal way. Fa'r
too often management development has been left to chance. Most
managers receive neither training nor education, let alone a
qualification in management, Even where business education
is favoured and training is provided, the practice is uneven.
!\1anage m ent development must be treated as a continuous
process, not as a once-oIl" or occasional activity.
As part of this government's National Recovery Programme,
I recently established an advisory committee on management
training to coordinate the present effort which is spread across
industry, colleges, training agencies and the Irish Management
Institute (IMI). The Government is committed to examining
the funding arrangements for management training and to
ensuring that resources are used to provide the best return.
The decline in strike activity and the alienation of workers
from what they sometimes see as very inward I partisan and
incomprehensible squabbles on the part of unions at plant level
- some of the features of what is termed the 'new realism' _
only serve to emphasise the importance of the industrial relations
function within management and the role it can play in planning
for a more co~operativel harmonious and strike-free work
environment. The creation of good industrial relations is
primarily the job of mana gemem. In my experience, where you
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find good management you will also find good industrial
relations.
Labour market flexibility - striking a balancc
A considerable debate is in progress within the European
Community and in other bodies such as the OEeD on the subject
oflabour market flexibility (OECD 19B6). Central to this debate
is the question of how responsive the regulations, institutions,
and practices in the labour market are to changing conditions.
The range of topics covered is substantial and varied, including
working time, training~ payment systems, dismissal procedures
and systems of communication between employers and workers.
With such an open field for debate, it is not surprising to find
that the issue oflabour market flexibility means different things
to different people: one person's business flexibility can look like
a threat to someone else's job security. The current concern about
how firms adapt to the changing business environment is no
passing fad. The debate is likely to become more intense with
the progressive removal of the trade barriers in the European
market.
The debate in this country has tended to focus on a single
aspect: the extent to which worker protection legislation and
particularly the Unfair Dismissals Act constitutes a disincentive
to employers to hire workers (Department of Labour 19B7). From
time to time economic comrnentators and others have argued
that this legislation prevents employment creation.
A survey commissioned by the Department of Labour and
carried out by the Economic and Social Research Institute (ESRI)
suggested that the scale of these alleged effects is not significant
(Department of Labour 19B6). What is not generally knownand certainly not highlighted by those who call for the dismantling
of protective legislation - is that the regulation of working time,
and conditions of employment, collective dismissal, etc, I in this
country is generally less onerous than in other EC member states.
This was recently acknowledged in a comparative study by the
European Management Forum.
While the last twelve years has seen fairly extensive - by our
standards -legal intervention in employment, we have also seen
considerable reliance on securing improvements in conditions
through collective agreement. Many of the basic entitlements
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in our conditions of employment legislation have been improved
upon by collective bargaining. As a resuit, the possibility of
making adjustments to ille organisation of work and production
is much Jess likely to run up against legal barriers in Ireland
than in other continental countries.
The removal of the ban on night work for women in 1987
is a practical example of how we have replaced a blanket
prohibition with a permissive provision. We did so to improve
equality of opportunity between men and women; to free
industrialists from restrictions on how they make use of their
manpower and machinery; and because it is necessary to check
from time to time whether protections introduced on social
grounds are still relevant to eurrent conditions.
In the face of so much misapprehension surrounding the
concept of' flexibility' , I believe that there is no senSe in labelling
flexibility proposals as necessarily good or bad for employment.
Instead such proposals for more flexibility need to be examined
from the point of view of their impact on employment levels,
their compatibility with general labour standards and whether
the chang'e process is to be negotiated or to be unilaterally
determined. On this point the earlier chapter by Kerins is
instructive. He argues that greater labour market flexibility may
or may not expand employment - it all depends On the
CIrCUmstances.

The improvement in working conditions and the better
management of the production apparatus does not need to rely
on detailed regulation. In many employments there is scope for
pursuing a more pragmatic and flexible approach to current
problems. In fact the difficulties experienced in the CUrrent
recession have highlighted the need to take account of workers'
aspirations, to secure co-operation at all levels and to achieve
a sense of common purpose among all who work in the enterprise.
The challenge of unemployment
In all the industrialised economies there is a growing COncern
that the long-term unemployed may be carrying an unfair share
~f.t?e burden of economic ~justment and recession. New policy
InltlatlYeS are needed to aVOId a labour market divided into two
separate compartments
one reserved for the regularly
employed and the adler for those normally unemployed. In 198i,
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the government through the Job Search Scheme, took a first step
towards an integrated plan to assi&'! the longer term unemployed.
This approach essentially involves making an assessment of a
person's needs to see whether he or she can be referred to a short
job search course or to mare long-term skills training or work
experience programmes. The intention is to break the cycle of
recurring unemployment and to avoid dependence on social
welfare payments becoming the sale form of income support for
many.
The scale of the unemployment problem and particularly the
high levels oflong-term and youth unemploymcnt and emigration
will be an immediate focus of attention for An Foras Aiseanna
Saothair (FAS) - the new tripartite authority which will have
responsibility for training and employment creation measures.
The services and programmes provided by F AS will need to be
tailored to these special groups on the basis of local needs.
This government has confirmed its commitment to a
regionalised structure for the delivery of manpower services. I
envisage F AS building up a close working relationship with local
education, welfare, employer and trade union interests. It will
have to develop a range of client-centred services to satisfy the
needs of school-leavers, the unemployed, the educationally and
socially disadvantaged and 9ther groups needing help in each
region and each locality. FAS will also have as a priority task
the development of an integrated set of services to encourage
enterprise development.
It is essential that we immediately take steps to not only
promote the growth of small businesses but to ensure the
continued health and vitality of those already in existence. I know
from my experience of helping individuals and groups ser up
their businesses) that their relief at receiving whatever state aid
is made available at tbe outset is often short-lived. The duty of
all of us must be to help people to develop these management
and marketing skills which are indispensable to the long-term
survival of small firms. Training must also he given to ensure
the proper exploitation of plant and machinery so that the
maximum return can be gained from the investment.
The Programme for National Recovery has identified the
means of realising employment growth in the horticultural, food,
marine-related industries, forestry and a host of service industries
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:anging from tourism to educational facilities for foreigners. By
Investing in the most up-to-date fashion in our technical and
scientific education as well as in the field of practical language
learning and music we can create opportunities not only for new
employment, but also attract a great number of foreign investors
here to complement our own efforts of employment expansion.
In our present unemployment situation we face one of the
greatest challenges in our history and we must therefore apply
ourselves immediately to the daunting task of inspiring and
motivating our employers, unions and indeed the whole nation
to join together to employ many more of our people.
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Worksharing and Unemployment
Reduction
WILLIAM K. ROCHE

Worksharing involves the use of a variety of measures to create
jobs by redistributing work between those in employment and
those who are unemployed. The central measures of any
worksharing policy are shorter normal working hours, controls
on the level of overtime working, sabbaticals and other forms
of paid and unpaid leave and 'job sharing', which usually
involves two people sharing one job and the pay and benefits
which come with it. Measures of a somewhat different character,
which are also commonly regarded as worksharing, are
postponing entry into the labour market by raising the age at
which compulsory education ends andlor increasing the level of
participation in education above this age, and lowering the
statutory retirement age andlor promoting early retirement.
All such measures attempt in essence to redistribute
employment among a greater number of people than can find
jobs at existing levels of labour supply. As such, worksharing
derives its rationale from the concern for the pursuit of social
justice which represents one of the potent elements of the trade
union tradition. Worksharing necessarily involves income sharing
in that those who accept reduced normal working hours are
forgoing the opportunity to earn more at existing levels of
working time. This holds whether or not trade unions agree to
reductions in basic wages to offset the cost of shorter working
hours. Normally, unions or their members will refuse to accept
lower wages for shorter hours. While this may point to a limit
in their preparedness to trade wages for jobs it cannot, as is
sometimes alleged, be taken to represent bad faith in their attitude
to the unemployed. Unions alsn resist wage cuts in such
circumstances for reasons of a more strategic nature. These
include concern to avoid the creation of a precedent which might
be used to promote a spiral of downward wage adjustments and
a rejection of the general thesis that wage cuts are the key to
job creation.
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Union support

were developing firsthand experience of the labour displacing

Worksharing can be seen to represent a variant of the managed
markets approach to reducing unemployment. It would, of course,

capacities of new technology, the claim that counterbalancing

be absurd to regard this strategy as the major solution to

revolution seemed remote or unfounded. In short, the view

unemployment. Those who advocate worksharing measures
argue only that they can make a not insignificant contribution
to reducing joblessness, while at the same time increasing leisure

was due not alone to a downturn in the business cycle but also
to a remarkable transformation in technoloy which posed a major

areas of employment would also be created by the technological
developed, which is now widely held, that rising unemployment

and, perhaps, making working time regimes more flexible and

threat to existing patterns of employment. In developing

resp~nsive to the preferences of employees. For worksharing to
receIve support from union members it is necessary that they

measures for redistributing access to the labour market unions

be prepared to adopt a broad view of the role and responsibilities
of trade unions. Specifically, it is necessary that they regard
umons as having a responsibility for all those in the labour force
whether employed or unemployed. A number of unions hav~
followed a policy of resisting the inclusion of 'natural wastage'
proposals in new technology and productivity agreements on the
grounds that such proposals entail in effect the sale of jobs by
their holders. These unions encourage members instead to

respond to .employer claims tha: they must shed labour by
pressmg claIms for reduced workmg hours. If such a policy is
to succeed, however, it is necessary that an even more inclusive

are attempting to gear their policies to what by now has become
their day-to-day experience of new technology.
The idea of worksharing is now supported by most West
European trade union movements. Working hours have already

been reduced by legislation in France, and through collective
bargaining in Great Britain, The Federal Republic of Germany,
Belgium, and the Netherlands. Selective measures to promote
worksharing have also been introduced by governments in these
countries. The idea has been supported by the EC Commission
since the late 1970s. Elements of worksharing have been
introduced by Irish governments through measures such as job
sharing schemes in the public sector and extended leave of

view of union responsibilities be held by members. For if

absence arrangements in the public service. However, an Hours

members are to resist trading jobs for pay rises and cash
incentives, in situations where alternative approaches are

of Work bill introduced in 1984, which contained proposals to
limit overtime working and multiple job holding, lapsed before
becoming law.
Worksharing is also supported by the Irish Congress of Trade
Unions (ICTU). Since 1984 the ICTU has been urging its

economically viable, they must first accept that where possible
Jobs - and therefore job opportunities - should be preserved
in the general interest of all those dependent on the labour market
for their livelihood. In effect, therefore, if not in explicit terms
w.orksharing espouses a concept of social jutice which places ~

hlgh value on the reduction of inequality and on solidarity
between those with power in the labour market and those who
have been rendered powerless by the labour market as a result
of unemployment.
Trade unions outside Ireland have in some cases turned to

the supply side option represented by worksharing for reasons
other than the poor record of orthodox employment policies in
the international recession. The widespread introduction of micro

electronic technology also led a growing number of union officials
and activists to believe that unemployment would continue to
rise even in the event of an economic recovery. While unions

affiliated unions to press ~laims for reduced working hours in

pay round negotiations. In line with the policy of the European
Trade Union Confederation, the ICTU is seeking the
introduction of the 35-hour week throughout the Irish economy.
The ICTU remains skeptical of the employment benefits of
job-sharing. Existing job-sharing schemes, such as those in the
civil service, Aer Rianta, AnCo, the IDA, and R TE have tended
to be introduced following pressure on management and unions

by employees. With the exception of the civil service scheme,
which involves several hundred job sharers, the take up of job
sharing schemes has been very low. Practically all those who have
opted out of full-time work onto job sharing schemes are young
women with child-care responsibilities. Congress believes that
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for people in this situation job sharing frequently represents a
poor substitute for adequate child-care facilities. In putting the
onus on women to adjust work life to family responsibilities job
sharing also threatens to reinforce their existing position of
disadvantage. There is also the danger that employers may
promote job sharing to evade the controls imposed by employment protection legislation.
Reductions in hours in historical perspective
While no overall evaluations of the employment effeers of recent
European hours reductions are available, it is generally accepted
that the results of reductions in normal working hours have been
disappointing (Hinrichs, Roche and Wiesenthal, 1986; Visser,
1986). We will consider some of the reasons for this when we
discuss trade union bargaining strategy below. The rounds of
reductions in normal hours negotiated through collective
bargaining in several countries in recent years are nevertheless
historically unprecedented. Never before have trade union
movements managed to mobilise support for cuts in working
time in economic circumstances such as those prevailing in the
late 1970s and early 1980s. Hitherto, hOUTS Tounds, as we may
term economy~wide reductions in normal working hours, have
occurred either as part of the labour market readjustment which
followed the World Wars or during periods of economic
prosperity and rapidly rising wages (Roche, 1987). The common
thread running through these hours rounds is the fact that they
have occurred in periods of rapid technological change.
The last general round of cuts in normal working hours to
occur in Ireland took place over a period of years between the
mid 1960s and mid 1970s. This round resulted in the general
introduction of the 40-hour week for all manual workers. The
majority of white-collar workers, however, enjoy standard
working weeks considerably shorter than this. The only other
general round of hours reductions to have occurred in this
country took place in the years immediately after the First World
War, again under the influence of an international trend. Less
general instances of cuts in normal hours have, of course been
recorded at other times; a significant movement in the years after
the Second World War appears again to have echoed
developments abroad (Geoghegan, 1985).
I
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The institutional influences exerted by hours rounds in other
countries in the past have decisively affected developments in
Ireland only when labour market conditions were also conducive
to a shift in the bargaining priority of unions and their members
from wages to hours. So, for example, Ireland appears to have
missed out on the economy-wide hours round which occurred
in Britain after the Second World War. This was due in large
measure to a divergence in the labour market conditions of both
countries during and immediately after the war. During the
Emergency (Second World War) money wages virtually
stagnated in Ireland while real wages fell sharply. This contrasted
with the sharp rise in money wages and the significant rise in
real wages experienced in the UK. Also unions in Britain faced
the problem of labour market adjustment presented by
demobilisation, whereas the economic revival of the late 1940s
presented unions in Ireland with the opportunity to recover living
standards severely eroded by wartime inflation and wage control.
The British hours round which occurred bctween 1959 and
1966 had a counterpart in the Irish hours round which
commenced in the mid 1960s. Labour market conditions in
Ireland at this time were similar to those that had proved
conducive to cuts in hours in other West European L'Ountries.
Unemployment was low, money and real wages were rising
steadily, business was buoyant and unions feared that automation
was set to reduce significantly the demand for labour.
Current possibilities
The Programme jor National Recovery (1987) agreed between
Government and the Social Partners in October 1987 has placed
reductions in normal working hours on the negotiating agenda
of unions and employers for the next three years. In accordance
with the terms of the agreement the social parmers will meet
in October 1988 to discuss a general framework within which
local negotiations will be held on reductions in the 40-hour
normal working week. It is anticipated that these reductions will
take place before the expiry of the three-year programme. The
Programmejor National Recovery makes no reference to reductions
in the case of employees currently enjoying normal hours shorter
than the 40-hour standard that prevails for the vast majority of
manual workers. It does state explicitly that any developments
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?n the .hours front must have regard to the competitive
imphcatlOns, the effect onjobs, on production and services and
the need for flexibility. It also states that local agreements on
hours reductions will include arrangements for the efficient use
of human resources, plant, equipment and machinery,
There are strong negative reasons why Irish trade unions have
put strong bargaining pressure behind claims for reduced hours.
Firstly, the magnitude of the unemployment problem is such
that public confidence in more orthodox measures has been
shaken, Secondly, the projected rate of workforce growth over
the coming decade is such that there will seem little room for
optimism regarding the likely future success of these measures.
Thirdly, ,the high incidence of unemployment among young
people bnngs the problem of unemployment - literally - home
~o a large number of those with jobs, Fourthly, the prodigious
Job shedding capabilities of new technology are now becoming
de",: to people across a wide range of employment settings.
Whether there are more positive sources of motivation for a
shift in bargaining priorities from wages to a combination of
wages and hours reductions, and whether these will intensify
or weaken over time, is a more difTicult issue to resolve. In an
MRBI survey conducted in 1987, 62 per cent of those interviewed
favoured job sharing as a response to limited employment
opportunities and one-third said that they would prefer an extra
half day's leave to an increase in wages. Moreover, the number
~pressing a preference for more leave instead of wage rises had
mcreased from 26 per cent since 1983 (Irish Timu 1987), Like
all survey results dealing with complex attitudinal issues which
involve priorities among alternative possibilities and courses of
action, these fmdings must be treated with caution. Nevertheless
they clearly indicate that some significant degree of support fa;
w?rksharing exists among the workforce. This support, combined
With the present low level of inflation, and the revival in real
living standards, has given some leeway for a change in the
bargaining priorities of trade unions. Additionally, the pattern
of unemployment is such that many employees will face the
prospect of ~ rise in household income if the job chances of young
people are Improved.
The obstades for unions which wish to turn hours reductions
into new jobs and win further reductions in normal hours remain
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formidable. The Programme for National Recovery does not envisage
further reductions within the currency of the three-year
agreement on pay and conditions. As such, it will be 1990 at
the earliest before unions wiJ1 be in a position to resume pressure
on normal hours, Currently, real net take-home pay stands below
the level achieved in the early 1970s (Murphy, 1986). The pay
proposals in the Programme for Noli.rlal Recovery seem likely to result
in average wage rises lower than the rate of inflation over the
next three years. The proposals on taxation will partly olTset a
real fall in the value of wages. However, for the great majority
of employees real take-home pay is unlikely to have increased
appreciably by 1990, Unemployment has strengthened the
bargaining power of employers and, in many instances, tightened
management's grip over working practices and productivity. The
level of confidence in unions has also waned significantly as a
general outcome of the recession and falling membership. Union
bargaining power is therefore unlikely to have increased greatly
by 1990 when normal working hours again become negotiable.
Criticisms and constraints
W'orksharing remains a controversial policy for reducing
unemployment. Employers invariably argue that reductions in
working time damage efficiency and endanger existing
employment by increasing labour co~ts. In. addition, ~uts. in
normal working hours are seen to reqUIre radIcal reorgamsatlon
of production schedules and considerable changes in staffing
levels with attendant industrial relations friclions and difficulties.
Insofar as unions attempt to put pressure on management to
block up lost time into new jobs, questions of management
prerogative may arise to compound an already problematic
industrial relations situation. Employers will also tend to regard
reduced standard hours as introducing a furtber inflexible
constraint to employment, as historically) cuts in normal hours
have by and large proved irreversible.
It can hardly be surprising then that some of the largest and
most dramatic strikes in labour history have arisen at the outset
of trade union campaigns for the reduction of working time. The
British engineering dispute of 1979 which resulted in the
destruction of the 4O-hour week barrier involved a loss of more
working days than t1,e general strike of 1926. Similarly, the West
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German metalworkers' dispute of 1985, which breached the
40-hour barrier in that country, was the biggest strike in the
labour history of modern Germany. The first significant
breakthrough towards the 40-hour week in Ireland in 1964 also
occurred after a major strike in the construction industry,
Following these initial disputes, however, hours rounds have
tended to spread without further industry-wide conflict.
Economists
Economists tend to be particularly critical of worksharing and
~ommonly view changes in working time as a hazardous, Qr,
In any event, defeatist, means of combating unemployment. In
par:t this position reflects certain technical objections to measures
which seek to create employment by controlling labour supply.
In p~rt also, it may reflect a philosophical objection against
certam hnes of InterventIon in the labour market
though it
IS seldom presented as such in implicit terms. Among Irish
economists, Brendan \Valsh and Calm McCarthy regard
worksharing as a 'defeatist' response to the Irish unemployment
problem; McCarthy actually refers to it as 'throwing in the
towel'. Whether a policy may be 'defeatist', however, depends
on the availability of effective alternatives' and here it has to
be said that the more orthodox measure~ pursued since the
economic crisis of the mid 1970s have hardly met with a major
degree of success. It could therefore be argued that policies which
augment existing mea~ures are worth reasonable consideration
espedally since there are few grounds for optimism regardin~
the likely future success of traditional economic measures alone.
The indifferent record of orthodox economic measures for
reducing the level of unemployment may in part account for the
high level of fatalism regarding unemployment revealed in
opinion polls. A Eurobameter survey conducted in 1983, for
example, when unemployment was significantly lower than its
current level, found that 80 per cent of respondents believed that
the problem of unemployment would still not be solved if the
Irish economy recovered. It could thus be concluded that a
significant proportion of the population appear to have all but
despaIred of the presen t policies for combatin g unemployment.
Economl~ts can) of course, reply that their advice has never been
vigorously acted upon because of political pressures on
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governments. But this merely raises again the question of the
viability of these policies and whether it might not be more
reasonable and advisable to implement a wider range of policy
responses.
Walsh and McCarthy also argue that reductions in working
hours would prove inefficient in that workers would seek outlets
for their frustrated desire to work longer hours in second jobs
or forms of employment in the black economy. This is indeed
a possibility which must be faced, and for which perhaps
appropriate measureS might be developed. On the face of it,
however, it remains no more than a hypothesis. It is also difficult
to square with the circumstances following previous general
rounds of reduction in normal working time when significant
actual reductions in working time were indeed recorded
everywhere hours rounds occurred.
VValsh (1977) refers to the problem of adjusting to reduced
hours in industries subject to seasonal and cyclical patterns of
production. He declines, however, to discuss inefficiencies arising
from systematic overtime working, being satisfied with a general
reference to problems which might arise 'in certain types of
industry where two men working 45 hours a week may be more
efficient than three working 30 hours'. Policies to promote early
retirement from the labour force also receive little support. Walsh
notes that in 1975 there were only 23,000 persons in the Irish
population aged 65 and over at work ou tside agriculture, with
the result that even if all were induced to retire, the impact on
job opportunities would be marginal despite the considerable
cost in increased pensions. TJ:!e 1981 population census (vol. 7,
table 16) gives a total non-agricultural employee workforce of
less than 17,000 in the age range 65-74. However, if the target
group for early retirement is widened to include non-agricultural
employees in the 60-64 age range the relevant number of
employees rises to close on 53 ,DOO. This number is hardly
insignificant when it comes to considering the practicability of
measures to promote early retirement in Ireland.
Nor should the suggestion of Walsh and others that early
retirement might prove very costly be accepted uncritically. To
the extent that early retirement can be linked to job creation,
tlle resulting savings in unemployment payments, combined with
the gain in wage taxation, might go some way towards offsetting
the cost of a bigger pensions bill.
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Walsh is correct regarding the very limited scope for creating
employment by replacing farmers and self-employed induced
to retire early from the labour force. However, there seems little
reason for this supposition that many employees who might be
induced to retire early would hold poorly paid jobs which might
have little attraction for the unemployed or little productive
capacity. In the absence of findings to the contrary it seems
reasonable to assume that tl,ase in the later stages of their working
lives, who might be prepared to retire early, are distributed across
weU-paying and poorly-paying jobs much in ti,e same proportions
as the workforce generally. Besides, it is unlikely in many cases,
particularly in white-collar employments, that those who might
gain jobs as a result of early retirement would occupy the same
positions as those who chose to retire.
A more serious set of constraints is considered in the ESRI
document on employment and unemployment (Conniffe and
Kennedy, 1984). Here it is suggested that the operation of natural
wastage schemes in many employments might operate against
staff replacement in cases of early retirement, while those who
retire early might take up jobs which would otherwise have gone
to unemployed persons. The former problem might be tackled
through the negotiation of collective agreements which exempt
from natural wastage job vacancies that arise from early
retirement - much in the way that vacancies arising from job
sharing and career breaks are exempted from the embargo on
recruitment in the public service. Measures such as this could
form part of a more general trade union policy regarding the
advocacy of worksharing measures over the sale of jobs as a
response to employer demands for reductions in labour supply.
More generaHy in European countries a variety of measures
have been developed to link early retirement directly with job
creation and their applicability to Irish circumstances might
usefully be considered.
Walsh (1977) argues that worksharing would have little or no
impact on the level of unemployment 'unless a great deal were
spent to induce employers to cooperate in such a programme. '
This conclusion hardly seems valid. Payroll tax incentives might
indeed be used to make worksharing more attractive to
employers. However, as we will suggest below, if worksharing
is to be implemented in Ireland it will come about mainly through
f
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collective bargaining between unions and employers, in which
unions shift their negotiating priority from wage rises to cuts
in normal and actual working hours. Such a change in bargaining
priority might be backed up in certain respects by legislative
controls and inducements. But it is through the normal process
of negotiation between unions and employers that worksharing
will have to be achieved rather than through indirect fiscal
incentives.
McCarthy (1983) criticises worksharing on the grounds that
it may be 'inequitable' to deny those willing to work longer hours,
and employers willing to offer extra pay for this purpose, an
opportunity of doing so. This position is based on a value
judgement which is philosophically rather than technically
grounded. The principle involved here would Seem to be that
those who trade in the labour market express 'preferences' which
must be regarded as part of the order of things. McCarthy grants
that the inequity involved in impinging on existing preferences
might be 'compensated by over-riding societal concerns'. Given
such a predisposition to engage in debate on normative or 'moral'
grounds - and leaving aside the question of the efficacy of
worksharing proposals - many would find strange the fact that
McCarthy fails to weigh this 'inequality' in the balance with the
'societal concern' that surely arises when the live register COntains
in the region of 245,000 persons while involuntary emigration
continues at a very high leveL
Econometric evidence
More empirically grounded is Bill O'Riordan's (1984) paper
'The effect of variations in hours worked per week in Irish
industry, 1956-1971'. On the basis of an econometric analysis
of the effects of variations in working time and employment on
output in 23 Irish manufacturing industries between 1956-71
O'Riordan concludes that overall a reduction in hours would
necessitate a more than proportional increase in employment
for the Jevel of output to be maintained. A 10 per cent cut in
hours involves an estimated fall in output of 7 per cent, whereas
a 10 per cent rise in employment would raise output by only
2 per cent. Thus even assuming that cuts in hours involved
equivalent cuts in wages, extra labour andlor capital would be
necessary in order to maintain outpUl. This, of course, would
raise costs per unit of output.

$
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Q'Riordan concludes that his research weakens the case for
worksharing in the Irish context. While this analysis indeed
provides a useful indication of the constraints which may operate
on worksharing strategies, there are a number of reasons why
it may be invalid to use it to argue that worksharing would be
impractical or damaging in Ireland.
Firstly, in the equation which Q'Riordan regards as being most
valid, the standard error on the estimate of the effect of'variations
in hours on output - a measure of the statistical reliability of
the overall estimate - is consistently large. At a 95 per cent
level of probability the actual value of the estimate of the effect
on output of a reduction of 10 per cent in hours could fall
anywhere within the range of 2.7 to 9.6 per cent. The validity
of the upper limit of this range seems questionable given research
in other countries on the probable effects on output of hours
reductions (Cuvillier, 1984). The reliability of the estimated effect
of variations in employment on output is greater: the actual value
falling within the range 1.6 to 2.4 per cent.
A further feature of this analysis is the remarkable instability
across different equations of the estimated effect of changes in
hours on output. When variables designed to capture differences
between industries in efficiency and the rate of technological
change are introduced into the output equation (by the method
of ~onstructing so called 'dummy' variabJes which are normally
asslgned the value of 1 when the effect is held to exist and 0
otherwise), the sign on the hours coefficient becomes negative:
suggesting that reductions in hours actually result in a net rise
in output. (The statistical properties of at least one of these
equations seem little different to those of the equation regarded
as most valid by the author).
O'Riordan finds this result 'suspect' and 'difficult to accept'
(1984). He nevertheless offers the explanation that it results from
the effect on output of the improved efficiency that may result
from reorganisation in SOme industries following on from
reductions in average hours. As such, it is argued that this rmding
could conceal the 'true relation' between output and hours
worked. The influence of this putative efficiency effect on the
output equation then appears to be neutralisd by further analysis
with dummy variables, giving the equation considered above
in which the author reposits his trust. Just how these variables
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are constructed, however, remains unclear, and so, therefore,
is the provenance of the final output equation.
A further problem with this research is that the data available
allow only for an analysis of the effect on output of variations
in gross working time. Given the poor quality of working time
statistics in Ireland it is not possible to isolate the effects of
variations in different facets of working time, such as, overtime
working, short-time working, holiday entitlements and normal
weekly hours. This leaves open the possibility, and indeed what
seems more likely the probability, that different methods of
reducing working time might have different effects on output
and different implications for recruitment. Worksharing involves
the use of specific measures for shortening working hours such
that any attempt to consider its effects would require some
knowledge of the effect on output of selective methods of reducing
hours. This becomes especially important where hours rounds
involve a commitment on the part of unions to review existing
working time practices and cooperate with the introduction of
more flexible working time regimes. Such a commitment has
been forthcoming during recent hours rounds in Western
European countries and it will be a condition of reductions in
normal working hours in Ireland.
It seems reasonable to conclude, therefore, that further
research, employing more refined measures of working time
reduction, would be necessary before it could be concluded with
confidence that Ireland deviates from findings in other West
European countries that output will not fall if working time is
cut and the numbers at work increased proportionately.
Finally, even if hours reductions were to involve full wage
compensation, the effect of reductions in working time on
competitiveness vis-a-vis trading partners in the EMS would
depend on the trend in relative labour costs. The competitiveness
of Irish manufacturing goods exported to Britain would be
affected by relative labour costs and currency values (Conniffe
and Kennedy, 1984). As such, competitiveness need not be
damaged by a shift in bargaining priority from wage-round rises
to hours reductions. Certainly more substantial evidence would
be necessary before it could be concluded with any degree of
confidence that a shift of union priority to 'hours rounds' would
necessarily be more damaging to competitiveness than the usuaJ
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pattern of 'wage rounds'. The attempt to co-ordinate working
time campaigns internationally through the European Trade
Union Confederation is expressly directed towards the end of
protecting the competitiveness of individual countries. Trade
unions have as little' interest as employers in damaging the cost
competitiveness of Irish goods and services. It may be relevant
to note also that such a shift of priority in the policies of unions
in the Netherlands, resulting in the achievement'iJf a S8-hour
week, had little effect on the competitiveness of Dutch industry
(Visser, 1986).
The arguments ranged against worksharing in the Irish context
then lack cogency in that they appear to be based on assertion,
research findings of a largely exploratory character and value
judgement. In the light of the existing unemployment problem
and the high projected labour force growth rate, more teiling
evidence against worksharing would be necessary before it could
reasonably be dismissed. Any philosophical objections to
curtailing employees' freedom to work as long as they wish must
be weighed in the balance with the involuntary unemployment
experienced by hundreds of thousands of people. To do otherwise
is to moralise in a vacuum.
Union policy and bargaining strategy
Unions find compelling moral reasons why measures to promote
worksharing should be adopted ill the present situation. They
will also accept that the pursuit of fairness through such measures
has important economic implications and important implications
for bargaining priorities and bargaining strategies. While job
sharing, controls on systematic overtime working and early
retirement can make a significant contribution to worksharing,
the greatest potential for redistributing access to the labour
market in the short-and medium-term rests with the reduction
of normal working hours.
Whether job sharing gains in popularity will depend for the
most part on the preferences of employees. Unions themselves
are unlikely to push strongly for the introduction of job sharing
schemes throughout Irish industry. Judging by the numbers
taking up existing schemes it seems that few employees can afford
the loss of income involved in sharing work, even though for
many the fall in pay which would result would be significantly
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less in proportionate terms than the cut in hours as a result of
lower levels of taxation. Job sharing might be made more
attractive if the state undertook a review of existing legislation
on employment protection and existing pension and social
insurance systems with a view to protecting job sharers and
safeguarding their entitlements. Currently the protection
provided by the social welfare codes and employment legislation
extends ouly to those who work a minimum of between 18 and
21 hours per week far the same employer. Essentially the same
problem arises in the case of other forms of part-time work,
though here unions must also grapple with the problem of
organising and protecting those who work on the basis of nonstandard types of employment contracts.
In other respects, the state could bolster the efforts of unions
to promote worksharing by using its own considerable weight
as a consumer of a wide range of professional and other services.
The burden of worksharing might be more fairly spread if the
state considered measures to promote job creation among the
main professional groups whose services it contracts, For
example, unemployment and emigration among medical
graduates represents a waste of public investment in education
and co-exists with over-loaded general practices. There may be
scope for altering the general medical service to distribute patient
loads over a greater number of practitioners. Similar possibilities
may exist in the case of other professions whose services the state
contraC[S1 such as veterinary practitioners, solicitors and
barristers. The expanding field of extra-mural education also
holds out possibilities for job creation in an area of high
unemployment and extensive multiple jobbing. Of course, there
are strong vested interests in these areas. But those vested
interests also claim to adhere to norms of professional
responsibility which should surely lead to some degree of concern
for the position of unemployed colleagues, particularly where
unemployment co-exists with large areas of unmet need.
The development of more regulated schemes for extended leave
would also increase job opportunities across a wide range of
industries, while, at the same time, increasing the career
flexibility of employees.
This is an area in which unions might be expected to show
increasing interest as there is evidence to suggest that existing
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provisions are popular. There is also less scope in such schemes
for ploys which might erode the conditions or prospects of those
who might avail of them. Much obviously remains to be done
to develop guidelines to ensure the satisfactory implementation
of career break schemes and to extend the concept as far as
possible beyond its current vogue in white-collar occupations and
industries. As an option, however, it clearly has major potential.
If career breaks were to become a common feature of working
life, significant additional employment opportunities would
accrue.

From wages to hours in trade uniou policy
Regarding the option of reducing normal working hours, the
problem that arises in the first instance is how such an objective
can be given expression in the policies of trade unions. Two
options present ·themselves: the first involves a total shift of
priority in round negotiations from pay rises to cuts in normal
hours; the second involves a combination of both pay rises and
reduced hours.
.
The first option would involve unions submitting demands
for reductions in normal hours with a view to precipitating an
hours round in place of the usual pay round. This would entail
the maintenance of existing rates of pay - that is, full wage
compensation - but a reduction in real pay equivalent to the
rate of inflation during the currency of agreements. Clearly, this
option was not one that Irish unions were prepared to press in
the negotiations that led to the Programme for National Recovery.
As such, it seems a very unlikely prospect when hours reductions
can again be negotiated in 1990. In effect, however, this was
the option accepted by trade unions in the Netherlands. The
fact that the Dutch government threatened legislative measures
in the event that worksharing was not introduced through
collective bargaining played nO small part in the decision of
unions to press for an hours round in place of pay rises, and,
perhaps, in the decision of Dutch employers to concede union
demands.
The second option, in which unions attempt to target their
pay claims to maintain real wages and to negotiate hours
reductions iT! lieu of the additional element of pay increases usually
sought on grounds of productivity growth and profitability is,
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in effect, the option evident in the ProgrammefoT National Recovery.
Even when reductions in normal hours are negotiated unions
will still have to face the problem of trying to ensure that the
lost time is blocked up into new jobs. The slower the pace of
reductions in normal hours, the easier employers will find it to
offset the resulting fall in labour supply by improvements in
productivity and other measures to improve plant utilisation.
The fact that unions are expected to agree to flexibility in working
time arrangements as a condition for the one-hour reduction in
normal hours envisaged in the Programme makes this a particwarly
difficult problem to resolve. The failure of unions in Britain and
\'Vest Germany to press for the blocking up of lost time into new
jobs was one important reaSOn for the disappointing employment
outcome of recent hours rounds in these countries (Hinrichs,
Roche and Wiesenthal, 1986). Employers might also react by
reducing output, as appears to have happened in many instances
in the Netherlands (Visser, 1986). This makes it imperative that
unions be prepared to follow up on any cuts achieved with flexible
and constructive proposals on time blocking and the creation
of new jobs.
For many this will present a daunting prospect, considering
the underdeveloped character of trade union organisation at
enterprise and plant levels in may areas of Irish industry
compared with the highly developed shop steward systems of
Britain and the even more highly developed works council
systems of countries like West Germany and the Netherlands.
Perhaps, the most effective strategy that Irish unions could now
pursue would be for the Irish Congress of Trade Unions to
develop general guidelines on the re-organisatian of working time
and for individual unions to operate them at the levels at which
pay is currently negotiated in different industries. Agreements
on changes in working hours, and on changes in existing working
time regimes will be made at these levels. As such, it is at these
levels that adaptation to reduced hours must be monitored and
influenced if the objective of working time reductions in return
for employment maximisation is to be achieved.
Conclusion
This paper has presented a general and non-technical discussion
of warksharing and has attempted to outline the contribution
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it can malee to reducing unemployment and furthering the ideal
of distributive justice. It rejects the idea that worksharing must
be considered defeatist and views it instead as a means of
regulating the labour market in the interest of social justice. For
some, and in particular for orthodox economists, this represents
introducing exogenous and even mischevious forces into the
labour market, where, it is argued, people are best left alone
to sort matters out for themselves. However, solid research data
showing that worksharing measures are indeed mischevious have
yet to be produced. And given the poor record of orthodox
meaSUres for reducing unemployment, and the scale of the
challenge with which we are faced, perhaps orthodoxy is part
of our problem and we should cast the net much wider in seeking
solutions for mass unemployment.
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Employment and Profit-Sharing
MARTIN WEITZMAN
The Irish economy today is a hostage to stagnation. While unemployment is at levels not Seen since the Greal Depression,
policy-makers are scared of precipitously renating the economy
lest inllation Once again should rear its ugly head., Pcs,simism is
rampant. People do not have confidence that thete actually
exists sOme workable long-term strategy for reconciling full
employment with low inllation.
The biggest single issue in the 'future of employment' is
making sure that employment has a future. At present many
:European-style' economies seem unable to reconcile reasonably full employment with reasonable price stability. Expansionary policies dissipate themselves, to an excessive degree, in
too large wage and price increases rather than in expanded
employment and output.
One school of thought blames the adverse situation on a high
<natural rate of unemployment'. For reasons no one has been
able to make clear, the !non~accelerating-innation-rale-of-un
employment' has apparently deteriorated. This explanation
amounts to a tautology. It is tantamount to saying that the
unemployment rate is high because the unemployment rate is
high.
Another non-starter is the au courant explanation that European-style unemployment is of the classical ralher than Keynesian variety, caused by 'too high' leal wages. The problem with
this argument is thal real wages nO ITIOre cause employment
levels than the other way around. Both arc simultaneouslv
determined within the ec~nomie system. Given money wage's
and aggregate demand, companies c"oose employment levels
and prices. Hence, the real wage (the money wage divided by
the price level) is no less determined by the decisions of Jirms
than is employment.
,'\That, then, is causing thc unemployment? There is only. one
answer, but) Ukeacoin, the answer has two sides. Side one is that
unemployment is caused by insufficient aggregate demand
(relative to money wages). Side twO is that unemployment is
156
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caused bv too high luone)' wages (relative to aggregate
demand).' Sometimes it is useful to stress one side of the coin;
sometimes the other. But it is always the same coin. In either
case, the key to non~innationary full cmploYlnent is an economic
expansion that holds down the marginal C?st to. the Jirm of
acquiring luore labour. Pure macroeconomIC poltey alone the purposellll manipulation of financial aggr~galcs .- is no
longer sufficienlto guarantee full clnploymcnt 'wlthout mnalion
because labour costs begin Lo rise well before the economy starls
to strain at full capacity.
How did we get into this impasse, and what is the way out? For
answers it is necessary to turn back to the Great Depression of
the 1930, and the towering inlluence on ceonomie thought of
John Maynard Keynes's The Gelleral Tlleor)' oj Elf/plaJ'melll,
lnleresl and A'Ion~J" published in 1935.

Economic theory
Before the Depression, mainstream economic lheory held mass
unemployment to be impossible. When the impossible actually
happcned t the most common response of economists to an
obvious malfunctioning of the labour market was to declare,
somewhat antiseptically, that the supply of labour exceeded
demand because the price of labour was stuck at 'too-high'
leve1s. The complacent implication was that there is not much
more to do than sit around waiting for wages to COlTIe down.
Keynes disagreed fundamentally, almost violently, with the
classical approach. While it is logically equivalent to descnbe
unemployment as being caused by 'too .high money wages relative to aggregate demand' or by 't.o0 low u?gregate demand
re1ative La money \\'ages\ there 15, I\.cynes pomted out; a world
ofprac!ical dill'ercnce between the policy implications of the tWO
viewpoints. Ghanging wage contracts is at best ~ slow and
unreliable way of maintaining full employment. DIScretIonary
Jiseal and monetary policy represents a far more useful
approach. Thus was born on; of the most spe~tacul~r d,sappearing acts in history. LIke a great mag,cian, h.eynes
removed the malfunctioning labour marketlrom everone's eyes
and replaced it with discretionary government policy to manage
aggregate demand.
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\Vhen, after an initial period ofsucccss Keynesian policies [or
spending ourselves into rull employment were blamed, rightly
or wrongly, for the doable-digit inflation or the 1970s, the stage
was set for the monetarist version of \vhat is cssent'iaHv a verv
similar optical musion. The basic Incssagc of'monetarisl'; is that,
if the economy concentrates on achieving price stability by
rigidly controlling the supply of money, at worst there mav bc a
few awkward transiLion years when slightly less ambhiolls
targets lor full employment will have to be accepted. But whcn
the system finally settles down at a stable low rate ofinflation, a
steady slow growth of the money supply will yield no more unemployment over the long run than discretionary Keynesian
interventionism. Aside from the incredible dilTieult y of relying
on unstable monetary aggregates tIl a technology thal includes
plastic and electronic money tied to deregulatcd !lnandal
institutions, the deep recession of 1981-83 is widely viewed,
rightly or wrongly, as discrediting simple-minded monctarism.
Where do we go from hcre? To begin with, it is high time to
rceognise that, for all the wealth of practical and theoretical
insights they may have inspired, tor all the approximate truths
their doctrines contain and the actual ways they might (or might
not) have improved pasl or present economic pedormancc,
both the Keynesian policy rCl'Olution and thc monetarist
counter-revolution arc essentially dazzling digressions from lhc
main problem. The common defect of both is the vain hope of
successlully skirting the key market that is malfunctioning - the
labour market - by skilfully adjusting one or another linaneial
aggregate, whether the money supply, government spending,
tax receipls, or something else, This detour around the lnain
problem may be perfectly justilicd as a temporary expedient,
but it hardly commends itself as a long-term solution.
The major macroeconomic problems of our day can be traced
back to the wage system orpaying labour. We try to award every
employed worker a predetermined piece of the income pie
before it is out or the oven, before the sile of the pic is even
known. Our ;social contract' promises workers a lixed number
of green pieces of paper, independent of the health or their
company, while the company chooses the emplnyment level.
This stabilises the money income of whomever is hired, but onlv
at the considerable cost of loading unemployment on low'j
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seniority workers and inl1ation on everybody
a sociaHy inferior, risk-sharing arrangement that both diminishes and makes
morc variable the real income of workers as a whole, An inflexible money wage system throws lhe enlire burden of economic
adjustment on employment and the prte';' level.
Economic policy should focus more d,,'Cctly on the labour
market itselr, to build in automatic l1exihility and to remove
slructural rigidilies, so that we do not have to rely so exelusively
on macroeconomic sledgehammer cures to maintain non-inl1ationarv full emlovmcnt. What is required is a bold institutional
ehang'~ in inee~livc structures to ITIake it strong1y in an
employer's self-interest automatically to maintain high levels of
output and to keep down prices. There arc many possibiliti;:5
here) indudina t\vo-tlercd \\'age syslC1TIS, employee owncrshlp
and profit-sha~ing, 1 am in favourofmainlaininga,P0sitlvcaltitude towards all these measures, but as an economist I must say
that profit-sharing is the most solidly based of the options and, I
belive , holds bv. far the most promise.

Share economy
A profit-sharing system, where'some part of a worker:s pay is
tied to the firm's profitability per employee, puts In place
exactly the right incentives to resist unemployment and innation, If workers were to allow their pay to bc more Ilcxiblc by
sharing profits with their company, this would improve macro'
economic performance by directly attacking the economy's
central structural rigidity. The superiority of a profit-sharing
svstem is that it has enough built-in nexibility to maintain lull
':mployment even when the economy is out or balance. If
workers' compensation were shifted to a lower component of
base wages and a higher component of profit-sharing, then an
employee's average cost (or pay) could stay the same, while the
employer's marginal cost of hiring another worker would be
lowered. Because of the automatic profil~sharing cushion,
employers are slower to lay olf workers during a recession and
quicker to hire more of them when conditions arc good. A profitsharing SystCITI is not anti-labour and does nol rely .for i.lS bene~
fieial efleets on lowering workers' pay. The key thing IS not to
reduce total worker pay - it could even go up
but to lower
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the base \\i:age or Inarginal cost ~omponent white raising the
profit-shanng component accordmgly,
Let n;e give a c;>ncrete example" Suppose that Irish Widgets
Ltd (I\:L) 15 paying wages plus fnnge benelits of£6 per hour,
IWL WIll then be motivated te) take on (or la y off) workers to the
pomt where the additional value added per worker is no more nOr
I,,:" than £6, Average value added per worker will naturally be
h'~her - say fJJ ~er,hoUl.' - to provide a margin for covering
o\crheads, depreCiatIon, Interest} profits, and so on,
Now change the labour contract to a [onn where IWL
workers are receiving a base wage of £5 per hour and a 25 per
cent share of the gross operating profits of £4 (~fJJ-£5) per
worker-hour. It looks as if everything is the same as befor~, Yet
IWL;s incenti:e to hire or fire is subtly but dramatically altered.
InV\ L now h;res an extra worker, its :alue added goes up by £6
as before, but 1lS total labour cost only mercases by £5 plus25 per
cent of incremental gross operating profits of £l (~ £5 - £5) or a
total of £5,25, IWL thus clears a profit of75 pene; per ho~r on
the extra worker, and understandably is more eager to hire and
less eager to fire. There is a secondary efTect: in order to sell the
extra widgets, IWL has to reduce its prices.
, In a pr;>lit-sharing economy, firms acting in their own self.
I~terest wIll tend automatically to create a tight labour market
:',lgh o,:ttput, and low prices. This will not happen overnight. Bu;
II the Incremental, hardly noticed decision at the marrrin has
more of a bias, und~r profit-sharing, to lean towards letti;g go of
fewer workers dunng bad times and taking on more of them
dunng good times, then gradually the system will ratchet itself
toward an ever-tighter labour market. Moreover, standard
macroeconOlnic policy is much lllore dTectivc in an environ~
ment of widespread profit-sharing because it is essentially the
base wage, not total pay, that in conjunction with the usual
macroeconomic policy variables determines the essential characteristics of the system such as unemployment and the price
level.
l

Japan
Japan has a signilicant bonus system with strong prolit-sharing
overlones. A lypical Japa~cse worker in an average year
receives a bonus that constitutes about one-third of the base
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wage, While it is dillieult to quantify the exact magnitude of its
contribution out of a host of reinforcing tendencies) the bonus
system is probably one major reason (although lar from the only
one) why Japanese I1rms are able to maintain such consistently
high employment rales; and, as a very hnport side-benefit,
Japanese workers have a direct incentive to increase thcirfirm~s
productivity and prolltability because part of their salary
depends on it. (This pattern of profit-sharing workers being
more motivated than wage workers to cooperate with their com~
pany in order to improve its economic pcrfonnance has been
abSOlved almost universally. j
In Japan young schoolleavers are being readily recruited by
companies, while in Ireland they are not. Why? This is a complicated issue, with many answers, bUl one of them is almost
surel y that the method of labour payment is very dilTerent in the
two countries. In Japan; regular workers receive about 25 per
cent of their total pay in the form of a bonus with strong profitsharing overtones. The youngJ apanese school graduate looking
for work comes with an implicit message to the employer saying;
'Employ me. r am reasonable, Your only absolute commitment
is to pay me the base wage. This is my marginal cost to you. The
honus is a variable cost) depending to some extent on how well
the company is doing.' By contrast, the young Irish school lea vcr
looking for work comes to a potential employer with the implicit
message: 'Think very carefully belare you employ me. I am
expensive and inflexible. You will have to pay me a fixed wage
independent of whether your company is doing well or poorly,
and you will not easily be able to lay me ofT if your business goes
bad: Is it difficult to deduce in which country companies
eagerly recruit new employees and in which country new
employees are avoided if at all possible'
I believe that we in the West should consciously tilt our economies toward the superior profit-sharing variant of capitalism,
We ought to adopt a new social contract that promises our
working people full employment without inflation but asks, in
return, that workers receive a significant fraction of their pay in
the form of a profit-sharing bonus, Ireland is in great need of
such measures.
Any economy is full of uncertainty. There arc no absolute
guarantees) and if the uncertainty does not come out in one
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place, it will show up in another. I am saying that it is much

better, much healthier, ir everyone shares just a little bit or that
uncertainty right at the beginning rather than letling it all lall
on an unfortunate minority of unemployed workers who arc
drafted to serve as unpaid soldiers in the war against inflation. It

is much botler if people will agree that only 80 pel" cen t of their
pay is going to he tied directly to the funny looking pieces or
paper currency -

which are themselves an illusion, although a

very usc!ul illusion - and 20 per cent wilt be tied to company
profits per employee, Then the economy can be Tnllch more
easily controlled to have full employment a1ld stable prices,
Society will be producing, and hence consuming, al its luH
potential. If people will face up to the uncertainty at the beginning, and if everyone accepts some small part oril~ then society as
a whole will cnd up wilh higher income and less uncertainty.
This much-needed reform witt not come about easily, Persuading workers and companies to change limdamentally (he
way labour is paid) in the name of lhe public inlerest, will
demand political leadership of a very high order. Cooperation
among people of differing political views wilt be indispensable.
~Iatcrial incenlives, such as ravourable lax trealmenL or the
profit-sharing component of a worker's pay, will probably be
required to persuade existing employees Lo acquiesce in a proGtsharing scheme wit.h no restrictions on hiring. (Once a labour
contracl is agreed upon, insider workers should not have the

right to block unemployed outsiders from joining the firm if
management wishes to expand employment.) Calculations
show that even a quite ambitious lax break ror profit-sbaring
income would more than pal' for itself if it reduced unemployment by just one or Lwo percentage points.
Conclusion
When all is said and done, no matter how welt designed are the
incentives, such change will require genuine consensus, CUlling
across !eft-right political lines, that the broad social gains or
permanent lull employment without inl1ation arc worth morc
lhan the nanow private losses that inevitably will be incurred
here and there, Yet the benetit, ofinl1ation-frce full employment
arc so enormous~ the increased national income is so grcat 1 that
my recommendation is to move decisively in the direction of
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profit-sharing. Hthese ideas are wrong, litlle will have heen lost
future
bv trvin~ them out. At least, we shall be able to sa y
~ncl:ali~ns that we were not so 'para1}:sed by fear at the unknown that we did nothing, And Ir the I~eas arc correct, a serious move toward widespread prafit-shanng would help greatly
to make involuntary unemployment an obsolete concept.

:0
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Employment and Third-level Education
MICHAEL O'DONNELL
In this chapter Irish third-level education is examined in the
context of the present unemployment situation and observations
are made as to how it is being developed in response. While
depressed economic conditions lead to reduced activity in most
areas they tend to have the opposite effect on the demands for
fulltime higher education and training courses. It is widely
accepted in Ireland that the possession of a third-level
qualification enhances the prospects of finding a job and
consequently many young people wish to follow a third-level
course after completion of their second-level studies. However,
due to the shortage of places in Irish higher education institutions,
there is keen competition to gain entry to most courses and
especially to the more popular ones.
The Minister for Education (1984) has given the following
breakdown of the level of qualifications held by second-level
school leavers in 1982:
Nu.

5,500

The employment pattern of 1982 Irish school leavers is
illustrated by Figure I which shows the findings of sample surveys
conducted in late 1982 and again in late 1984 some two-and-ahalf years after they had left school. It will be seen that just over
20,000 had taken up employment at the time of the first survey
while a rather similar number had embarked on either higher
education or training programmes. Nearly 15,000 were
unemployed and about 3,000 had emigrated or had some other
occupation.

Figure I: Employment pattern of Irish schoolleavers 1982-84
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The fact that 64.3 per cent of the age cohort take the Leaving
Certificate Examination at an age of 17-18 years is remarkable
when compared with the figures for other European countrics
where the proportion of young people pursuing common-core
senior~cycle programmes is much lower. Generally, in most of
these countries there is greater variety in second-level education
provision and the majority of students at this level pursue
vocationally oriented programmes rather than more academic
ones as in Ireland. Special reference is made to this aspect because
it highlights one of the roles which Irish third-level institutions
and training agencies have to play in preparing second-level
school leavers for employment.
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It will be evident that over the two-year period an increasing
proportion of the 1982 school leaving cohort found employment
and there were corresponding decreases in the other categories.
Their work status in November 1984 was estimated as follows:

%
In employment
Unemployed
Fulltime students
Living outside of Ireland or
unavailable for work

58
18
18
6
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Accepting the shorrage of job opportunities in Ireland it may
be inferred that the enrolments in third-level education reduce
significantly the numbers of unemployed persons on the live
register if only because they delay their entry onto the labour
market.
Table 1 gives comparative data for the level of participation
of 16-19 year olds in fulltime education across 22 OECD
countries in 1980. It will be seen that Ireland ranks rather high
on this table, probably reflecting the nature of the Irish secondlevel education provision and the shortages of job opportunities
for its young people.
Table 1;

Percentage of 15-19 year olds enrolled in any form
of education in twenty-three OECD countries

Country
United States
Japan
Switzerland
Canada
Norway
Netherlands
Belgium
Finland
Denmark
Sweden
France
Ireland
Greece
Australia
New Zealand
United Kingdom
Italy
West Germany
Spain
Luxembourg
Portugal
Austria
Turkey
SUUF«(,'

Handy (1985).

Enrolment

73.7
70.9
70.1
64.9
63.6
62.7

%

Fulltime enrollments in Irish higher education
Figure 2 shows the growth of Irish fulltime third-level enrollments
over the period 1972-86. It will be seen that the total enrollment
more than doubled from 26.2 thousand to 55.5 thousand over
those years and the growth rate was particularly sharp over the
latter years. A further examination of the figure shows that the
rate of growth in the technological colleges was higher than that
in the university sector. University enrollments increased by some
36 per cent frdm 19.5 to 26.6 thousand during that period. By
contrast, the total enrollment in technological colleges increased
by over 700 pcr cent from a modest 2.7 thousand to 19.0
thousand over the same period, with the sustained gowth rate
in the Regional Technical Colleges (RTCs) being particularly
significant. Enrollments in the national institutes of higher
education (in Limerick and Dublin) and the National College
of Art and Design have also increased and in the 1985/86 session
they accounted for 4.73 thousand or 8.5 per cent of the national
total of fulltime third-level enrollments.

Figure 2: Irish £ulltime third-level enrollments 1972-86
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60.8
57.4
56.3
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50.0
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While there are no comprehensive statistics available on the
actual demand for higher education in this country, one measure
is the number who apply annually through the Central
Applications Office (CAO) for entry to the various primary
degree courses offered by Irish universities, the national institutes
(since 1978) and Dublin Institute of Technology (since 1982).
Table 2: Total
Year
1977
lIn,
13,457
Year
1983
.Va,
21,799

numbers of applicants
1980
1981
1978 1979
1982
15,398 16,961 17,165 19,129 20,339
1986
19M
1985
1987
21,949 22,856 24,441 25,229

Sauru: CAO, 198B (Unpublished at time of writing).

These numbers do not include applicants to the regional technical
colleges, the teacher training colleges (other than Thomond
College of Education) and the non-degree courses conducted by
Dublin Institute of Technology (DIT), but if such data were
available it is likely that there would be a large element of
duplication. Overall it is evident that there has been strong
growth in the demand for places and, as indicated earlier, a
significant part of this is not satistied each year. The selection
process for many of the courses is based on a 'points' system
related to leaving certificate or matriculation performance and
generally there has been an upward trend in the minimum point~
level necessary to gain entry, reflecting the increasing
competition.
Effects of manpower demand on higher education
In recent years especially, there has been a growing awareness
in Irish higher education institutions of the importance of
manpower demand considerations. This was brought into sharp
focus in the late 1970s through the work of the Manpower
Consultative Committee. This committee was established by the
Minister for Labour in 1978 in response to concern being
expressed about shortages of key manpower including certain
categories of engineers, scientists and computer personnel as well
as specific types of craftsmen.
In 1979, the Higher Education Authority (HEA), working
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closely with the Departments of Education and Labour,
approached each of the universities, the national colleges of higher
education (NIHEs), colleges of technology and regional technical
colleges inviting them to make proposals for the expansion of
their outputs in specific disciplines, commencing in the 1979/80
session. They were asked to provide details of the additional costs
envisaged, including staff and equipment costs, and other
expenses likely to be incurred.
The response from the institutions was positive in that most
of them were willing to mount new or conversion programmes
or expand existing ones commencing in September/October 1979
which was only months ahead. In all, responses were received
from 15 of the 18 colleges contacted, with some of them making
proposals in a number of areas. These may be summarised as
follows:
1.
2.
3.
4-.

increasing intake to 22 existing courscs;
introducing additional options to 5 existing courses;
establishing 30 new courses;
introducing 15 conversion courses for existing graduates as
a short term measure.

After the various proposals were examined by the Higher
Education Authority (HEA) a comprehensive package
embodYIng most of them was presented to the Minister for
Education through the Manpower Consultative Committee. In
May 1979, the minister announced his approval of the proposals
including the appointment of 140 additional tcaching staff and
94 support staff and the provision of additional capital to meet
the cost of equipmnt and other necessary expenditure.
The overall effect of this programme was a significant increase
in the output from specific engineering and scientific disciplines
and especially in key areas such as electronics, productionl
manufacturing engineering and computer science. The increase
in the annual degree outputs in these disciplines became evident
in 1983. The HEA projections prepared in 1983 show that the
total annual output of engineering graduates will have more than
doubled between 1980 and 1990 with a marked shift in the
balance of specialisations showing an increasing proportion of
graduates in the electronic, production/manufacturing and
computer fields.
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Teehnological colleges
Clancy (1982) presents some interesting data on first-year
students who entered highcr education institutions in 19aO. It
shows that 6497 students entcrcd HEA-designated institutions
(universities and national institutes) while 6863 entered the nonHEA section (colleges of technology, regional technical colleges
and teacher training colleges). Table 3 gives a breakdown of the
distribution of first-year entrants in the two sectors and shows
SOIne striking differences.
Humanities was the dominant discipline in the HEA sector,
accounting for more than 30 per cent of entrants. About twice
as many students entered both technology and commerce based
disciplines in the non-HEA sector compared with the HEA sector
while the science and computing numbers were somewhat similar
in both sectors.
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disciplines), science, and business studies or commerce. It will
be evident that the rate of growth for each of them was higher
in the technological colleges and this has been particularly so
in more recent times. It also shows that while the total numbers
of students in both the technology and business-related disciplines
were broadly comparable in 1976-77 the numbers in these
disciplines were much higher in the technological college sector
by 1983·84. The universities had significantly mare scienee
students in 1976-77 but the gap between them had closed by
1983-84.

l"igurc 3: Trends in Irish wholetime student enrollmenlS

1976-84
5,000

........ Universillt;.'i
_Technological Colleges
A",T£CHNOLOG\·

Table 3:

4,000

n ·selENCE
C "'CO;\u.tERCE

'"

1.;;.)

HEA seclor
%

Humanities
Education
Social science
Law
Commerce

Hotel and catering
Art and design
Technology
Science and computing
Agriculture
Medical

30.5
2.0
4.5
3.4
13.5
1.9
15.7
16.0

Non-HEA seclor

%
1.8
15.3

~3,OOO
::;

z

2,000
1,000

27.1
3.5
5.6
29.7
17.0

3.6
8.9

Figure 3 shows the trends in enrollments of whole-time
students in Irish universities and technological colleges (colleges
of technology and regional technical colleges) between the
1976-77 and 1983-84 sessions in the three broad categories of
technology (which indudes engineering and construction

75/6

76/7

7718

78/9

79/80

80/8l

81/2

82/3

83/4

Source: HEA AtHwal Accounts (md Studerl! Slatislics and Department of Edumtian
StalislicalReportr. 1972-84.

The factors influencing these trends are many and complex,
ranging from accommodation and other available resOurces in
the different types of institutions to their ability to respond to
changing demands and employment opportunities.
Technological colleges are vocational in their mission and they
maintain close links with industry, commerce and the professions
which help to ensure that their programmes are responsive to
the changing needs of the job market. A significant influence
on most of these colleges in recent years has been the availability
of funding from the European Social Fund for certain categories
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of programmes. Typically these programmes are of two years'
duration and have a strong emphasis on training, the more
applied aspects of a discipline and include appropriate elements
of new technology. Students receive a weekly allowance that is
not subject to a means test and they are provided with free tuition
which make these coutSeS attractive to many participants.
While universities continue to discharge their traditional role
they too have been responsive to changing demands and
employment opportunities. They continue to have a strong
commitment to educating young people for many of the
established professions and they have also responded to demands
from newer disciplines such as computing and the deVeloping
branches of science and engineering. An interesting feature of
their work is an increasing emphasis on new programmes leading
to diploma rather than degree awards, some of which are offered
on a part-time basis.
Graduate employment patterns
The initial employment pattern for degree graduates in general
bcrween 1976 and 1984 is given in part (a) of table 4. This reveals
rather surprisingly that only about one-third of them found
employment in Ireland by the January of the year after they
graduated. A somewhat similar proportion, however, embarked
on 'other vocational and professional training' and about a
further sixth of them was engaged in research or further
education. The number still seeking employment was less than
10 per cent but no doubt this was reduced by the somewhat
similar percentage who found employment outside of Ireland.
The fact that on average about half of the graduates either
embarked on other vocational and professional training or
undertook research or further studies could be said to raise
fundamental questions about the relevance of some of the
programmes offered. However in specific areas there is an
established route to be followed and it is difficult to move away
from this (e.g. to obtain a post as a registered secondary school
teacher it is necessary to take the higher diploma in education
after graduation; to become an accountant, solicitor or barrister
it is necessary to embark on further studies and training to meet
the requirements of the relevant professional bodies).
l
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The employment patterns vary from one discipline to another
as shown by the data given in sections (b) and (c) of table 4.
At least two-thirds of engineering graduates go directly into
employment either in this country or Overseas and very few of
them engage in other vocational or professional training. In areas
such as medicine virtually 100 per cent of the graduates find
employment but this is arranged as part of their professional
training in the teaching hospitals.
An increasing proportion of Irish graduates are finding
employment in industry as shown from the data given in table
5. This is a welcome trend and is of greater significance in
engineering than in business, science or other disciplines,
Obviously, however, the main career oudets for graduates other
than engineers have been in areas such as commerce, teaching
or the public sector.
The pattern of employment of those holding sub-degree thirdlevel awards such as national certificates and diplomas differs
somewhat from those with primary degrees as shown by table
6. It will be seen that in 1984, 41.8 per cent of those holding
national certificates continued their studies for at least a further
year to achieve a national diploma but many probably regarded
this as the natural progression. By contrast, only 20.7 pcr cent
of those holding national diplomas remained in fulltime education
which is significantly less than the proportion of degree graduates
who continued. This data shows that national diploma holders
were On the whole fairly successful in finding direct employment
when compared with primary degree holders. This probably
reflected the applied nature of the programmes and their
relevance to the job market. Not surprisingly, those holding
higher degrees were even more successful but normally they are
the very able and resourceful young men and women.
Higher education and unemployment
Apart from raising the general education level of young people
and giving them specific skills which enhance their prospects of
fmding a job, higher education contributes in other ways towards
improving the employment situation. It can assist general
economic development and facilitate scientific and technological
change, all of which are important in enabling a country to
advance and remain competitive in the world market.
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Pattern of industrial recruitment hy academic discipline
Industrial recruitnlent as percentage of total graduate* recruitment in Ireland
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As already indicated, at the most basic level, participation in
higher education delays the entry of young people into the labour
market. Hence it can be argued that if say, an additional
thousand young people participate in fulltime higher education
programmes for a year, then this should reduce the live
unemployment register by a somewhat similar number over the
period. While Irish participation in fulltime third-level education
is reasonable by European standards it is much lower than that
in the USA or Japan. The age at which young people complete
second-level education here at present is on average about a year
below that in many other countries. Also, the duration of some
of our courses is less than corresponding courses on the European
mainland (e.g. engineering) and this obviously also affects the
age at which they enter the labour market.
Irish third-level institutions in COmmon with their sister
institutions in other developed countries are giving incrcasing
attention to the unemployment situation and endeavouring to
make their courses more relevant to the job market and the needs
of the economy. Many of them provide a placement service and
monitor closely the success of their graduates in finding their
fIrst jobs. A period of work experience is an important built-in
element in an increasing number of courses and this provides
useful feedback as well as enhancing the graduate's prospects
of finding a job.
In a similar context, most higher education institutions are
giving more attention to promoting business innovation and new
product development. Significant numbers of their staff engage
in research and consultancy work and in many cases they work
closely with industrial or commercial sponsors. Since in some
disciplines as many as 10 per cent of the more qualified Irish
personnel are engaged in the higher education sector and have
access to many of the best laboratory, computing, library and
other specialised facilities in the country, they constitute a very
significant resource and can make a major contribution to
business and employment creation.
Science and innovation parks are linked to third-level
institutions in several countries and this aspect is also receiving
attention in this country. We have the Plassey Technological
Park in Limerick, the Micro Electronics Centre at University
College, Cork, Incubator Units at University College, Galway,
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the Industry Centre at University College, Dublin and embryo
units at Trinity College, Dublin and the National Institute of
Higher Education, Dublin, in addition to the Dublin Institute
of Technology (DIT) Project/Product Development Centre.
It may be appropriate if I digress to trace briefly DIT's
involvement in this area. Up to a few years ago, all DIT
graduates were in keen demand by Irish employers and as already
indicated there were acute shortages of technically qualified
personnel in some areas. However, this changed significantly
with the recession and the severe cut-backs in public sector
employment. Cognisant of these circumstances and realising that
at least some of our graduates had been working on the development of new products and markets as part of their coursework
which were seen to have potential for commercial development,
the Institute decided that it should exploit this situation.
Following discussions with the Industrial Development
Authority in late 1982 an agreement was reached whereby one
of its advance factory units in the Prussia Street complex in
Dublin was made available on a lease basis. This facilitated the
establishment of the DIT Project/Product Development Centre
which became operational there in the later part of 1983.
Essentially this has provided a base where graduates work for
a period of about six months while developing their project or
new product ideas towards commercial feasibility. With initial
assistance from the Youth Employment Agency and some private
sponsors DIT was able to provide them with a modest weekly
allowance similar to those availahle from the manpower agencies
while at the same time providing them with advice and assistance
by drawing on the staff expertise and making use of the general
facilities of the Institute.
So far, about 100 young people have used the facilities of the
centre. Vvhile none of them had ajob when they entered it those
who have left are all now employed or have established their
own businesses or are in the process of doing so. Several oftheir
product ideas are in production and hopefully are beginning to
generate wealth for the Irish economy. The centre is providing
valuable training for potential entrepreneurs at a critical pbase
in their deVelopment.
In 1985 DIT began to examine various schemes with a view
to developing the activities of the centre and it became aware
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of the business and innovation centre (BIC) concept. This is a
new EO initiative \vhich has been successful in several cities across
Europe and it was felt to be particularly appropriate to Dublin.
An ad hoc working group was established with representation
from Dublin Corporation, Dublin Chamber of Commerce and
DIT and arrangements were put in hand for the establishment
of a business and innovation centre for Dublin. This has the
active support of the local authorities, the chamber of commerce,
various business and industrial organisations and higher
education institutions in the Dublin area. It is hoped that this
will add an important new impetus to job creation in this region
and encourage more graduates and other young people with
entrepreneurial talent to consider establishing their businesses.
Generally it can be said that greater contact and involvement
between the educational sector and the commercial and industrial
worlds is now essential in educating and preparing young people
for the competitive world of tomorrow.

Future considerations
Part of the solution to unemployment may involve a redefmition
of terrns such as 'work' and iajob' and a restructuring of the
way in which the economy functions. This will probablv result
in shorter working hours, shared jobs and greater opportunities
for personal development and leisure time activities. Young
people may have to be encouraged to remain longer in the
education and training systems before entering the job market
and older employees may have to retire early. Changes such as
these will be difficult and expensive to implement and will only
be possible if sufficient wealth can be generated by productive
activities to meet society's desire for an ever increasing living
standard.
We are of course witnessing progressive and dramatic changes
in the nature of work itself. Labour based industries are being
replaced by skill based industries and in turn these are likely
to be replaced by knowledge based industries. Already countries
such as Japan and the USA are finding that knowledge based
industries are important new sources of wealth generation.
The Institute of Manpower Studies survey published in 1986
on a wide range of employments in Britain identified some of
the profound changes that were taking place there. The general
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conclusion was that the movements within the workforce due
to the changing requirements for higher level skills and the
reorganisation of many employments were havirig a major impact
on the unemployment situation. The study found that production
industries and agriculture are likely to reduce their workforces
by an average of 2 per cent per annum between now and 1990.
A large part of this reduction will result in a greater use of
subcontracting, effectively displacing labour from the
manufacturing to the services sector. While services industries
will increase their employment they will do so in a large measure
by using more part-time workers. The overall findings are
summarised in figure 4.
Figure 4:

The changing occupational balance
EXPANDING
OCCUPATIONS

All Professions
Support Services (j:,.,n-ljmc)
Pcr&on:tl Services (parHintt:)

SERVICES
INDUSTRIES
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Technologists
Technicians
Muhjplc~skillccl Craftsmtn

PROnUCT10!\1

+-._--+---li> INDUSTRfES

Single-skilled Crafumeo
Operatives
Supporr Servkcs (e,g.
deric.1.I)
PCNonru Serdccs

Managers and Administrators
Technicians, Craftsmcn,
Operatives
Support Services (I'ull·rimc)
Ptrsona! Services (full-time)

CONTRACTING
OCCUPATIONS
SrmrCCi Institute of !vlanpowcf Studics (1986),

What impacts are these changes having on Irish third-level
education institutions and how should they be responding?
1. Third-level institutions must be sensitive and responsive to
the changing world and the general employment situation.
On the one hand they should be preparing young people
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for the jobs that are available nOw or are likely to emerge
in the near future; on the other hand with the pace of change
it is difficult to predict the situation which young people will
experience over their careers. Overall, the emphasis probably
should be on well balanced programmes which provide
participants with a good general education that will teach
them to think and will provide them with the skills and
motivation to continue learning,
2. Third-level institutions should give more emphasis to
preparing young people for self employment and
entrepreneurship and should acknowledge the important role
which these play in the general employment situation.
Product development-oriented project work and special
courses in business and entrepreneurship can be very helpful
in this context. In the pa,t, the main emphasis in many
programmes was to prepare young people for entering
appropriate employment and while this is still a valid goal,
it should be broadened to allow for other possibilities. Thirdlevel institutions should be encouraged to interact more with
the community which they are established to serve and this
increased interaction will present them with new challenges.
3. Third-level education institutions will have to give increasing
attention to continuing education. The era when graduates
could finish their studies in their early twenties may have
ended. In the future it will probably be necessary for them
to return to the classroom at different stages during their
working lives or careers to acquire new skills and to prepare
for new roles in society.
4. Emigration has again emerged as a significant option for
young Irish people. To date, Irish third-level graduates who
have emigrated have been very successful in finding jobs,
indicating that their general standards are well up to
international levels. However, some commentators are
beginning to question the wisdom of investing large sums
in providing third-level education for those who are not Iil<cly
to make their working careers here. It is estimated that it
COSts the state, on average, about £5,000 per participant per
annum to provide third-level education and for COurses which
extend over three Of four years this amounts to a cost of
£15,000-£20,000 for each graduate. However, most
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graduates see emigration as an iroposed and temporary phase
in their careers and believe that they (and the state) will
benefit from the experience of any period they spend abroad.
5. In a broader context, all our young people are citizens of
Europe. The EC is giving increasing attention to encouraging
the mobility of workers at all levels but especially those with
professional and higher-level qualifications. Some EC
countries have negative population growth rates and in future
they are likely to offer good employment prospects for Irish
young people who have relevant skills or expertise. The EO
has launched a number of new initiatives such as the
COMEIT and ERASMUS programmes to facilitate and
encourage greater movement in the higher education sector,
Foreign language teaching should be further developed in
third-level education institutions to assist in this process.
6. Finally, third-level education institutions will have to give
increasing attention to preparing people for lives of greater
leisure, early retirement or periods of unemployment.
In conclusion, it may be said that never were higher education
institutions faced with greater challenges than today. They are
being called upon to cater for larger numbers of students and
to provide more diverse courses that have to be relevant and
cost effective. Often they have to operate with very restricted
budgets and reduced stafflevels and it is becoming more difficult
to provide the types and range of services that are being
demanded of them. Whatever about some higher educational
institutions in the past meriting an ivory tower image, this is
nO longer true. Indeed it is very far from being appropriate today
when they must all be fully attuned to the needs of the market
place. It is now generally recognised that the higher education
sector has a vital role in ensuring the future wellbeing of our
society and must respond effectively by preparing young people
to meet the challenges of the new technological era.

Note to chapter
I

The \-Vest German and Austrian
F5Ures are misleading because
they do not include the
vocational courses which ninety
per cent of those leaving schoo)

attend as part of their
apprenticeship. Only six per
cent of West German youth
enter a job which does not
involve further training.
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Tourism in Ireland: An Employment
Growth Area *
BRIAN DEANE

Defining tourism
There is a tendency to think of tourism as a self-contained
industry with neatly defined borders. From the individual
lourist~s point of view, tourism is a sel of activities that starts
from the time a holiday-maker leaves home, includes everything
that takes place during the period away from home and ends On
the return. It is a bundle of loosely linked services.
From the poinl of view of the providers, each service is an
entity in itselt: 'What they selt is purehased by several different
markets. Thus a hotelier, far example, provides a service to tour~
ists, local businesses, wedding parties and provides entertainment (by running discos, for instance).
Employment in tourism
The nature of tourism provides a number of dilEculties lor the
compiler of employment data on the industry. This is due to
some "f the following factors. First, a high proportion of employlnent in tourism is seasonal or part-time, parlieularly during the
summer months. This makes it dillicult to estimate the true
numbers of people who arc employed in the lourist industry.
The second problem arises because tourist-related employment usually constitues a proportion of manpower engaged in
services that serve the tourist and non-tourist markets alike. To
identify accurately what proportion of manpower should be
attributed to tourism, and what proportion to ordinary
domestic consumption, is dillicult, if not impossible.
The third problem arises because a proportion of employment in the goods-producing sectors (such as the load, drink and
clothing industries) and the service sectors (such as hairdressing,
medical care, banks, garages and county council services), in
principle, also can be included.
·The vjcw~ expressed in this paper arc the author's and do not necessarily
reflect the opinions or the organisation for which he wodt;s.
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The fourth dillieully associated with determining what precisely constitutes tourism employment arises because induced
employment ellects need to be taken into account. When
national resources arc not fully used, as is the case in Ireland, the
provision of jobs and incom~s in one sector has an impact on
employment and incomes in other sectOrs because of the additional spending that is taking place.
The operation of the tourist r,lUltiplicr can be traced through
the effects of an initial increase In tourislexpenditure, There arc
a number of different ways in which income is generated. First,
some businesses (hotels, for instance) are the direcl recipients of
tourist expenditure. Second, these businesses purchase touristrelated goods from other firms in Ireland: this could be termed
an indirecl income effect. Third, consumption out of these
increased incomes takes place, some of which is on goods and
services produced in Ireland: this might be termed an induced
income effect, The new expenditure will be received as income
(wages, salaries and rents). Consequently, an initial injection of
tourist expenditure can lead to successive increases in incOlne,
and in expenditure out o[ income, which would lead to a new
and higher level of income and employmen t. The effects of additional expenditure on employment will depend on whether
there is an underutilisation of capacity at the time when the
increase in expenditure occurs, If there is, and this is certainly
the case in Ireland, then an increase in employment naturally
will lollow.
The multiplier eITect does nol, however, maintain its mo~
mentum [rom round to round. It is dampencd by a number of
'leakages'. Imports give rise to leakages in the form of wages and
salaries, rents, interest payments and profits to non-residents.
Savings, since they arc not spent1 also constitute a leakage as, of
course, does taxation. It has been argued that, in the longer
term, taxation should be taken into account and treated as part
of the overall income-expenditure process.

Numbers employed
It is possible to determine a broad approximation o[ the
numbers employed in tourism by ascertaining the proportion of
Gross Domestic Product attributable to tourism and then
applying this proportion to the total number of people
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employed in the economy. Taking both out-of-state tourism and
domestic tourism, and excluding any induced or multiplier
eITeets, some 61 ,000 people were employed full-time as a result of
tourism in Ireland in 1985. However, this approach suffers from
an obvious disadvantage since it assumes a single average level
of output per person across all sectors of the economy.
A further and much more detailed approach is to employ
input-output analysis. Input-output analysis is concerned with
the structure o[ the production relationships in an economy, the
set of reltionships between sectors that are concerned with the
production and distribution of goods and services. It thus provides estimates of the level of employment associated witl,
various levels of activity in each sector. This approach allows for
the direct, indirect and induced elTects of tourism on output and
employment, taking into account the fact that, at any particular
time, various parts of the non-tourisl economy can be said to be
dependent upon tourist activity, Nevertheless, there arc limitations to the validity of this approach. First, in any economy all
sectors are interrelated. Tourism, [or example, benefits from
olher sectors and vice versa. Second, the I<. eyncsian <multiplier'
eITect, which is generally used in these analyses, is a dynamic
marginal concept rather than a static or average one, That is, it
concerns the ultiInate effect of an autonomous injection of additional new (tourist or other) expenditure into an economy, i.e.
the ultimate eITect on income or employment of a new expenditure 01; say, £1 million. With these limitations in mind,
input/ output analysis results are shown in Table L
The table indicates that,in 1985,combined direct employment
in tourism was 36,250 man-years, Indirect elfects increase the
man-years by a further 7,000 to 43,250 and induced eITeets by a
further 8,600 to approximately 52,000. If government tax
receipts from tourist expenditure are treated as being respent
and the government sector is treated as fully reacting with all
other sectors (assuming a balanced budget), then 30,600 manyears may be attributed to tourism. Thus, the total employment
impact of tourist, calculated on the above basis, is 82,450 manyears. Bord Failte has estimated that employment arising from
export tourism is somewhat higher at 68,000 man-years and that
for domestic tourism somewhat lower at 9,000, while estimates
for access transport are almost the same. The diITerences
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Table 2: ltnpact of export tourist expenditure on
etnploytnent (1982)

Table I: Etnploytnent itnpact of touristn ('1985 tnanyears)*
(;1I11',!;1JI.l'
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SrJ/na: Henry (1983). Data updated.
'"T am !{reatly indebted La Eamon Henry orlhe ESRI for preparing lhc:ic cstimatcs, which are derivcd ['rom lhl' 1982 input/olltpllLLalJlc and modified La
n·lall' UJ 1985.
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202
3,260
413
44
1,391
332
109
2,693

115.4 17,586

168.6
129.2
98.6
93.3
125.1
112.3
97.1
115.1

245
4,187
678
63
1,859
519
176
4,149

169.3 25,800

,,'oura: Henry (1983).

between the estimates arc not great, considering the problems
that are inherent in the data. \Vhat is more important is that
both indicate that tourism has an important dTect on employment in Ireland.
Expenditure and etnploytnent
One valuable characteristic of input-output analysis for our
purposes is that it provides an insight into the relationship
betwcen tourist income and expcnditure. This relationship is
demonstrated in Table 2. The data in the table is derived from
the 1982 input-output analysis.
The table shows that £32.41 million of {inal demand arising
from tourist cxpenditure fell wil hin the food sector. This sector
generates the cquivalent of just over a hundred jobs for each one
million pounds of final demand. Thus, within the food sector
there were 3,260 jobs dependent upon export tourism. Similarly! in the trade margin and scrvices sector , which includes
hotels, linal demand amounted to £152.39 million; with an
employment multiplier of I 15.4! 17,586 jobs within this sector
rcsult from export tourism. If govermnent interaction is
ineluded, the job dependency rises to 4,190 for the lood sector
and 25,800 for trade Inargin and services.

It should not be overlooked that capital investment in tourism
also gives rise to jobs in the constructi~n sector .. It is ~stimated
that the full employment impact on thIS sector IS equivalent to
91 man-years for everyone million pounds inv:sted.. .
To place the expenditure-employment relatlOnshlp m perspective: for each additional £13,600 spend by ~OUflStS, one
additional job will be created. This falls to £7 ,500 If you ae~ept
the argument that government expenditure IS reeyel:d. Whichever figure is takcn docs not detract from th.e pomt that an
incrcase in tourism expenditure creates more Jobs.
Factors supporting tourisIll as an eIllplOyIllent~
generating sector
.
It is clear that tourism is of particular relevance In attempts to
increase employment in Ireland at the prcsent time. First! the
market for world tourism is an expanding one. Edwards (1985)
predicted that world tourism will grow by 93 percent during the
period 1985 to 1995. If Ireland were to do no better than mamtain the share of the market that it currently holds, It would
imply an increase in expenditure by out-of-state tourists from
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£695 milliun in 1985 to £1,340 million in 1995. Because of the
dose Hnk hetween expenditure and cll1ploylTICntl it can be anli~
cipated that the number ofjobs will increase broadly in line with
increased expenditure,
Second, when labour costs are increasing, there is a tendency
to substitute capital for labour. This at least partly explains why
in the past five years employment in Ireland's manufacturing
industry declined by 3.5 per cent per annum, while output increased by 6.0 per cent PCl" annum (Bacon 1986). Tourism is not
as amenable to capital substillltion since service is Irequently the
very essence of the product.
Third~ l he Irish cconmny is a very open one. Last year exports
of goods and services amounted to nearly £11 billion, or about
63 per cent orGOP. Imports of goods and services were of almost
lhc SalTIC Jnagnitude. One of the consequences of this openness in
the economy is that attempts by successive governments to
stimulate total demand, and thereby employment, have
resulted in consumers spending money on imported goods
rather than on home-produced products. Thc result has been a
rapidly deteriorating balance of payments position and a proportionately small increase in national output. Because of this, it
is obviously desirable to seck ways in which total demand can be
increased without damaging the balance of payments. Tourism
presents one such way. Visilors from outside the stale who purchase Irish tourism are contributing to exporl earnings. Only a
small proportion of these moneys, about 6.5 per cent, leaks out
in the lorm of direct imports to meet the needs of tourists. The
remainder represents an addition to total demand, and through
the resulting output, a higher level oj' employment.
Domestic tourism is not suhject to the saIne polent additive
impact. This is because payments for goods and services by
dOlTlcstic tourists represent mainly a mOVCITlCnt of expenditure
('rom one sector of the economy to another. It can be argued,
however, that in those circumstances where an Irish person is
persuaded to take a holiday at home rather than abroad, it
results in a saving of foreign' exehange and will give rise to the
saine bcneIicial impact on cmploYlnent as docs export tourism.
In addition, tourism has a relatively low import content 'To
the extent, therefore, that expenditure is used lor home holidays
rather than lor purchasing goods with a greater import coment,
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such as consumer durables, it leads to a higher level ol'economic
activity and consequently increased emploYlTlenL Tourism thus
provides a very important means of stimulating employment
without precipitating a direct deterioration in lhe balance of
payments.
Fourth, in many parts of Ireland, income-earning opportunities are eXlremely restricted. One of the benefits ol'tourism is
that it provides employment opportunities in those regions that
lend to face the most serious disadvantages - area.. of poor communication and scattered populations, which make it particularly difficult lor industry to pmsper. These arc also the regions
that pmvide that characteristic much sought after by touristsbeautiful scenery. For this reason, tourism in Ireland has tended
to be active in ll~c rural areas oflhe south-wesl, west and northwcst, areas where employment has been most diflicult to foster.
The NESC report, T01lrism Policy (1980), indicated that 11.5 per
cent of personal income in the north~wesl derived from tourism.
Fifth, many sectors in tourism have Ilexible structures that
make them r~sponsivc to the market place and employment
expansion. Tourism, in most countries including ireland, is
traditionally an industry that experiences considerable job
mobility. As a result, wages tend to be relatively fiexible.
Furthermore, tourism is a sector that sets fe'\\' barriers in the way
of those wishing to cnter it, unlike many established trades and
professions. Tourism also tends to promote a large number of
small businesses such as crafts, guesthouses and specialised retail
oUllets. The relatively small scale of operation docs not act as a
barrier to new entrants, and individuals arc encouraged to
establish their own enterprises.
Sixth, in attempting to find employment for a growing
population, I reland has to lace the ract that the agricultural
sector has lost jobs continuously ovcr many years. Since 1974
employment has declined rrom 244,000 to 182,000; a loss of
62,000 jobs. O'Neill (1985) has pointed outlhat 'in the normal
course, if real incomes are rising, a dynamic economy will,see a
shilt out of Agriculture as resources are reallocated to increase
economic activity.' Horstudy concludes 'that the decline in the
agricultural labour force is set to continue.'
During the same ten-year period (1974-84) the numbers employed in Irish industry have fallen from 349,000 to 320,000,
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despite the new jobs created by the Industrial Development
Authority, Taking the somewhat more optimistic view provided
by the current economic environment, forecasls indicate that
there will be a net addition of I ,000 jobs per annum during the
penod, to 199~, How,:ver, it is generally fell that if total employment ';' the mdustnal sector can be held stable, with gains
balancmg I,osses, then the situation is satisfactory. It appears
that a declIne In employment has also taken place within the
public sector, The government has moved away from the
approach adopted during the 1970s of increasing employment
through the public sector.
Seventh, the further development of tourism calls for a relatively modest investment. The single most important element of
Irish tourism is the physical environment. This element is
abundant, and while care is needed to protect it, very little hard
cash is needed, Little is also needed in supportive infrastructure
since most of the heavy investment in roads} airports, seaports,
tcleph~ne, telex and other services has already taken place.
There IS also no general shortage of hotels and other tourist facilities; in fact quite the contrary. Consequently, any expansion of
tourism in the medium term requires no further heavy investment, although this is not to say that further improvements are
not required,

Constraints on touristn expansion
It se~ms reasonable to ask, in the light of the foregoing, why
tourIsm has not until recently received the same intense interest
as other sectors of the economy, One reason that is often put for:vard relates to the scale and highly diffuse nature of the
Industry. Fe\\' tourist operations in Ireland employ a sufficient
number of people to excite political interest and so jobs lost or
gained atlract lillle public attention. The loose associ;"tion of the
differe11ltypcs of operation that contribute to tourism provides a
poor basis for establishing the presence of a strong pressure
group. Hence tourism has been unable to make the same
demands on central policy-making as agriculture, industry or
even s0ITo'e wcll-?rganised groups wi.thin the public sector. Apart
from thIS poltucal factor, other ISsues act to constrain the
development of tourism in Ireland,
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Firstly, Ireland does not have the same climatic attraction as
the ivlediterranean or the same cultural attraction aS say, Paris)
London or Rome, The competition has a considerable advantage over the Irish tOllI'ist ind ustry,
Secondly, the seasonal pattern of demand in Ireland is excessively peaked, Almost exactly haH'the tourist days fall within
just two months - July and August. A highly peaked tourist
season means that for these operators mainly serving the holiday
market, return on investment must be recouped in a very short
period. This ean lead to an inadequate return on investment!
high prices and relatively low standards,
Thindly, Ireland is regarded as a relativel y expensive destination. This perception) comt.Jined with cOlnparisons of the tourist
possibilities offered by our compelitors, has tended to lead
people to think that Ireland provides poor value for money,
The extent 10 which prices in Ireland have changed relative to
those of the source markets in which we compete can be seen
from Table 3. The table shows the changes in the general price
level between Ireland and the main source markets for tourism,
taking both currency alignments and inn at ion into account.
The base year of 1979 was chosen since it was a peak year for
Irish tourism and, therelore, one in which prices presumably
were not a deterrent.
1

Table 3: Relative price changes: Ireland against source
markets
fear

I',\~I

Carlada

Fr(wu

Gf"nlUJf!l'

1979
19BO
19BI
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1984
1985
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100
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100
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100
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81
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100
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Sources: QJ1l1rlerb' Bulietin, CcnLral Bank of Ireland, Dublin; ECOIwmic
OEeD, Paris.
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Table 3 ,haws, for example, thai in 1987 Ireland is about 2 per
cent higher in price lOr Americans than it was in 1979, although
it has been considerably less so in vcry recenl years. Continental
European visitors bave experienced a substantial increase in the
gcncrallevel orpriccs: Ireland is now 22 per cent Inort: expensive
lor French visitors than in 1979 and 28 pcr cent more expensive
[01' Dutch tourists. Relative to Britain Ollr prices are now 18 per
cenl higher.

Policy considerations
It has been argued that employment is directly linked to the
level of tourist expendilure. There are tvvo primary ways in
which tourisl expendit ure can be increased. One is to attract
more visitors to Ireland. The other is to raise the level of
expendilure orlho.s~ who do visit. To attracl more visitors, Ire~
land must overcome or minimise the impael of the conslraints
thal were alluded to earlier. One obvious way of attracting more
visitors, assuming the funds exist, is through more intensive
promotion. However, any proposed action that requires an
additional outlay by the Exchequer is unlikely to be viewed
favourably at present.
An alternative approach arises out of the perception thallhe
existing product, which is largely based on the scenerYI relaxed
ambience and friendly people, is not sufficient to provide a
strong incentive to visit Ireland. Consequently, it \vould be
advantageous to extend the range of the Irish tourist product
and then promote it to specific market segments. The range of
the product could be extended by developing Ireland as a major
centre for leisure activity within Europe. Most of what is
required by way of the various product elements exists either in
whole or in part.
Seasonality constrains tourists because operators are forced to
recoup their investment over a very short period of lhe year.
This tends to lead to high prices, and in some cases, a poor quality product since standards are compromised in an eOort to
reduce overheads. 'To overcome this constraint, it should be
noted that almost half of all tourist nights during July and
August arc accounted lor by the domestic market. One way of
reducing the excessive seasonality of Irish tourism would be for
domestic holidays to be takcn ovcr a longer period of time. Con-
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sequently, it would be a great help if trade, industry and the services were to agree to stagger their holidays li'om May to
October and away from the concentration in August.
The problem of seasonality would also be reduced by greater
success in our ellorls to attract visitors who arc prepared to come
to Ireland at times besides July and Angust. To this end,
developing leisure aclivilies along the lines suggesled above
seems to be an appropriale course of action, Indeed, some leisure
activities, such as game angling) are at their best in the o[rseason.
A further approach to ameliorating the current excessive
pattern of demand and securing a beller use of plant throughout
the year is for operators to adopt marginal cost pricing, a course
that many Irish operators have been unwilling to follow. There
also seems to be an opportunity to institute a system whereby
price movements would be made simultaneously, so that there is
an obvious seasonal henefit for the consumer to holiday at particular periods of the year. A single producer, acting alone, will
make very little impact 011 the price of a holiday, whereas ifall
act together a clear price diITerential can be demonstrated.
There would be little point in one operator, whose product component accounts for 5 per cent of the total cost of a holiday,
reducing his price by 10 per cent unless other operators providing different cOlnponents took similar and simultaneous
action. One producer lowering pliees on his o\vn would result in
an overall reduction of half of one per cent, which would be of
little benefit.
The deterrent ofhigh prices may be overcome in a number of
ways, the more important of which arc. Firstly, through direct
government intervention in the form of reduced laxes, During
the last couple of years, the government have slriven to Inak~
Irish tourism mOre competitive and more attractive to visitors.
The level of VAT has been reduced from 23 per cent to 10 per
cent on a range of product components including hotel accommodation car hire~ cruiser rentals and (recently) eating out.
These reductions appear to have been of some assitance to
touriSlTI,
Secondly, high prices can be reduced if there is a better usc of
plant and resources. Where there is underemployed plant and
personnel an increase in the volume of business will lead to lower
l
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average costs and an increase in revenue. The increase in
revenue can go either to higher profits lower prices or some
combination of the two.
Small improvements in the leveJ
utilisation will create a
significantly beLLer return on investment The seasonal pattern
of demand for Irish tourism is such that plant is greatly underused for much of the year. It is therefore of the greatest
importance to improve the scasonalil y of Irish tourism, which is
excessively peaked at present.
The extent to which volume can be increased by price rcduc~
tions depends upon the price elasticity of demand, which varies
[rom one producL to the nexL Generally in leisure consumption
the price elastieityof demand appears to be relatively elastic,
and a n:duction in price resul ts in a proportionately greater
incrcase in demand. For an increase jn utilisation to support a
reduction in prices, the effects of the tourist industry must be
bettcr coordinated.
Thirdly, it is obvious that ira producer is ablc to operate more
efficiently and reduce his COl51S} he can offer lower prices to the
consumer.
Fourthly, high prices can bc reduced through increascd
competition. Tourisln , with lhc important exceplion of access
transport is not generally sheltered from competition. It is a
matter of concern that the price of access to Ireland on some
routes is high and that Ireland as a holiday destination is,
therelore at a competitive disadvantage. Recent developments
have increased thc level of competition and this has helped to
reduce the cost of access to Ireland with consequent increases in
the number of passer'gers that are being carried.
Fifthly, and less obviously perhaps, high prices can be ameliorated by improving standards. There is a strong relationship
between pricc, quality and the eonsumerrs perception of value
for money. If prices are high and quality is low, then perception
of valuc is dearly going to be poor. However, if prices and
quality are cqually high, perception of value is usually good.
Some improvement in the value for money of the tourist product
in Ireland is possible through a general improvement in standards, That is not to say that many operators arc not performing
already at an acceptable level, but there arc many who are not,
and they are pulling down the general leveL
l
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There appears to be considcl'ablc scope lor encouraging tourists to spcnd more during their stay in Ireland, The average level
of e'xpendi ture by overseas visitors to Ireland is only 64 per ccnt
or that ora visitor to Britain. The things that need to be done to
attract more visitors to Ireland need to be clone als.o to overcome
the relatively low level of expenditure. Both arc sul:ciect to the
same constraints..

Conclusion
The level of employmcnt arising [rom tourism activity is directly
linked to tourist expenditurc. The cxpenditurc or tourists from
outside thc slate is of particular importance~ since it results in
additional economic activity. Domestic tourism, On the other
hand, is largely a transfer between sectors, although it is argued
lhat it provides a greater contribution to economic activity than
many other forms of expenditure, Not least among these, of
coursc lS the employment arising from the dernand lor sCl'vice.'i
by home holiday-makers.
The private services sector has demonstrated, evcn in the
relatively depressed economic circumstances between 1980 and
1985, that it has the capacity to providc additional jobs. If the
problems that presently constrain Irish tourism arc tackled and
overcome~ and there is no reason why lhey !.hould not he then
there is every reason to believe lhat the private services sector
will take the opportunities that present themselves anel invest in
tourism. In these circumstances, the tourism sector can Indeed
be a major growth area for employment.
t

l
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Irish Experience

Irish Experience of Community-based Job
Schemes
RUAIRI QUINN
The experience of Irish communities setting themselves goals
or strategies in relation to either employment geoeration or
economic development has been fraught with contradictions. Too
often when we put together a tableau of great eveots we tend
to sweep under the carpet or utterly ignore the reality of the very
struggles which resulted in the reversal of some prospects for
progressive development.
The co-operative community ideals of Robert Owen had only
a brieflifespan at Ralahine, Co Clare in the 1820s. A century
later Horace Plunkett prompted farmers to see in the application
of co-operative principles to agriculture and farm-based industry
a means of iIuproving their economic situation. But it was
precisely in his efforts to build up rural communities that Plunkett
encountered his greatest disappointment. His efforts to mobilise
communities failed for the same reason that Ralahine failed prospects for change were undermined by landlordism and the
acute traditional individualism which the system fostered.
We have certainly retained a tradition of community-based
action in Ireland. Its oldest form
the meitheal - has not
survived the transition to mechanised agriculture and the
movement away from co-operation and communal work to
household self-sufficiency.
In the frugal, self-sufficient, arcadian Ireland that Mr de
Valera dreamed of in a famous speech, mutual aid was a means
of coping through exchanges of labour with an occasional or
temporary labour shortage at the level of the household. The
effect was not directed to some common goal which would benefit
the community as a whole. Instead a common store of surplus
labour was available to be drawn on to sustain the basic household
unit and help it in such tasks as harvesting, thatching or working
on the bog. TItis complex system of mutual aid disappeared about
30 years ago.
This eclipse of communal activity and interdependence was
the target of a new drive by Muintir na Tire in the 1950s which
198
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sought to regenerate a consciousness of community and to
harness parish loyalty to achieve economic and social
improvement.
The ebb and /low over the last ninety years of the mainly ruralbased movements dedicated to community development is
evidence of the difllcultues encountered in getting ideas of
community involvement or community development to take root
in Irish social and economic life. At the best of times it is not
easy to pin down what the 'real ingredients' are of a community's
view of any activity. Community action is never a constant. Job
creation has not necessarily been to the fore in many such local
initiatives in the past. It is only recently that high levels of
unemployment have prompted a community response embracing
the unemployed themselves in efforts to find alternative means
of creating sustainable employment in their localities.
A commitment to the values of self-determination and
participation has triggered new forms of organisation and new
activities based on an analysis that working together to confront
the problems of unemployment in practical ways is a worthwhile
process regardless of whether the outcomes are always successful
in themselves.
The promotion by the state of employment initiatives at local
level provides a context in which to consider first, the level of
state commitment to community involvernent; second the kind
of community involvement supported or encouraged; and third,
the extent to which positive and complementary relationships
have developed between local organisations and the state in facing
the challenge of unemployment. State-supported activities in job
creation, temporary employment and training at community level
have been initiated in recent years.
j

Community job-creation
The development of the state's interest in the potential for
community enterprise reflects the world-wide growth of local
employment initiatives in EC and OECD countries. Also, both
of these international organisations have established specilic
support programmes for the promotion of local employment
initiatives and community enterprise. For example, the European
Social Fund, as a result of lobbying from Ireland and other
member countries, now gives important fmancial recognition
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to community enterprise. State attention was not directly focused
upon the promotion of community enterprise as a major policy
objective until the establishment of the Youth Employment
Agency in 1982. The agency was given a mandate to promote
'the development oflocal eommunity responses to employment
creation' (Youth Employment Agency, 1982).
In 1983, the agency launched its Community Enterprise
Programme (CEP) setting as its objective the harnessing of
goodwill and expertise at community level towards the creation
of jobs and ensuring that the combined resources of a range of
state bodies are co-ordinated to assist viable community
enterprise ventures,
Under the CEP planning grants were offered to local groups
to enable them to come up with plans for job creation. There
were grants available to cover the employment of an Enterprise
Worker to assist a community with the development and
translation of business ideas into sustainable jobs. In addition,
there were 'start up' grants available to commereially viable
projects.
The CEP has been accepted as the national focus of community
enterprise, including community and worker co-operatives, by
the main state agencies involved in the industrial development
aod manpower services sectors. Co-ordination of both general
policy and grant approvals for specific projects occurs under the
auspices of a joint CEP Approvals Committee, comprising
representatives of the main agencies and of individuals with
experience of community enterprise and commercial business.
The various state agencies actively engaged under tlle CEP
assisted 350 local employment groups in 1985 (Youth
Employment Agency, 1985). The programme has something to
offer these youth groups and community groups which find
themselves held back at different stages of development for lack
of resources, advice and technical support. This level Of activity
represented a seven-fold inerease over the number of groups
active in 1983.
These groups ranged from parish committees to community
Ico-operatives and worker co-operatives. Many were at the
research and development stage and a growing number now
actually own and manage small commercially-oriented
community businesses,
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In the first four years of its existence the CEP has approved
some 130 'start up' projects. In addition, about 30 small
'workspace' and business-advice projects directed towards
unemployed people were approved for assistance between 1983
and 1986. Allowing for failures, and discounting jobs approved
but not yet on stream, some 370 directly-assisted new jobs in
businesses and business support facilities were in existence by
December 1987.
Projects providing 'workspace' and hand-holding to
unemployed young entrepreneurs assisted about 230 jobs by the
end of 1987. An important aspect of the growth of the programme
is the increasing number of groups corning to the start-up stage
and the process of research and development in the early years
begins to bear fruit.
Co-operative enterprise
Small business co-operatives form an important part of the
community enterprise sector. Under the CEP, community cooperatives and worker co-opertives are identified as the two main
forms of small business co-operatives.
Community co-operatives are assisted on the basis that they
are open to all of the people from a particular community,
whether by locality or of a particular activity or sector of interest
and aim to provide a range of benefits to the members of the
community. They can generate two types of economic activity:
specific community businesses operating as commercial
entities engaged in training operatives who recruit full-time
management and workers (largely young and unemployed)
as employees;
an entity which, rather than starting new enterprises
directly, provides a business advice and support service to
those unemployed who wish to start their own businesses
such 'hand-holding' usually taking the form of provision
of workspace, advice panels and seed-capital funds.
Worker co~operatives
Worker co-operatives are also assisted under the CEP as business
entities which are controlled by the workforce but with specific
internal management responsibilities clearJy defmed. They must
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be 'Phoenix' type co-operatives springing up in place of
companies rescued by redundant workers or totally new startups. Worker co-operatives are emerging increasingly as an option
chosen by unemployed people and redundant workers to
maintain or create sustainable commercial employment.
The CEP has to date supported the development of 30 worker
co-operatives and has allocated over £0.6 million in start-up
funds. It has assisted the launch of worker co-operatives such
as Carrighdhoun Pottery at Carrigaline, Co Cork; Dundalk
Footwear Co-operative which employs workers affected by the
dosure of Clark's Shoes; King.wear Co-operative Society Ltd.,
in Naas, Co Kildare and, most recently, Winstanley Shoes in
Dublin's inner city.
There are signs recently that the trade union movement is
beginning to take a more positive look at worker co-operatives
as a form of social ownership within the private rather than the
state sector of the economy. Much of the stimulus for this interest
has come from the continent since we in Ireland, and the British
to some degree, lag behind other industrialised countries in the
creation of co-operative enterprises.
The Irish Congress of Trade Unions (1986) in reviewing the
experience of worker co-operatives in Ireland acknowledged that
the trade union movement had not been actively involved in the
promotion or formation of worker-owned enterprises. There was
no point, according to Congress, in exaggering the contribution
they could make to alleviating the unemployment crisis.
The small number of worker co-operatives developed to date,
their size - the 200 jobs created compared to the 20,000 new
jobs required annually just to prevent unemployment from
raising further - and the sectors in which they have developed
only serve to emphasise how much further development is needed
to achieve a viable and expanding worker co-operative sector.
Despite their limited economic impact in the short term, I agree
with Congress that worker co-operatives can play an important
role in re-structuring local economies and offer a valuable
opportunity to extend the concept of industrial democracy.
The Programmejor National Recovery (19B7) took cognisance of
the renewed interest in the creation of employment through
worker co-operatives. Legislative provision has now been made
to enable the form of support provided in recent years by the
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Youth Employment Agency and AnCO to continue under the
new umbrella agency - An Foras Aiseanna Saothair(FAS)which will have wide powers to assist and encourage the
development of worker co-operatives. The programme
acknowledges that worker co-operatives can make a significant
contribution to employment maintenance.
It is interesting to note that the present government h,as
undertaken under the terms of the programme to request F AS
to consider urgently proposals for the establishment of a cooperative development council.
Employment creation requires wealth creation and the
equitable distribution of that wealth will improve our economic
performance. The creation of co-operatives and the acquisition,
by employees, of shares in the companies which employ them
- where this is coupled with rights to promote employee
are wholly consistent with the objectives of
participation
achieving a more equal distribution of power and wealth. As
an effective form of economic enfranchisement for working
people, a worker caw operative can, in many circumstances,
represent a more appropriate form of social or community
ownership than a centrally owned and controlled state body.

Impact oj co-operatives
The social impact of co-operatives is particularly significant. They
tend to be locatedin economically marginal areas, such as urban
unemployment blackspots or peripheral rural areas. The
employment they provide tends to be for people who have been
unemployed previously. In the case of co-operatives arising out
of redundancy situations, they provide employment for workers
many of whom were facing long periods of unemployment.
Co-operatives are frequently used as vehicles for providing
social and economic services and benefits for the locality that
would not otherwise be available through, for example, the
provision of group water schemes, cultural activities, etc.
Generally, co-operatives provide practical opportunities for
learning the skills of enterprise, organisation and participation.
While the orginal co-operative established in Glencolumcille did
not survive, the spirit of enterprise did and resulted in a number
of flourishing local businesses.
Particularly amongst communities with experience of high
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unemployment, the 'demonstration effect' of a co-operative
venture can significantly boost local morale and help to get more
things done. A key factor in the rapid development of cooperatives is the ready availability of specialist advice and support
on a flexible basis, linked to the supporting state agencies.

community-managed scheme designed to help local organisations
provide temporary community-based employment. The scheme
gives an ideal opportunity for young people under 25 years of
age to obtain up to a year's work experience. In 1987 about 1,400
young people were employed on this scheme.

Enterprise Scheme
Under the Enterprise Scheme 18,000 unemployed people had
been provided with the opportunity by the end of 1987 to build
on their own skills and talents and to create full-time work for
themselves. The scheme provides the essential financial backup needed at the most crucial stage for any small business its first year of operation - and is designed to encourage a spirit
of entrepreneurship among the unemployed.
The scheme can complement other local community responses
to unemployment by providing assistance to groups wishing to
operate on a co-operative or joint basis,

Training as a community response
The importance of relevant and good quality training to the
creation of sustainable local employment must not be overlooked.
It is vital that local initiatives, in whatever form they take, are
supported and facilitated by the availability of a well-trained
workforce and by ready access to ongoing training.
The Community Youth Training Programme was designed
to provide basic training and work experience for unemployed
young people on projects w hieh are of benefit to local
communities. There are currently 154 projects providing training
for just under 2,000 persons.
Community Training Workshops are located in the cities and
major towns throughout the country. The workshops are
managed by community-based management committees while
AnCO provides technical and financial assistance. Over 10,000
persons have participated in these workshops and there are 1,750
currently in training. In 1987 there were about 450 persons
training at 28 Travelling Peoples Workshops located countrywide.
AnCO, through its external training division, has also
developed and designed training programmes which facilitate
the establishment of businesses as co-operatives or group-owned
enterprises. By training groups in the skills of collective enterprise
and co-operative skills the overall characteristics required of the
enterprise can be established. The overall effect will stimulate
the development of group entrepreneurial ability which exceeds
the sum of the individuals' abilties.

Temporary employment schemes
The temporary employment schemes
Teamwork for the under
25s and the Social Employment Scheme for those aged over 25
- were set up to meet different needs to those catered for under
the enterprise programme and are accordingly quite different
in structure and content. In addition to providing locally based
means of enabling unemployed persons to acquire work
experience they also provide community groups with much
needed person power which would not othen"ise be available.
The special attraction for local community organisations lies
in the opportunity to use the temporary employment schemes
to complement other programmes. Initial research into
community job creation can, for example, be done under these
schemes.
The Social Employment Scheme which commenced in 1985
represents a highly successful response to the problem of longterm unemployment, that is, for prsons who have been Out of
work for a year or more. The scheme has been extremely
successful from a number of viewpoints and both sponsors and
participants have been enthusiastic about its benefits. To date
about 9,500 people are employed in about 2,500 projects.
The Department of Labour's Teamwork Scheme is a

Link between manpower and industrial policy
Manpower agencies are primarily concerned with the
unemployed, their skill levels and their integration into the labour
force. Small business co-operatives in general work from the same
basis and motivation and provide opportunities for unemployed
people or those threatened with unemployment.
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Industrial policy, on the other hand, is concerned with
mainstream ind¥strial development andjob creation. Industrial
development agencies are prepared to support small business
co-operatives as business entities at project feasibility stage and
at the stage of commercial start-up within the normal guidelines.
In developing the linkages between manpower and industrial
development agencies, the particular contribution of the
manpower agencies, now incorporated in FAS~ has been to
concentrate on building up the skills' level and professional
competence of projects from an early stage of development in
order that they could qualify for the range of business incentives
available from industrial developmeRt agencies such as the IDA,
the Shannon Free Airport Development Company (SFADCo)
and Udaras na Gaeltachta.
The white paper on manpower policy which was published
in 1986 envisaged the development of a closer aligmnent between
training and industrial strategies. This objective was also
endorsed in the Programme for National Recovery with its emphasis
on directing training grant expenditure to help in equipping Irish
companies with marketing, management, technological and
commercial-language skills. I expect that FAS - the new
manpower authority - will have to implement new policy
measures to give effect to this objective.
Conclusion
Thirty years ago the Swedish sociologist Gunnar Myrdal (1960)
observed that the sum of ad hoc Government interventions in
any area can be wasteful and contradictory and that consequently
planning is necessary for rationality, economy and effectiveness.
The inauguration of the Community Enterprise Programme
provided community groups with a vehiele which helped them
to overcome many of the difficulties which commonity-based
operations experienced in the past in relating to state agencies.
It also facilitates a means of back-to-back linkages between
community efforts to promote local enterprise and special
intervention measures such as the Enterprise Scheme, the Social
Employment Scheme and Teamwork.
These measures are necessary to help to cope with the reality
of unemployment. They are justified because they provide an
opportunity for practical work experience at community level
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and make better use of economic resources by transferring
expenditure away from the passive side of the labour market
services - the social assistance payment.
We are witnessing another phase in the transformation of
industry, enterprise and the organisation of work
what has
been identified as the 'third sector'. This sector comprises
elements of private, public and informal markets. It is
characterised by initiatives which are locally-based, self-reliant
and co-operative in the broadest sense. It also brings together
individuals, groups and institutions, in pursuing a commonly
shared goal that transcends sectoral boundaries, involves new
evaluation criteria and promotes objectives over and above
creating jobs.
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The Third Sector as a Job Creator m the
OECD*
CHRIS BROOKS

General developments
The recent p(~riod has seen an exponential growth in initiatives
lor local employment (ILEs) that has been not altogether free of
problems. Associated with the rapid growth in local employment initiatives in many countries, various aueJnpts have been
made to harmonise them with other aspects or local economic
development that are perhaps dilTerent in nature but similar in
objective and purpose. It it useful to recall some or the
influences, stil] somewhat unresolved and contradictory, that
have moved ILEs and local economic development closer
together than they were raul' years ago. The lirst new stimulus to
local economie development was the emergence of the so-called
third sector. This sector borrows some or its characteristics li'om
the 'private sector: autonomy, private initiative, drive ror
effiCIency and competitiveness, decisions ba:icd on cos! benefit
considerations, but its aims are collective in nature and similar
to those or public scrvices. So argued the Direct Committee or
OECD's Initiatives for Local Employmcnt Programme in its
1985 report Crealin.g Jobs al tile Local Level. It isalso eharacteriscd
by the linancial, bureaucratic and psychological obstacles that
it has to overcome. It may well not be an exaggeration to note
now that the third sector was more commonly held together hy
the motivations of the people working within it, than by any
partieular aspect of its commercial or legallorm. This motivation - a need to create jobs, and a comlnitment to widen the
delinition or enterprise and the scope of who could be entrepreneurial - provided key flexibility for local employment
initiatives and so they have continued to grow.
Second, new technology has been important. As the OECD's
Business and Industry Advisory Committee (BIAC) remarked
during tbe 1983 OECD Conrerence on Employment Growth
'*The views expressed in thts paper arc the author's and do nol m.:cessal"iJy
n:flecl the opinions of the organhation ror which he works.
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and Structural Change, 'modern technology ravours decentralisation, Curt hers small and mediwn-sized enterpris(-'S and t.ends
to encourage people towards more seU:employment'. In this
respect, Booze, Allen and Hamilton, a leading American industrial in(ornlation company, dislingui5h between three dillerenl
categories of' manuracturing and service unit:
• standard products, relatively stable design, mass production', where the critical factor is price.
o variable products, batch or low volume production, where
the critical factor is flexibility.
• customised or 'one-off products, meeting varied and
specific market delTIands where the critical factor is
innovation,
1

The latter two groups or products and markets arc the growing
ones and they suit the neW or small unit rather well. The tirst
type tends t~ be less flexible and that is why more and morc
market gaps are revealed that cannot be tilled by mass market
products. Finally, periods in which new technology develops
fast put a premiUlTI on innovalion and are good lbr ne\v and
small tirms - an important source or new jobs.
So a variety of factors are influencing the growth or local
emploYlnent initiatives, but their gro\vth has not been without
problems. The rate of survival ofthesc initiatives is not as high as
it might be and is particularly preeariolls in the United States.
Thererore, in addition to a continuing public policy response of
encouraging a range of local employment initiatives, governments have been examining what can be done to reduce the
railure rates of local initiatives so that the net addition to
employment and growth will be greater. New enterprises,
whether public or private, need midwives and guardians: the
midwives are the banks and venture capital companies and
government departments that put up money, the guardians are
the organisations that have grown up in recent years, bringing
together government, private induslry, trade-unions and
professions at the local level, to alTer advice and help.
These developments have been reflected in the work of the
OECD; for example, the May 1985 conference on ';\'oman Job Creation - ILEs', t.he June 1985 conference on 'The
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Role or Cities and Towns in Stimulating Employment Creation
and Economic Development', and more recently in the highlevel meeting on 'The Role orLarge Firms in Job Creation and
Entrepreneurship'. Furthermore, the planning and research
work of the OECD has relleeted this in its aetivitv on 'Education, Training and Support Needs of New Entrepreneurs and
Local Employment Initiatives' and in its work on elaborating
local employment development strategies in less developed
regions and countries. The cnnclusions emerging from these
activities have been incorporated into the general considera~
tions below.

n.Es, job creation and local economic growth
Recently, the OECD has discussed the relationship between
local employment initiatives, local economic development and
job creation on a number of occasions, firstly at its board
meeting in Madrid in October ]984, and more indirectly in the
various conferences and meetings II has sponsored during the
past two years. Clearly, building the linkages between ILEsand
economic development and job creation is a long, and [or some,
a tenuous exercise. However, it rnight be usdu l to recalJ some of
the thinking behind the committee's rellection, and work.
Unemployment has been in the forefront of the minds of
policy-makers in most OECD countries throughout most of the
post-war period, but at present, with the jobless rate in many
industrialised countries al, or near, its highest level since the
1930., the political sensitivities associated with the issue arc
particularly acute. The cyclical aspect of this synchronised
unemployment is generally recogniseD and is common to most
OEeD countries, although there may be some disagreements
regarding its relative importance in the wider problem. Howevel'l there are important diilercnccs or view about the causes of,
and the cur-es for, the structural component of unemployment.
The issue of structural unemployment takes On added
urgency in the light of the widespread lear that the current wave
of new technology may lead to permanently high joblessness in
all OECD countries. Concerns about machines displacing
human labour go back at least to the Luddite outbursts that
marked the early days of the industrial revolution in Britain.
Throughout history, apprehension and in some rases outright
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hostility have greeted the introduction of labour-saving technical advances. Such responses are, of cour-se, predictable and
understandable from workers threatened with displacement
from their jobs, and learful of the premature obsolescence of
their skills. Lconti"f believes that the electronic revolution is
qualitatively different from those that have gone before. He
argues tilat, while previous technological advances have
replaced human physical labour, electronic innovations will
instead replace mental effort, threatening the human brain itself
with technological obsolescence. But if past patterns oller any
reliable guide, the teclmological revolution on which the world
is currently embarking may be seen rather as the latest in
Schumpctcr's wave of 'creative destruction', in which innovation acts as a catalyst for a new era of economic growth.
Although the conventional views of leading economists about
the impact of new technology on job creation come closer to
those'ofSchumpeter than Leontief, unemployment will present
a formidable challenge lor policy-makers in the remainder of the
19805 and into tIle 19905.
Unemployment policies within countries are conditioned, of
course, not only by the severity of the challenge but by different
perceptions of the problem, its caUSes and its proposed cures.
These disparities in tum are grounded in dillerent experiences
with employment growth in the various regions of the OECD
OVer the past decade, as well as in the differences in analytical
predispositions and in the structure of economic and politieal institutions. Suggestions for alleviating unemployment must be
judged not only in terms of their economic ell1eieney but also in
termS of their implications for the broader relationships between
developed countries. All this becomes considerably more complicated when we recognise the emergence of increasingly
different and diverse sodal and economic a"ipiralions by uew
groups and individuals in our economies.
During the past decade the markedly dillerent trends in
North America and Europe concerning both unemployment
and job creation are likely significantly to influence their policy
responses in the luture. First, although the unemployment rale
in the United Slales during the last ten years has generally been
higher than in the major European countries, it has risen and
fallen cyclically in North America. In OEeD Europe, the
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pattern of unemployment has been asymmetric over the business cycle - rising during recessions and Lending to level oIT
rather than to lall during expansions. The unemployment rate
rose rapidly in both regions ailer the lirst oil crisis) but it came
down just as rapidly in the Uniled Stales once the recovery
began, while it remained close La ils recession peaks throughout
OEeD Europe. Although the US unemployment nne is still at
historically high levels, it declined rapidly and signilieantly
during 1983/4, the lirst year of recovery. Thc major industrial
economies in Europe arc~ however, trailing well behind the
r\orth i\merican recovery, There is considerable concern that
the 'slow pace of the Eur~pcan recovery will not reduce European unemploY1TICUL

Second the contrast between OEeD Europe and the United
States injob creation is even more pronounced than the contrast
in the cyclical behaviour of unemploYlnent rates. E1TIployment
has risen in the United States since 1973, while in the major
European countries it has actually declined. And even between
1979 and 1983 the average level oj'l;S employment was about
two million, or two per cent up, while it was down slightly in
Eumpe ..Much of the employment increasc in the United States
was concentrated in the service sector. in fact, the American
economy was able to respond to the rapid labour force
expansion engendered by the pust-war baby boom and the
sharp rise in participation rates of women during the past
decade, largely because of the rapid expansion of service sector
elnploymenl. :Nloreover, the large concentration of women and
minorities in the US service sector provided some: protection
against the displacement of these groups in the last recession. In
the United States, for the first titne at a recessionary trough,
unemployment rates were higher for men than for women, and
even though the chmnically high unemployment rates for
minorities rose even higher, the largest proportional increase in
unemployment wag among white males. This pattern may
relleet the latter group's relatively high unemployment in heavy
manufacturing - the sector most vulnerable to the energy crisis
and the attendant policy responses.
The above considerations arc illustrated by the lindings of an
ILE European study tour made by a group of American experts
in 1984. They ooted that banking and financial institutions,
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especially in the United Kingdom, tended to focus the greater
pan of their attention on large-scale, indeed international,
markets, to the detriment ofthe smalllirm in need of"i5k capital
or the rnedium-sizcd firm in need of capital for restructuring. In
general, the experts thought that job creation in Europe was too
little the enneern of the private sector, and drew attention to the
responsibility towards the Ineal economy that could be exercised
by an enterprise when it was contemplating redundancies. On
the other hand, the experts \\-'crc impressed wi[h certain
European achievements - lor example, in the field of training
programmes for entreprencurial management. They also recognised the importance of public support in mobilising the lull
range of strategies necessary for effective economic development. The general interest in the situation of women and
minority groups in the United States was reflected in the
experts' surprise that these were not more actively involvcd in
enterprise creation in Europe.
Indeed, most OEeD labour markets will be confronted with
an even greater challenge to their job-creating capacities if
women follow the Scandinavian and American examples. For
instancc, some 53 per cent Alnerican women over the age of
sixteen are currently in the labour force, up from 37 per cent in
1960. In most other OEeD countries, however, the participation rates of women have risen at a much slo\,\lcr pace. But the
participation rates of women in many countries have continued
to rise historically, suggesting that the differences are primarily
a matter of degree and of timing.
The OEeD seminar on 'The Role of \'Va men in the Development of ILEs' (May 1985) showed that of the many obstacles
encountered by women during the selling up of their businesses,
the most important are lack of access to capital, information and
expertise. Women lind these obstacles more dillicult to overcome because of their lack of eredibilitv in the economic arena
and their unfamiliarity with business language. Women often
do not have the informal sources (lamily, friends and associates)
to obtain seed capital, nor do tbey End their way easily
through the maze of business support organisations to secure
reliable information. Suggested solutions to these problems
included raising women's self-esteem through education, media
coverage and promoting the image orwomen entrepreneurs and
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their aC[lvtllcs. Specilic training courses should further help
them to build conlidence, to acquire entreprcnuerial skills and
to become accustomed to business support networks and busineSs terminology.
Thejob creation record of the Unitcd States also appears to
be One of the factors that is holding thc average duration of
unemployment there below that of OECD Europe. In the
United States during the recent recession the average duration
of unemployment was about four months, compared to seven to
ten months for most European countries. In several European
countries those unemployed for more than a year account for 30
per cent or more of total unemployment, more than double the
proportion in the United States.
Although several of the troubled industries in both Europe
and the United States appeal' to have significantly higher cost
structures than their competitors) many obsclvers regard low
mobility of labour and capital as a more significant factor
underlying the persistence of high unemployment. One recent
study, for example, concluded that much of the rise in the
Amcrican unemployment rate for prime age males, from 3.1 pel'
cent in 1972 to 5.5 per cent in 1981, refieets the [act that unemployment grew at an uneven pattern across geographical
arcas. European explanalions have tended Lo stress institutional
and geographical impediments, which are much less important
in the U nitI'd States and Canada. Although the legal and
institutional barriers Lo the inter-counlry movement of labour
and capital have diminished somewhat in Europe, language
and cultural [actors still make it more diJlicult for a worker to
move his job and his family from, say, Glasgow to Grenoble than
from Toronto to Los Angeles. The recent meeting of industrialists on 'The Role of Large Firms in Job Creation', to wllich
further reference is made below, underlined the importanceofa
European market to stimulate job creation, and further made
the point that small tirms are becoming increasingly internationaL
The most important reason lor the dilTcrence among regions
in the degree of factor mobility appears to lie in industrial
history and composition. Any advanced industrial economy is,
of course, subject to conflicting pressures: those that tend to
increase rigidities by protecting established privileges, such as
1
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high wages and worker seniority, and those that tend to loosen
lhcm, such as government incenlives to mobility, Ho\vevcr, the
most effective solvent lor built-in rigiditie, appears to be the
grovvth of new bu;::.incss, unhmnpered by 1argc sunken costs in
existing facilities or by acculurnu]aled restrictions on movement
and work practices. Long-established industries, such as steel,
are inevitably less nexible and marc resistant to mobility and
adaptation.
A higher concentration of long-established industries in some
countries in OECD EUl'Ope in fael may have resulled in a larger
accumulation
disincentives La factor mobility and correspondingly greater dilTIcullY in establishing new industries than
ill the United States, or even more so, in Japan. These dilferences rna y not be entirely a malleI' ol'histary. Public policies in
Europe appear to have been morc orientated towards existing
jobs than those in the United States. As a result, it has been both
mOre e.xpensive and diilicult La dismiss workers or to relocate or
close plants in EUl'Ope than in North America.
As the conference on 'The Role of Towns and Citics' Uunc
1985) made clear, Jor some years there has been a de facto
involvement of local authoriLies in economic development and
more particularly injob creation. In some degree this has come
about because of disillusionment with national employment
,policies and with outside support in general, e.g., from big eompanics. The record has proved positive, notably in terms of
innovation and morale: the sense of local identity has enabled
energy and personal qualities latent in the voluntary and
private sectors to be mobilised; the individual profit motive has
been channelled towards consensus measures and cOlnmunity
well-being, and dormant procedural and legal instruments,
liave been reactivated. :'-levertheless, some change in local
powers and resources may be necessary iflocal authorities arc to
do significantly more than implement policies decided at
national level. There is of course a potential area of conflict with
central government that need not in itself be unproductive,
especially if it leads to a sounder appreciation of the role of each
of the parties. It has to be accepted that large-scale structural
unemployment is not susceptible to local treatment. Moreover,
central government and the general public view local authority
activity with a belter eye the more it appears to be orientated
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towards practical achievement and the less towards political
gain. Finally, some evaluation of such activity seems desirable,
but there is little evidence of its taking place, except perhaps in
Canada.
Reducing structural uneIIlploYIIlent
As has been argued, even if cyclical recovery becomes morc
widespread and is sustained, structural unemployment will still

pose a major problem for policy-makers. Remedies to alleviate
the structural aspect will need to be carefully tailored to the
political, social and economic environment and institutions of'
specific countries and regions. Because European unemployment is made worse by the institutional and structural rigidities
already discussed, the search for solutions must tackle those
rigidities as well. The secret of a successful micro-economic
strategy probably lies in combining many objectives within one
coherent policy that can I)e applied l1cxibly at the local level.
Local employment initiatives are a useful umbrella for
achieving this integration.
It is instructive at this point to explore the relationships and
the difTerences between ILEs and the traditional regional
development polices relating to employment. In the latter there
is a current focus of interest on the operation of local economics
as units, and it must be observed that ILEs are not necessarily, or
even mainly, working to supply local markets. They are
involved in social policy, and since social and economic policy
come together in the longer term, there may be an opportunity
here for progress to be made towards q. new concept of what is
economically acceptable in the social framework. In considering
sllch ideas, Finland may be cited as an example. There is a twofold problem of rural depopulation, or at least the risk of it, and
agricultural over production, together with a long-standing
tradition of self-help and mutual aid, which survives only in a
small-scale environment. The imposition of government ceilings
on production makes it diIlicult to attain an adequate income
from a small farm, and it is the Finish Governments's policy not
to increase the size oflarms. ILEs afTer a way out of the impasse.
By facilitating the addition of an external source of income to the
family unit, they make survival in the countryside practicable,
and tap the latent motivation traditional in the rural areas.
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The OECD economics require a dilTerent approach ir they
are to yield the maxilTIum number of permanent real jobs. In
companies producing internationally traded goods, the most
important contribution to creating jobs lies in the rapid dissemination of technical knowledge, the development ofnexible
modern training schemes, the education of young people in
basic inlonnation technology skills and in basic self-employment and business development skills. There is unlikely to be a
net gain in jobs, but jobs will be lost if there is not an adequate
supply or skilled people at every level from post doctoral to post
basic training. IvIan), young people who dislike school take to
information technologies like ducks to water.
One or the main conclusions from the ILE study of industrial
diversification in Sardinia, undertaken jointly with EN I, was
that, in smokestack industries, \ve should modernise what we
can and stop producing what we cannot. IvIoney spent on
sustaining obsolescent indust;'ies is likely to be money wasted;
they should be protected only lor short periods or time to allow
restructuring to take place. It is less expensive to pay training
and removal expenses for employers or to help them set up their
own small businesses or co-operatives. Adjustment is best
approached throuf!;h building up consensus and support at local
level for initiatives that will lead to job and enterprise creation,
and the ILE movement is thus in a position to promote the
necessary change in the public mind from preoccupation with
the past to concern for the future. Here the action oflarge firms
in external I job crealion strategies is worth considering.
In this connection it is interesting to note some of the conclusions of the international discussion on 'The Role of Large Firms
in Job Creation' (November 1985), which may be summarised
as follows:
1. A range of motives spur large firms to create jobs: government pressure, enlightened self-interest and a sense of
social responsibility. Training, research and work experience are favoured areas for intervention. Industrialists
generally take the view that broad education is a factor in
innovative capacity.
2. Thejobs that are created must reilect the activity's genuine
potential prolitability. High technology is not an essential
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ingredient; simple processing and agriculture can be
growth areas. Small units are more likely to be innovative
and their association with a larger unit gives them access to
capital and expertise.
Niany .lobs can be created in traditional service industries
because this seeLOr is labour intensive. Creatingjobs in rehabilitating houses, in neighbourhood energy conservation and
environmental improvement schemes, and in recycling materials is relatively inexpensive when measured in the capital
investment perjoh. A certain school of thought holds that alljob
creation in infrastructure is liable to be inflationary but it can
be argued that this applies only where the firms i;l~olved and
their unions arc in a position substantially to influence prices or
wages and if they are uniquely publicly financed. Many or the
businesses started by unemployed workers, using schemes that
allow unemployment benefits to be used lor business start-up,
are working in new markels.
There is plenty of work to be done in the public services,
especially in health care and personal social services, hut the
crisis over public expenditure makes governments feel unable to
finance them. It is unlikely, therefore, that the numbers or
public service jobs will increasc a great deal unless new ways can
be found of incorporating public policy objectives into the creation of new types affirm or association. This is an important area
for LEis, in which many new businesses have already grown up.

An Agenda for the Future
ANTO KERINS

The intention of this publication is to produce a greater
understanding of the unemployment problem and to provide a
range of useful ideas and proposals on the subject. It is hoped
that it will bring unemployment a little nearer the centre of
people's attention and show that it is possible to do something
about it.
Each of the papers presents certain proposals or insights
relevant to different aspects of the problem. When yOll have
fmished reading them, you may say, 'Well, fmc, but what should
be done next?' This chapter provides a broad agenda for the
academic community and the social partners.
Academic community
The academic community has an important role to play in fmding
solutions to unemployment, yet one suspects that the public may
be a little tired of reading further research on the effects of
unemployment, the accuracy of unemployment statistics, the
analysis of its causes, and so forth. Many people are a little
impatient that the academic community is not spending more
time seeking practical solutions. To be fair, useful and fruitful
work has been produced, but on balance the exceptions are
notable because the majority in academia is busy elsewhere. Let
us look briefly at the different disciplines.

Note to chapter
1

'External' in this context means
outside the normal proceSfi of
.·uoning its own businr:~s; [Ol'

example, supporting linancially or
olher ..... isc local cmploymcnl
initiativcs.

Sociology
Sociology provides an excellent insight into society and how it
functions, but the discipline offers few proposals for change. Most
of the international sociological literature contains no significant
proposals for solving unemployment. The few articles one comes
across in the sociological journals refer to such aspects as the
effects of unemployment and its social distribution.'
Sociologists might argue that it is not their job to present
proposals for reducing unemployment; their function is to explain
and to leave solutions to others. In this respect they could point
to the work done in such hybrid disciplines as industrial sociology,
but even here there is a dearth or recommendations.
219
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Induslrial Relalions
One need do nothing here except quote Hyman (1981); 'until
very recently. few writers on industrial relations have regarded
unemployment as an issue relevant to their area'. A partial
explanation for this is that industrial relations has been mOre
concerned with those in employment than with those who arc
out of work.

providing workable solutions to the unemployment problem and
the different academic disciplines should work together on an
interdisciplinery basis so as to improve the quality of proposals
to deal with unemployment. Economics needs the political and
social insight of the sociologist and the political scientist just as
much as these disciplines need to confront the fmancial contraints
that economics best clarifies.

Political Science

The social partners
The trade unions are concerned mainly with the well"being of
their employed members; although they speak out sincerely
against the scourge of unemployment, understandably they focus
their main energies on the needs of their working members.
Employers in the private sector are for the most part concerned
about the profitability of their organisation and its workforce.
Although they too occasionally may express concern about
unemployment) their main efforts are given over to serving the
needs of their organisation and its members.
The activities of government on the question of unemployment
are best considered by looking at twa variables
demands and
supports. J First demands are directed at the authorities to
encourage them to make certain changes. These demands are
numerous and therefore must be managed and responded to
selectively; finance, manpower, government time and resources
are scarce. Demands are regulated both by the structure of the
political system and by the modification of these demands as they
move through this structure. The various interest groups, political
parties~ legislators and administrators in society act as
'gatekeepers'. The majority of demands move from ~ne group
to another and at each paint of their journey can be modified
or rejected. Sometimes very powerful demands can result in
policy changes without filtering through this web of specialists;
for example, they may be communicated directly from the grass
roots to the authorites, or they may be initiated by the authorities
themselves and meet with no opposition. All groups have to
examine the demands that are put to them in the light of their
own resources and the effects these will have on their own
support. Therefore, a group is not advised to champion too many
demands that will not be at least partly successful.
A significant difficulty concerning the demands of the

Since this discipline studies power in society, it is relevant to
unemployment. Again there appears to have been no major
policy proposals by political scientists to deal with unemployment.
Weir (1987) considers unemployment from a political science
perspective and while not offering proposals for reducing
unemployment she considers the political conditions necessary
to create a politics of full employment.

Economics
Economics seems to be the only social science that produces
structured solutions to unemployment. On the rare occasions
that other disciplines olIer solUtions, they concentrate mainly
on the economic solutions. KindJeberger (1986) refers to the
'imperialism' of economics that is invading the political sciences,
law and sociology. In regard to unemployment at least, these
disciplines almost deserve to be colonised unless they can
strengthen their own academic position in this field.
However t it is as well to exercise caution about economics.
Although it provides a relatively developed set of proposals, it
sometimes fails to take account of important considerations from
the other social sciences.' Keyssar (1987) in explaining the
American tolerance of unemployment argues that public
discussion On the topic has come to concentrate on technical
matters rather than fairness Or social justice. On this he states
that the economics profession has 'appropriated' the issue. An
obvious consequence has been to generate a public perception
of the problem as being one best left to experts. Keysser (p.
215"217) also argues that certain branches of economics have
developed concepts suggesting that unemployment should not
necessarily be considered a particularly important problem.
The academic community is advised to increase its focus on
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unemployed is that they are not well structured or organised
compared to the highly organised proposals of the CII and ICTU
in, for example, their pre-budget submissions. VVe can say of
course that the unemployed have a very clear and specific demand
- they want work. In some ways, however, this is almost as
limited as the ICTU or the CII demanding lower taxes or higher
grants. The unemployed lack a cohesive interest group to
organise and articulate a set of systematic and well-argued
proposals that are capable of surviving the complex reduction
process of legislators and administrators.
Governments take into account their own specific support base
when they are introducing policies. Therefore, if the unemployed
are ,:,ot seen as a major source of political support, this may
provide another reason why they do not have an adequate impact
On the activities of various governments. According to Hall et
al (1985), however, governments like to underpin their specific
support by nurturing their image as prudent, fair and legitimate
rulers.
A proposal
Th.roughout this volume the contributors provide a wide range
of Ideas and suggestions. None of these are entirely new and
many have been advanced before in different contexts. However,
to help resolve the scourge of unemployment, we not only require
useful proposals, we also need a determined and concentrated
effort by all groups in society to implement them.
Everyone calls on government to solve their various problems.
However, Fogarty (1976) says that the last thing we need is any
mtensificiation of the tendency to look to government for a lead.
He argues that the long-term problems of the economy lie at
the bottom and not at the top. Kenny (1984) makes the point
that for change to be enduring, we must get to the core, not the
edges, of how organisations are run. The solution that works
m.ust affect the culture of the organisation. While we can agree
wHh both these views, it must be admitted that government is
in a strong tactical position to respond to the unemployment
problems, even if rhis is as an initiator or catalyst. The state of
the Irish public finances has recently engaged much of the
energi~sof government. However, we now seem to be on target
to stabilise the debt by 1990 and therefore the government is
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better able to make a fuller response to the unemployment
problem.
Could the government, the opposition parties and the main
social partners now consider the urgent need for a new
mechanism for facilitating the dissemination and implementation
of proposals on unemployment? If the social partners, including
the government and opposition parties; are serious about
reducing unemployment, they must work together and not just
superficially. To work together is to come logether and this calls
for a new and powerful structure that will bind together
employers, unions and the body politic. Anything less would be
inadequate,
At present no such structure exists. There are committees and
organisations with representatives from the unions, enlployers
and government. High level negotiations also take place between
the unions, employers and government. However, there is no
present structure that includes government and opposition, along
with unions and employers, working together on any major social
or economic issue. Such a structure or forum could be initiated
by government and the Oireachtas. Its purpose would be:
1, to provide a major and combined focus of attention on the
effects of unemployment and the benefits of reducing it;
2. to enlarge peaple's understanding of the causes of
unemployment;
3. to inform people of the various solutions.
All these objectives could be achieved as the members of the
forum report back to their respective organisations and groups,
as the media covers the public sessions, and as the documents
and reports are published. This process of communicating the
proceedings would playa significant role in changing things.
If the information is properly communicated, it should expand
peoples' knowledge, influence their attitudes and therefore affect
the very culture of individual organisations.
It is not necessary to provide a detailed set of procedures for
something that would tend to evolve as a result of debate and
discussion. However, the following major areas should be
covered:
1. the costs of and the benefits to society of reducing
unemployment;
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2. the participants in the forum would be briefed on proposals
for reducing unemployment. There could be at least two
general types of briefing:
Ca) academics from the major institutions and elsewhere
could provide proposals on various aspects of
unemployment. Some of these proposals would be the
resulls of coordinated interdisciplinary work and
discussion.
(b) a variety of organisations and interest groups could
provide their particular proposals on unemployment after
a full discussion within each organistion!
It would be helpful if each organisation provided proposals that
impinged at least partly on its own operation and structures,
r~ther than ~imply pointing out what others should be doing.
Smce, conceIvably, a whole host of organisations could provide
proposals, it would be necessary to channel and organise their
submissions. The larger groups might be given an opportunity
to provide a short oral as well as a written proposal. The smaller
groups might be required to provide only a written submission,
unless their cont;ibutions were considered sufficiently important
to warrant a brIef oral hearing.
It would be inadvisable to impose a detailed structure on
something as important as a forum on unemployment. However,
?om~ outline format is necessary to provide an insight into how
It "':Ight 0I;~rate. The forum would include the government, the
mam oposltlon parties, and the representatives of em plovers and
unions. It might also be advisable to include some repre;entation
fr~m the unemployed but at present no major body speaks for
thIS grou~. It would also include a chairperson, backed up by
a secretarIat. The figure below is a tentative proposal far the
composition of such a body. It is important to note, however,
t~at the numbers represe~ting the different groups are merely
gIVen for the purpose of illustration.
Some of the possible comments that might be made on the
above proposal will be briefly dealt with.
1. We do not need such an elaborate structure. A slight
regearing and improvement of the present job-creating
methods and institutions would be adequate.
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This may indeed be the case, but the unemployment problem
is now so critical that a significant and coordinated high level
response is necessary, if it is to affect all the major groups in
society. Even a special Oireachtas committee does nat seem
adequate.
2. Even if the need for such an approach is accepted, the
political parties, unions and employers might be reluctant
to participate in case their positions are compromised, This
fear could be a major difficulty since different groups could
feel, at least partly, that one of the reasons for their existence
is the distinctive role they play in society. Such a forum mav
therefore cause them to worry about any compromises they
may be seen to make.
One can say three things about such a response. First, it is fair
to say that all these groups have from time to time accepted that

unemployment needs to be solved; no one group, therefore,
should expect others to do more than their fair share to help
resolve it. Secondly, each group has a responsibility to its own
particular members, as these members begin to realise how
critically unemployment is affecting both the employed and
unemployed, the organisations would find it difficult not to
respond. Thirdly, the response would not be unique. The New
Ireland Forum, whatever people's misgivings about it, was a
'considerable achievement in the circumstances' (Lee 1984).
Following on that, the 1987 Programme for National Economic
Recovery was negotiated with, and endorsed by, tl,e major social
partners and has been welcomed for this reason by Kennedy
(198i). Therefore, the actual problems of bringing together at
least the major political parties and social partners have already
been surmounted.
Weir (1987) claims that there are three interrelated conditions
necessary for full employment to become a central goal in a
society. Firstly, there must be a set of ideas that layout a strategy
for reaching full employment. Without this, unemployment
becomes like a natural disaster; something unfortunate which
must be endured. The ideas put forward in this book could help
provide some of the material for such a strategy. Secondly, we
must have the bureaucratic capacity to carry out this strategy.
Many ofthe ideas suggested herein have been adopted at firm,
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A forum on unemployment
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Conclusion
As a society we are obliged to respond adequately to our
extremely high level of unemployment. The response must match
the challenge and therefore must be significant. There is no
longer time for further analysis. We have nearly all the ideas
we need. What we now require is courage and will; the courage
to stifle cynicism and the will to act. Albert and Ball (1983) state
that there is no longer the whiff of gunpowder about
unemployment because it has been replaced by the whiff of decay.
This decay is all the more insidious since it is weakening our
ability to respond. The need for change has arrived.
Notes to chapter
1

Trade
Unions
(B)
Chair
(Incl. two vice·chairmcn)
(3)

2

Toml: 45 members

union and government level either here or abroad. Thirdly, she
argues that if full employment is to maintain a place of central
political importance, there must be a stable political coalition
supporting it. Such a coalition could be fostered across party
and pressure group lines by a forum on full employment. As
we come to grips with our national debt and after the recent
experience of the government working in a structured way with
other political parties and the social partners the time is now
ripe for such a forum to be initiated.
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After a brief search through
some of the major sociological
journals, the most relevant
article found was by Gould
(1952), However this was a
review article which referred
mainly to economic proposals.
See, for example, the earlier
paper by Kerins, who argues
that the simple deregulation

J

1

thesis fails to take adequate
aCCOunt of socio~politicu1 factors,
The fonowing analysis draws
heavily On Hall et aJ. (1978),
c.'lpedally Chapter 3.
Any organisation wi th nn
interest in reducing unemploy~
mcnt would be included, far
example,
srate-sponsored
bodies, private companies and
voluntary organisations.
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